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FOREWORD 

This curriculum and course catalog is prepared to aid students and parents in making the 
best possible choices for the individual student and to familiarize each student with the 

general instructional policies of Carlsbad High School. 

This catalog is effective with the start of the 2021-2022 school year, and applies to all 
grade levels and graduating classes, unless otherwise specified. All courses listed in the 

curriculum guide may not be offered based on student need and staffing. CHS reserves the 
right to offer courses that meet the needs of students and meet district and state 

requirements for graduation. 

If you have questions or need further information, please call the Guidance Office at: 

Carlsbad High School 
3000 W. Church Street 
Carlsbad, NM 88220 
(575) 234-3319 
(575) 234-3393 Fax 
School CEEB Code:  320105 

Carlsbad High School does not discriminate on the basis of race, color, national origin, 
sex, disability, or age in its programs and activities and provides equal access to the Boy 
Scouts and other designated youth groups.  

Questions or concerns about equal opportunity should be directed to the principal at 
(575) 234-3319. 
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PREFACIO 

Este currículo y catálogo de cursos ha sido preparado para ayudar al estudiante y a sus 
padres a hacer las mejores selecciones posibles para el estudiante y para familiarizar a cada 
estudiante con las instrucciones generales de la escuela preparatoria de Carlsbad.  

Este currículo es efectivo con el comienzo del año escolar 2021-2022 y se aplica a todos 
los niveles y a cursos de graduación, a menos que sea de otra manera especificada.  

Si usted tiene preguntas o necesita más información, por favor llame a la oficina del 
director en:  

Carlsbad High School 
3000 W. Church Street 
Carlsbad, NM 88220 

(575) 234-3319 
(575) 234-3393 Fax 

School Co CEEB de: 320105 

Carlsbad High School no discrimina por motivos de raza, color, origen nacional, sexo, 
discapacidad o edad en sus programas y actividades, y brinda acceso igual a los Boy 

Scouts y otros grupos juveniles designados.

Las preguntas o aprensiones acerca de las mismas oportunidades deben de ser dirigidas al 
director al número (575) 234-3319. 
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1. NEXT-STEP PLAN  The State of New Mexico requires each high school student to 
have a Next-Step Plan on file. This plan starts in the 8th grade listing coursework 
during high school years, as well as tentative choices of careers and post-secondary 
schools.  Each student will prepare a Next-Step Plan with parent approval and 
signature.  The student’s program will be reviewed and updated on an annual basis. 
Next-Step Plan must be completed and current before the student will receive a 
schedule and/or be allowed to complete any schedule changes.  

2. SCHEDULING AND SCHEDULE CHANGES  Students will have ten days after
the first day of the semester starts to change schedules. The principal or his/her 
designee must approve ALL schedule changes after this time. 

3. MINIMUM SCHEDULE  All students in grades 9-11 will be scheduled into a full
schedule of seven or more classes.  Seniors who are on track and have the appropriate 
credits can have a shortened day. All seniors must be enrolled in at least four classes 
during the fall and spring semesters of their senior year.  Any exception must be 
approved by a high school administrator.  

4. MINIMUM REGISTRATION  All classes as listed in this curriculum/course catalog 
are subject to a minimum registration and enrollment.   All classes are subject to 
availability based on enrollment and teacher availability.  

5. CREDITS ISSUED Credits for all courses, grades 9-12, shall be issued on a semester 
basis. Credit is granted through enrollment, attendance, and mastering New Mexico 
Standards and Benchmarks for each course and/or subject.  Credit will not be issued 
via semester exam challenges to students enrolled at CHS.  Students requesting 
CHS credit upon transferring from a non-accredited institution should refer to 
Page 16 under the Transfer grades and credits from non-accredited institution 
for details.

6. UNIT OF CREDIT DEFINITION In high school, one unit of credit is allowed for a
subject requiring one period per day for 179 days.  Class periods must meet or exceed 
the minimum standards set by the New Mexico Public Education Department and the 
North Central Association Commission on Accreditation and School Improvement 
(NCA CASI). 

7. CREDIT RECOVERY COURSES If a student receives a failing grade in any core
subject, they must make it up in order to graduate. The following options are 
available: 

● Summer School - $50.00 per ½ credit (semester course) Provisions may be
provided for students on free and reduced lunch.

● Credit Recovery - during the school day by principal with, approval, in place of
an elective, zero hour, or 8th hour when available.

● Special Education Credit Recovery – during the school day with a Special
Education teacher

● Graduate On-Time (GOT) Academy  -  Carlsbad Online High School may
be an option for students in grades 9-12 who meet specific criteria as determined
by the principal. GOT Academy is a combination of credits earned online through
APEX online and face to face courses on campus.  GOT Academy requires
principal recommendation and approval each semester depending on the success
of the student.
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8. ALTERNATIVE LEARNING OPPORTUNITIES Carlsbad Enrichment Center
@ Eddy Campus is an alternative learning environment for students at the high school 
level who have experienced difficulty in the traditional high school setting.  Students
may have the opportunity to receive substance and social behavioral counseling while
recovering lost credits. Participation in this program requires principal
recommendation and approval.

9. ATTENDANCE AND GRADES  To receive a grade in a course, the student must
have been enrolled for at least 50% of the grading period.  The student’s grade will
reflect only those assignments and assessments given since the student’s enrollment.
A grade can be determined for less than 50% attendance in a grading period if the
student’s transfer grades have been received and proportioned appropriately into the
student’s grade.  Grades from schedule changes will transfer into new classes of
similar discipline.

10. TRUANCIES AND GRADES Work missed because of truancies and/or
suspensions will be made up at a time determined by the teacher, but not later than
the end of the grading period.  Students will be allowed one day to make up work for
each day missed until the end of the grading period.  All semester exams must be
made up within 10 days from the end of the semester.  Work made up will be graded
and averaged with the others to arrive at the final grade for that period.

11. ELIGIBILITY REQUIREMENTS FOR ATHLETICS & ACTIVITIES
The New Mexico Activities Association recently passed three new changes to the 
academic eligibility guidelines for the 2020-2021 school year.  Please note all 
eligibility is reflective regardless of academic year to which the student is enrolled. 

1).  Use of SEMESTER Grades only – Scholastic eligibility will be determined by 
semester grades.  Grades issued at 9 weeks will be used for eligibility checks on 
students that have been academically ineligible and are only used for reinstating 
eligibility if no ‘F’s’ and 2.0 GPA requirements have been met.  NOTE: 9 
WEEK GRADES WILL ONLY BE USED FOR REINSTATING 
ELIGIBILITY.    

2).  NO (F’s) – A student must have a 2.0 Grade Point Average (GPA) and no ‘F’s 
to be eligible or remain eligible to participate in activities/athletics.  In the past 
students have been allowed to have one ‘F’ as long as they maintained at least a 
2.0 GPA.  This rule no longer exists.  Students may no longer have an ‘F’ and 
must maintain a 2.0 GPA. 

3).  Summer Courses – If a student fails a course, they are allowed to make up 
multiple courses in order to gain academic eligibility.  However, the 
replacement course must be the EXACT course as the original failed course that 
is listed on the transcript (i.e.  AP English must be replaced with AP English, 
etc.).   

4). Cumulative Provision – The cumulative provision may be applied only at the 
beginning of a semester - Only semester grades can be used, and all semester 
grades starting with the 9th grade year must be utilized. (As cumulative grades 
start with the 9th grade year, the cumulative provision cannot be used for middle 
school/junior high Students.)  The cumulative provision may not be applied if a 
Student has more than one ‘F’ in the semester grading period immediately 
preceding participation. A student must have passed a minimum of 51% of 
coursework taken by a full- time student in the semester grading period 
immediately preceding participation to take advantage of the cumulative 
provision option. 
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Furthermore, a student must be enrolled in at least 51% of the member school’s regular 
class schedule in courses that will be counted towards his/her graduation and in regular 
attendance during the current as well as the previous grading period.  REMINDER - If 
the semester grades contain two (2) Fs, the cumulative provision cannot be utilized to 
achieve scholastic eligibility. 

Please visit New Mexico Activities Association at https://www.nmact.org/ for further 
information regarding academic eligibility.    

12. NATIONAL COLLEGIATE ATHLETIC ASSOCIATION (NCAA)
   INITIAL ELIGIBILITY/CLEARINGHOUSE. 

For students who are interested in participating in collegiate sports: 

To register for NCAA Clearinghouse, log on to www.eligibilitycenter.org; from the 
home page, click on “Prospective Student-Athletes,” which will link the student-
athlete to the necessary information.  Contact the school registrar to request a copy of 
your official transcript/test scores to be sent to the NCAA Clearinghouse.  This should 
be initiated during the junior year.  For the most up-to-date requirements and changes, 
refer to the official NCAA website listed above. 

● In Division I only, student-athletes entering a collegiate institution must complete a
minimum of 16 core-course units.  One of the additional units must be in the area of
mathematics, bringing the total number of required mathematics units to three.  This
will require students to complete three years of mathematics at the level of Algebra I 
or higher.  The other course may be in any core area, as described previously.

● In Division II there is no sliding scale.  The minimum core GPA is 2.0. 
● The minimum SAT and ACT score must be met.

DIVISION I 

In addition to meeting the Division I Core-Course Rule, the student must meet all 
Carlsbad High School graduation requirements as defined on pages 19-22 of this 
catalog. 

16 Core-Course Rule (in grades 9-12) 
4 years of English 
3 years of Mathematics (Algebra I or higher) 
2 years of Natural/Physical Science (1 year of lab if offered by high school) 
1 year of additional English, Mathematics, or Natural/Physical Science 
2 years of Social Science 
4 years of additional courses (from any area above, foreign language or  comparative 
religion/philosophy) 

DIVISION II 

In addition to meeting the Division II Core-Course Rule, the student must meet all 
Carlsbad High School graduation requirements as defined on pages 19-22 of this 
catalog. 

*16 Core-Course Rule (in grades 9-12) 
3 years of English 
2 years of Mathematics (Algebra I or higher) 
2 years of Natural/Physical Science (1 year of lab if offered by high school) 
3 years of additional English, Mathematics, or Natural/Physical Science 
2 years of Social Science 
4 years of additional courses (from any area above, foreign language or comparative 
religion/philosophy) 

https://www.nmact.org/
http://emailrpts.delivra.com/t/11058974/446521148/52744204/0/?c4e129f6=SFMgTmV3c2xldHRlciAxMi8xNy8yMDA5IDM6MzY6NTEgUE0%3d&x=30c6b60f
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13. COLLEGE AND CAREER SERVICES The Guidance Office offers specific
services pertaining to graduation, college education, financial aid, and career choices.

- Course Scheduling 
- Development and revision of the Next-Step Plan 
- Financial Aid workshops to assist students and parents in understanding and 

applying for financial aid 
- College Day: Annual visit of college, vocational school and military 

representatives to Carlsbad High School campus, with on-going visits 
throughout the year 

- SAT, ACT, and Advanced Placement encouragement and advice 
- Assistance with applications for student loans 
- Assistance with application to any college or vocational school 
- Regularly scheduled classroom visits from experts in career planning, resume 

writing, and determining costs after high school 

14. TRANSCRIPTS Transcripts needed for school transfer, military use, scholarship
consideration, college applications, or prospective employer information may be
requested from the Registrar at no charge.  A senior who is accepted at one or more
colleges should request that his/her supplementary transcript of final grades be sent to 
the college where he/she plans to enroll.  Unpaid fines/fees will result in a hold on
transcripts until cleared (see page 12, Textbooks and Fees).

15. SCHOLARSHIPS There are several kinds of scholarships: university, national, and
local.  Universities give scholarships for academic excellence, financial need, athletics 
and specific talents.  These awards are between the providing school and the student.
Pursuit of these scholarships should begin before, as well as, during the senior year.

National scholarships are funded by business, social, educational and fraternal
organizations.  They usually reward high academic, special talents, financial need and 
occasionally require specific involvements.  National scholarships are offered year-
round.

Local scholarships are given by community clubs, businesses, individual, and service
organizations.  Students chosen by these donors are rewarded for specific needs,
special talents and academic abilities.  The number and dollar amount of local
scholarships vary each year.  Local scholarships are usually offered in the spring of
the senior year.

Financial Aid, scholarship forms and assistance may be found in the Guidance Office
or on the High School Guidance office's web page at www.carlsbadschools.net All
Scholarships are announced as they are made available to the Guidance Office.

16. NEW MEXICO SCHOLAR PROGRAM  The New Mexico Scholars Scholarship
encourages New Mexico high school graduates to enroll in college full-time at a
public or private non-profit postsecondary in New Mexico before their 21st birthday
in an undergraduate program. Students shall apply at the eligible institution he/she
will be attending.

1. Must be a resident of New Mexico
2. Must graduate from a New Mexico high school in top 5% of class or

obtain a score of 25 on ACT or 1140 on the SAT.
3. Based on family income: Combined family income may not exceed

$60,000 per year.

http://www.carlsbadschools.net/
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17. ADVANCED PLACEMENT (AP) These are rigorous courses designed for the 
college bound.  They are faster pace, include challenging content, and have stricter 
guidelines. Upon completion of these courses, a student is expected to take AP 
examinations by which the student can earn varying amounts of college 
credit (dependent upon the accepting college or university policies).  A $15.00 fee 
per exam is required to take these exams.  AP course work counts for credit, GPA 
and rank in class as defined under Grading Information.  To be offered, all AP 
courses must have College Board approval via the AP Course Audit.  Students may 
elect to take an AP exam for a subject they are not enrolled in by registering and 
paying the full cost of the exam prior to the fall ordering deadline.  However, 
students electing to do so are not eligible for the add-on credit value. The student will 
be fined for any exam ordered and not taken.   AP classes on APEX need 
administrator approval.  For more information regarding courses and exams, click 
here :htttps://apstudents.collegeboard.org/course-index-page

18. GIFTED PROGRAM  The program offers several types of academic opportunities
for students who meet the New Mexico eligibility requirements for Gifted Education. 
Facilitators will individually monitor grades/student progress, productivity and 
mentorship.  They will provide academic support, on-going parental contacts, assist 
with identified qualifications of new gifted students, SAT/PSAT test preparation 
workshops and assist with college selection applications, scholarships/financial aid 
applications and resume writing.

19. CORRESPONDENCE COURSES FOR CREDIT  A student may apply only two 
credits from accredited correspondence school(s) toward graduation from 
Carlsbad High School.  Applicable correspondence course credit(s) may be 
earned at the student’s expense.  Any exception to the stated criteria regarding 
correspondence courses requires approval of both the high school principal and 
the Director of Secondary Education.

20. DUAL CREDIT PROGRAM (HIGH SCHOOL AND COLLEGE CREDIT) The 
primary purpose of the dual credit program is to increase the educational options and 
opportunities for high school students and increase the overall quality of 
instruction and learning available through high schools.  These programs 
allow students to earn credit at the high school level and at the college level 
simultaneously while being provided a glimpse of college life.  Please review the Dual 
Credit Program details:

If the high school offers an equivalent course, students must take the course at the 
high school, unless otherwise approved by the principal.    

 To be eligible for dual credit for the fall, spring, and summer semesters, the student 
must: 

1. Be enrolled in at least four courses during the fall and spring semesters at Carlsbad
High School;

2. Obtain permission from the principal, the student’s parents or guardian, and NMSU-
C prior to enrolling in a dual credit course; and

3. Meet the NMSU-C requirements to enroll as a dual credit student as listed below:

a. For career or vocational courses, such as Welding or Automotive, the student must 
have a minimum 2.0 grade point average (GPA). 

htttps://apstudents.collegeboard.org/course-index-page
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b. For academic or general education courses such as College 101, all high school
students must also meet the minimum required ACT scores of 19 in Reading and
16 in English or pass the ACT Accuplacer exams with a Reading Score of 81 and
a Writing Score of 76.  Students should arrange to take the Accuplacer test by
calling the NMSU-C Counseling and Student Development Center at 234-9337.

 The course requirements for high school students enrolled in a dual credit course shall be 
equal to those of regular college/university students.  Course requirement information can be 
obtained from the NMSU-C catalog.   

 For each three college/university credits earned in a dual credit course, the student will earn 
one high school credit toward graduation.  The grade earned will be recorded on both the 
student’s high school and NMSU-C transcripts and will count toward the student’s Grade 
Point Average (GPA) in both institutions.   

Requirements for Admission and Enrollment of Students: 

1. The student shall discuss potential dual credit courses with their high school guidance
counselor and the NMSU-C’s admission office.  Information collected should include
admission and registration requirements, course requirements, credits to be attempted,
credits to be awarded, scheduling under dual credit, and implications for failure to
successfully complete the course.

2. The student shall obtain course requirements for each course, including course
prerequisites, course content, grading policy, attendance requirements, course
completion requirements, performance standards, and other related course information.
See www.cavern.nmsu.edu under the Dual Credit link.

3. The student shall meet the prerequisites and requirements of the course(s) to be taken.
4. The student shall complete the Dual Credit Form available online or in hard copy from

the high school guidance office or admission office of the NMSU-C.
5. The student shall obtain approval for enrolling in the dual credit course each semester by 

acquiring all necessary signatures on the Dual Credit Form.
6. The student shall register for courses during the NMSU-C’s standard registration periods 

(Note: Enrollments will not be permitted after the close of posted late registrations for
NMSU-C).

7. The student shall comply with the NMSU-C’s and Carlsbad High School’s student code
of conduct and other institutional policies.

 Requirements for a Change in Registration (Drop, Add and/or Withdrawal): 

1. The student shall discuss any requests for a change in registration (add, drop,
withdrawal) and complete all necessary forms and procedures to receive approval from
Carlsbad High School and NMSU-C.

2. The student shall receive the NMSU-C’s grade notation on the student’s high school
transcript (Note:  If NMSU-C gives the student a “W” for withdrawing from a course,
the student’s high school transcript will reflect the grade of “W” as well).

http://www.cavern.nmsu.edu/
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The Rights and Privileges of the Student participating in the Dual Credit Program 
include: 

1. The rights and privileges equal to those extended to Carlsbad High School students and
NMSU-C students.

2. The use of the NMSU-C library, course-related labs and other institutional facilities, use 
of NMSU-C programs and services such as counseling, tutoring, advising, and special
services for students with disabilities, and access to NMSU-C personnel and resources
as required.

3. The right to appeal, in writing to Carlsbad High School or NMSU-C, as applicable, any
decision pertaining to enrollment in the dual credit program.

The Student’s Financial Responsibility for Taking a Dual Credit Course: 

1. The student shall return the textbooks and unused course supplies to Carlsbad High
School library when the student completes the course or withdraws from the course.

2. The student shall arrange transportation to NMSU-C where the majority of the dual
credit courses will be offered.

3. The student shall be responsible for course-specific fees. (e.g., lab, computer)

New Mexico State University-Carlsbad course descriptions, prerequisites, and requirements 
are subject to change each semester.  Specific information can be found on the NMSU-C 
website at www.cavern.nmsu.edu under the Dual Credit link.  

21. EARLY ADMISSION – NEW MEXICO STATE UNIVERSITY-CARLSBAD
(NMSU-C)  This program is a NMSU-C program only and is not a part of the Carlsbad 
High School. Early Admission is generally considered an enrichment program
available to students who may benefit from exploration in higher level or specialized
courses not available at the high school.  College credit is available.  Course work
does not count toward high school graduation, GPA or rank in class.  This program is
available for students in grades 9-12.  Early Admission students will not be released
during regular school hours.

22. TEST INFORMATION High school students must meet state standardized test
requirements in the areas of Reading, Writing, Math, Science and Social Studies in
order to fulfill graduation assessment requirements. The New Mexico Public
Education Department (NMPED) has published a menu of options for each graduating
class. Each menu lists the assessments that can be used to satisfy these requirements
by graduation cohort. To access these menus and for more specific information about
graduation testing requirements, please visit NMPED’s graduation website:
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/graduation/

23. COLLEGE ENTRANCE TESTS

PSAT/NMSQT The PSAT/NMSQT exam provides an opportunity for students to
compete, with a qualifying score, for the National Merit Scholarship when taken in
the fall semester of their junior year. For more information about the PSAT/NMSQT
exam, please visit: https://www.collegeboard.org

College Entrance Exam Board (CEEB Code 320105) To gain admission to a
college, a student will need to take one of the following college entrance exams during 
his/her junior or senior year. Various colleges throughout the United States require a
College Entrance Exam, which consists of the Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) and the 
American College Test (ACT).

http://www.cavern.nmsu.edu/
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/graduation/
https://www.collegeboard.org/
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SAT Juniors will take this exam as part of the SAT School Day administration in the 
spring semester. This exam does not qualify students for the National Merit 
Scholarship. For more information about the SAT School Day exam administration, 
please visit: https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/k12-educators/sat-school-
day/about. 

ACT Students can take the ACT exam by registering online. For information about 
how to sign up, test dates, test locations, test times and other important information, 
please visit: www.act.org.  

24. TEXTBOOKS AND FEES Textbooks are furnished by the state via Carlsbad High
School.  Students who lose or damage a book while it is checked out to them will be
expected to pay for the loss/damage.  All textbook fees are to be paid through the main 
office.  Some elective courses require fees that cover consumable materials, supplies
and membership fees.  These fees are payable at the first of each semester.  Students
with demonstrated financial need can make arrangements for payment with each
instructor. Contact high school principal for fee assistance and information.

Failure to return issued textbooks and/or failure to pay fees will result in grades and
transcripts being withheld until cleared.

25. LIBRARY & MEDIA CENTER The library provides 24/7 access to the online
catalog and research databases. The CHS Library website is located at:
http://chs.cmslibraries.com

26. 504 AND ADA ACCESSIBILITY  The Carlsbad Municipal School District does not 
discriminate on the basis of disability in admission to its programs, services, or
activities, in access to them, in treatment of individuals with disabilities, or in any
aspect of their operations.  The Carlsbad Municipal School District also does not
discriminate on the basis of disability in its hiring or employment practices.  This
notice is provided as required by Title II of the Americans with Disabilities Act of
1990 and Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of 1973.  Questions, complaints, or
requests for additional information regarding the ADA and Section 504 may be
forwarded to the designated ADA and Section 504 compliance coordinator.

Section 504 Coordinator 
Noni Kneeland 

Carlsbad Municipal Schools 
700 W. Stevens Street 
Carlsbad, NM 88220 

575-234-3320. ext. 1974 

ADA Coordinator 
Kevin Dillon, Director of Operations 

Carlsbad Municipal Schools 
408 N. Canyon Street 

Carlsbad, New Mexico 88220 
(575) 234-3300, ext. 1009 

[Time Available:  8:00 a.m. – 4:30 p.m.] 

This notice is available from the ADA and Section 504 compliance coordinator in 
large print, on audiotape, and in Braille. 

https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/k12-educators/sat-school-day/about
https://collegereadiness.collegeboard.org/sat/k12-educators/sat-school-day/about
http://www.act.org/
http://chs.cmslibraries.com/
http://chs.cmslibraries.com/
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1. GRADING POLICY

A. Two grades per week shall be recorded for each grading period, and a minimum of
three grades per category must be entered per nine weeks. 

B. Uniform, district-approved semester examinations will be given in all classes. A
student not taking the nine-week test or the semester examination will receive an 
“0” on the exam until the examination is taken.  

C. Semester tests will count as 20% of the semester grade. 
D. Grading procedures shall be posted in each classroom. 
E. Exceptions may be granted by the high school principal or designee upon request. 

2. GRADE POINT AVERAGE (GPA)  All courses have been grouped into accelerated
or regular classes for instructional purposes.  Grade averages for scholarships and
ranking purposes will be computed in the following manner:

A(90-100) counts 4 points 
B(80-89) counts 3 points 
C(70-79) counts 2 points 
D(60-69) counts 1 point 
F(59 or lower) is failure in all classes and counts zero points 

All courses as listed in the Carlsbad High School Curriculum Guide will count toward 
the student’s GPA and toward the 26 credits required for graduation.  The student will 
have one grade point average in determining status for scholarships, class ranking, 
honors, and athletic and activity eligibility.   

3. HONORS AND AP COURSES The prefix letters “HONORS” or “AP” in this
curriculum guide will designate all accelerated course work. For students who transfer
to CHS please refer to page 16, Item 8. These courses have specific requirements for
add-on credit value, enrollment and performance as defined below:

A. Add-On Credit Value

I. All students taking a “Honors” or “AP” course who earn a semester grade of 
“A”, “B”, or “C” will receive a 0.02 add-on per semester per course to their GPA. 

II. Non-senior students taking an AP course who score a “3” or above on the
Advanced Placement Test are eligible for an additional 0.03 add-on per semester 
per course to their GPA. 

III. Senior students taking an AP course and taking the AP Placement Exam will
receive an additional 0.03 add-on per semester per course to their GPA. 

IV. Students taking Honors and/or Advanced Placement courses who earn a grade of 
a “D” or “F” for the semester are not eligible for the GPA add-on. 

V.  Add-ons will be reflected on the transcript using the following symbols: 
Beginning with the class of 2021, Honors add-ons will only be granted for 
courses taken in grades 9-12. 

* .02  Honors
^  .02 AP class 
+  .05 AP & test

B.  Enrollment 

I. All prerequisites for a course must be met prior to enrollment.  Exceptions can 
only be granted by the instructor. 
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II. A student may only take three (3) Advanced Placement courses per semester
without written parental permission.

C.  Performance 

I.   Students who receive a “D” or “F” for the first grading period of either semester 
will be placed on probationary status for the next grading period or have the 
option to be placed in a regular class at the end of the grading period.   

II.  A “D” semester grade requires an appeal to continue with the course the
following semester or to enroll in another Honors or AP course.  The student may 
appeal by submitting a written request signed by the student and their parent(s) 
to the instructor within one week of the start of the semester.  If the instructor 
grants the appeal, a written academic improvement plan will be developed in 
collaboration with the instructor, student and parent(s).  The plan must address 
the conditions agreed to by the instructor, student and parent(s) and must list the 
consequences of failing to pass the course.   

III. An “F” semester grade will remove the student from the course.

4. DUAL CREDIT CLASS GRADES All principal-approved, post-secondary dual credit 
class grades will count toward the 26 credits required for graduation and will be
calculated, at face value, in the student’s GPA. The dual credit grade from the post-
secondary institution will be entered on both the student’s high school transcript and the
student’s college/university transcript (indicated by the @ symbol).

5. REPORT CARDS Report cards are issued at the end of each nine-week session.  Letter
grades are used to designate a student's progress.

6. REPLACEMENT GRADES Students enrolling in a course must do so with the
intention of earning credit in that course.  Grades earned cannot be removed from the
student’s record with the following exception:  A student may replace only one failing
grade per semester by retaking and passing the course.  The student’s GPA will be re-
computed to reflect the replacement grade.  A student may not repeat a class in which
they have already earned a passing grade. Transfer grades cannot be replaced.

7. GRADE CHANGES  Once a student’s grades are reported on the report card they are
considered final and official. All requested changes to a final grade, including a request
made due to a clear mistake or clerical error in grade submission, must be made in the
following manner:

A.  Clerical Errors 
 

A written request from the teacher which includes a brief explanation for the grade 
change requested, signed and dated, will be submitted to the building principal.  The 
principal will review the request, approve or disapprove, sign and date and forward 
as follows: 

1. Approved requests will be forwarded to the building registrar.  The registrar will
make the requested change and maintain a permanent file of all requests made. 

2. Disapproved requests will be forwarded to the building registrar.  The registrar
will forward a copy of the disapproved request to the originator and maintain a copy 
in a permanent file of all requests made. 
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B.  Requests from a Student’s Parent or Legal Guardian or Student of Legal Age to 
Change a Grade 

A written request from a student’s parent or legal guardian or student of legal age 
stating the reason for such a request will be submitted to the building principal. 
Within ten (10) working days the principal will respond in writing to the student, 
parent or legal guardian that states whether the request is denied or allowed, and the 
grade entered if allowed, ensuring that the local school board or governing 
authority’s policy was followed. All such requests must meet the following criteria 
in accordance with NMAC 6.30.10.8: 

1. Permits a course grade change upon receipt of a signed written request from
student’s parent(s) or legal guardian or student of legal age that states the reasons 
for the requested grade change;

2. Is based on articulated reasons that are stated in the response such as extenuating 
circumstances, additional graded work submitted by the student, additional or
make-up testing, or any other meaningful criteria that can be verified;

3. Is equally available to all students who are similarly situated;
4. Is within strict adherence to FERPA;
5. Requires written input from the student’s classroom teacher who issued the grade 

in dispute, who shall state reasons to support or oppose the requested grade
change and shall not be pressured into or retaliated against for making a certain
recommendation; if the teacher is unavailable, the principal will document their
attempts to gain input from teacher and reasons for grade change if approved;

6. Requires, unless a student is still enrolled in the school district at the time of the
grade change request, the request to be within a reasonable period of time after
the student has exited the school unless extenuating circumstances permit
consideration of a longer time;

7. Determines if course grade change documents are to be maintained in a student’s 
permanent record or maintained in a separate file that is destroyed after the
student graduates, transfers from, or otherwise leaves the school; and

8. In no way limits or attempts to limit the rights afforded to parents under federal
regulations 34 CFR Sections 300.618 through 300.621 under the Individuals with 
Disabilities Education Act, and 34 CFR Sections 99.20 through 99.22 under
FERPA, both as they relate to amendment of a student’s educational records.

8. TRANSFER GRADES AND CREDITS FROM ACCREDITED INSTITUTIONS
All course grades and credits from accredited institutions, including charter schools, will 
be transferred upon receipt of an official transcript.  Full grade placement, credits and
grade points will be determined on the same basis as if they were earned in the Carlsbad
Municipal School District. This includes add-ons and AP accelerated classes.  Refer to
page 14 Honors and AP classes for add-ons.

9. TRANSFER GRADES AND CREDITS FROM NON-ACCREDITED
INSTITUTIONS For transfer from a school/program (home school, private,
correspondence, etc.) not accredited by state departments of education or by nationally
accrediting agencies, Carlsbad High School will determine grade placement, credits and 
grade points from the information as listed below.  Transferring students and/or their
parents/guardians are responsible for providing and arranging for this information.

A. Written documentation of the curriculum, including, but not limited to course 
description, goals, objectives and materials used for each course requested for 
credit. 
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B. Written documentation of evaluation procedures used for each course requested for 
credit. 

C. Nationally normed standardized scores.  

At the District's option, the student may be required to take and pass basic skills tests 
and/or final departmental exams for each course for which credit is requested.  Credit is 
granted on a semester basis; therefore, a student must pass both semester exams for a 
full year course.  The cost of providing the tests and/or exams will be borne by the 
student requesting placement.  If additional assessment is warranted, the student will be 
referred for additional evaluation.   

Any credits accepted will be on a pass/fail basis with no grade points given.  Elective 
credit will be awarded only to those courses set forth in State of New Mexico Statute 22-
2-8.4-b (7): "Only the following elective units shall be counted toward meeting the 
requirements for graduation: performing arts, i.e., music, band, chorus; visual arts; 
practical arts; health education; physical education; languages other than English; 
speech, drama, vocational education, mathematics; science; English; ROTC; social 
science, computer science; and other electives by the New Mexico Public Education 
Department."  Electives approved by local boards of education pursuant to the following 
criteria may be counted toward meeting the requirements for graduation: 

A. The program of classes must include a written curriculum. 

B. The course must be taught by an appropriately licensed instructor. 

C. The course must be in compliance with applicable State and Federal regulations, 
statutes, standards and guidelines. 

To be eligible for a Carlsbad High School diploma, a student transferring from a non-
accredited institution must have attended the full school year immediately prior to 
graduation.  The student is not eligible for class rank or special graduation recognitions 
(honor graduate, distinguished graduate, valedictorian, etc.). 

10. GRADES, CLASS RANKING, HONOR ROLL ELIGIBILITY FOR
IDENTIFIED SPECIAL EDUCATION AND 504 ELIGIBLE STUDENTS  Grades
earned by students with disabilities will be counted equally with grade level peers
regarding eligibility for school honor roll, honor society and other academic and
school/social honors.

Any grades/credits earned by identified students will not be categorically excluded from 
district grade point average and/or academic standing.
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1. STUDENT CLASSIFICATION   Students will be classified according to the number
of credits they have earned toward graduation. Classification will occur only at the
beginning of a semester.   A student must earn at least 4 credits to be classified as a
sophomore, at least 11 credits to be classified as a junior and at least 18 credits to be
classified as a senior. Students are classified according to their first semester enrollment
freshman year as an H1.  Students are not held back for failing a core class.  The student
must progress to the next higher level. 

2. NEW MEXICO DIPLOMA OF EXCELLENCE A student shall not receive a New
Mexico Diploma of Excellence if the student has not demonstrated competencies in
subject areas of Mathematics, Reading and Language Arts, Writing, Social Studies and
Science, including a section on the Constitution of the United States and Constitution of
New Mexico, based on a standards-based assessment or assessments, or a portfolio of
standards-based indicators as established by the New Mexico Public Education
Department.  If a student exits from the school system at the end of grade twelve without 
having satisfied these requirements, the student shall receive an appropriate state
certificate indicating the number of credits earned and the grade completed.  If within
five years after a student exits from the school system, the student satisfies these
requirements, the student may receive a diploma of excellence.

3. CLASS RANK Carlsbad High School will rank its senior students at the end of the
eighth semester.  Valedictorian(s) and Salutatorian(s) will be determined after the final
grades are recorded. All courses as listed in the Carlsbad High School Curriculum Guide 
will count toward the student’s Grade Point Average (GPA) and toward the 26 credits
required for graduation.  The student will have one grade point average for class rank
(see Grading Policy).

4. GRADUATION – EARLY / MID-YEAR A student who plans to graduate at mid-year
must declare his/her intention, in writing, to the high school principal by the end of
his/her junior year.  Written permission from the parent(s)/guardian(s) with the reason(s) 
stated is required.  Students must meet all course requirements regarding credits, specific 
courses, and assessment/proficiency standards, per NMPED regulations.  A mid-year
graduate must declare his/her intent to participate in spring  graduation  activities  in
writing  to  the  principal  at  the  time of his/her enrollment exit (mid-year).
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5. GRADUATION REQUIREMENTS

COURSE BEGINNING WITH THE CLASS OF 2022 

English 
4 credits        

(English I, II, III and IV are required.  Dual Credit and Advanced Placement 
courses are options for grades 11-12. 

Career Cluster, Workplace 
Readiness or Language 

other than English 

1 credit 

Health .5 credit 

Mathematics 
4 credits  

(4 while enrolled in  
grades 9-12)        

(Algebra I, Geometry, and Algebra II or equivalent* required) *Algebra II or 
equivalent math course may be waived for an equal or greater math course 

with written, signed permission from the student’s parent(s).  

Science 
3 credits 

Two must be laboratory courses. Earth and Space Science or a 
higher level lab science course must be taken in the 9th grade. 

Social Studies 
3.5 credits  

(.5 New Mexico History, World History, United States History/Geography, .5 
Government and .5 Economics required) 

Physical Education 1 credit 
(grades 9-12) 

Electives 9 credits 
(.5 High School 101) 

TOTAL CREDITS 26 
(at least one of the 26 credits required for graduation shall be earned as an 

advanced placement, honors course, a dual-credit course offered in cooperation 
with an institution of higher education or a distance learning course) 

CORE COURSES OF STUDY  

STANDARD HIGH SCHOOL CORE COURSE OF STUDY- 15 CREDITS 

Subject 9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
English 

(4 credits) 
English I English II English III English IV 

Mathematics* 
(4 credits) 

Algebra I Geometry Algebra II, 
Probability & 

Statistics, 
Financial 

Literacy Math 

Additional 
Math Course* 
SREB Math 

Ready, 
Financial 

Literacy Math 
Science 

(3 credits) 
Earth and 

Space Science 
Biology Additional Lab 

Science Course 

Social Studies 

(3.50 credits 
thereafter) 

NM History 
(.5 credit) 

World 
History/Geography 

United States 
History/Geogra

phy 

Economics 
and 

Government 

*Algebra II or an equivalent mathematics course may be taken (Probability & Statistics or Financial 
Literacy Math) 
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RIGOROUS HIGH SCHOOL CORE COURSE OF STUDY - 18 CREDITS 

Subject 9th Grade 10th Grade 11th Grade 12th Grade 
English 

(4 credits) 
Honors 
English I 

Honors English 
II 

AP English III  AP English IV or 
Dual credit 

Mathematics 
(4 credits) 

Honors 
Geometry or 

Honors 
Algebra II 

(only if 
Geometry 

was taken in 
8th grade) 

Honors Algebra 
II, Honors 
Probability & 
Statistics, 
Honors Pre-
Calculus 

Honors Pre –
Calculus, 

Calculus AB or 
BC, 

Honors 
Probability & 

Statistics 

AP Probability & 
Statistics,  

AP Calculus AB, 
BC 

Science 
( 4 credits) 

Honors 
Biology or 
Biology 

AP Biology, 
Honors 

Chemistry, 
Physics 

AP Chemistry 
 AP 

Environmental 
Science, AP 

Physics (1, 2, or 
C) 

 Anatomy and 
Physiology I 

AP 
Environmental 

Science, Honors 
Chemistry or AP 

Chemistry, 
Anatomy and 

Physiology II, AP 
AP Physics (1,2, 

or C) 
Social Studies 
(4 credits for 

Class 
2019/2020) 

(3.50 credits 
thereafter) 

NM History 
(.5) 

AP World 
History 

/Geography 

AP United 
States 

History/Geograp
hy 

AP Micro-
economics and 

AP U.S.  
Government 

World 
Languages 
(2 credits) 

French I or 
Spanish I 

French II or 
Spanish II 

Honors French 
III, Honors 

Spanish III, AP 
French IV, AP 

Spanish IV 

Honors Spanish 
III, Honors 

French III, AP 
Spanish IV, AP 

French IV 

a. NEW MEXICO STATE STANDARDIZED TEST REQUIREMENTS
In addition to completing the credit requirements above, all students must pass the
New Mexico Standards Based Assessment/High School Graduation Assessment/New 
Mexico Standards Based Assessment of Math and English Language Arts/New
Mexico Assessment of Science Readiness, prior to graduation to receive a diploma.
Make up exams will be given in specified testing windows each year, as per NMPED
regulation:
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/graduation/

b. END OF COURSE (EoC) ASSESSMENTS The End of Course assessments
measure a student’s proficiency in particular subjects and are a requirement for
graduation.  Passing the EoCs will be the primary way in which students can
demonstrate competency in social studies, which is not assessed on the Standard
Based Assessments. All students may be required by the New Mexico Public
Education Department to pass an EoC assessment in social studies.

https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/graduation/
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Students not meeting proficiency in Reading, Writing, Math, and Science on the SBA/ 
NMASR may be required to demonstrate proficiency to meet graduation requirements 
on EoC Assessments.  

c. CAREER CLUSTER, WORKPLACE READINESS OR LANGUAGE OTHER
THAN ENGLISH.  One credit of Career Cluster, Workplace Readiness or a
Language Other Than English is required for graduation.  This requirement includes
classes in the Career Technical or the World Language Departments. Click here for
New Mexico’s Career Cluster Guide in English and in Spanish:
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/counselors-and-
advisors/career-clusters/

d. ENGLISH. Four credits are required for graduation and must be taken each year in
grades 9-12. Freshmen may choose English I or Honors English I.  Sophomores may
take either English II or Honors English II.  Juniors may choose one of the following:
English III or AP English III.   Seniors may choose between English IV, AP English
IV, or Dual Credit English IV.

Students who have completed English IV or AP English IV in their junior year can
enroll in two semesters of English at New Mexico State University at Carlsbad (dual
credit enrollment) in their senior year.

e. MATH. Four credits of high school mathematics in grades 9-12 are required. Algebra
I, Geometry and Algebra II, or an equivalent course, are required for graduation.
Algebra II or an equivalent mathematics course may be waived for an approved equal 
or greater math course with a written, signed permission from the student’s parent(s).
The Algebra I requirement may be obtained by taking Algebra I (full year) at the
middle school or at the high school. Transfer students currently enrolled in a higher
level math course may waive Algebra or Geometry by demonstrating proficiency.

f. HEALTH. One-half credit of Health is required.  Generally, credit is completed in
the 8th grade.

g. PHYSICAL EDUCATION.  All students in grades 9-12 must meet the Physical
Education requirement.  A waiver of this requirement for chronic and/or permanent
conditions may be granted by the New Mexico Public Education Department through 
the high school principal with proper medical documentation. The Physical Education 
requirement may be met as follows:  1) complete one credit of Physical Education
during school hours; 2) complete one credit of Athletics, Dance/Performing or
Cheerleading during school hours; 3) receive a waiver by completing three after-
school sport seasons (for no credit) or 4) receive a waiver by completing three
consecutive fall semesters of marching band.

h. SCIENCE Three credits are required during grades 9-12 for graduation.  Two of these 
science credits must be earned in a lab science. One credit in Earth and Space Science
or a higher level lab science course must be taken in the 9th grade.  Ninth grade
transfer students may bypass the requirement for Earth and Space, with the approval
of the science department chair and principal, if they have completed a comparable or
more advanced course at their previous school.  Two additional credits must be a
Biology and an additional science with a lab.

https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/counselors-and-advisors/career-clusters/
https://webnew.ped.state.nm.us/bureaus/college-career-readiness/counselors-and-advisors/career-clusters/
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i. SOCIAL STUDIES  Three and a half (3.5) credits are required during grades 9-12
for graduation. All freshmen take a semester course in New Mexico History (.5),
sophomores take a year-long required World History/Geography course (1), juniors
take a year-long required United States History/Geography course (1) and all seniors
take one semester of Government (.5) and one semester of Economics (.5), both
required.

j. OPTIONAL CREDIT CLASSES  Specific high school graduation credit, as
required by the New Mexico Public Education Department, may be earned in courses
offered in more than one department as long as the core competencies requirements
are met.

6. CRITERIA FOR GRADUATION FOR STUDENTS WITH DISABILITIES

A student receiving special education services may be awarded a diploma using any of
the following programs of study as per IEP (Individual Education Plan) team decisions.

a. Standard:  A student must pass all sections of the current state graduation
examination(s) administered under standard administration or with state-
approved accommodations as determined by the student’s IEP team and
meet all other standard graduation requirements.

b. Modified: A student must take the current state graduation examination(s)
and achieve a level of competency to be determined by the student’s IEP
team; earn the number of credits required for graduation through standard
or alternative courses as determined by the IEP team; and achieve
competency in all areas of the Career Readiness Standards with
Benchmarks as determined by the IEP team.

c. Ability: A student must take either the current state graduation
examination(s) or the state-approved alternate assessment, achieving a
level of competency to be determined by the student’s IEP team,
and meet all other graduation requirements established by the IEP team.

The receipt of a diploma terminates the service eligibility of students 
with special education needs. 
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CHS ACADEMIES 
Click here for more information on how to choose an academy. 
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arts:  musician, artist, creative writing, film, graphic design, public relations, 
journalism & broadcasting, languages, radio, television, and 
advertising…………………………………………………………… 26 

ACADEMY OF BUSINESS AND INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY (for those 
who enjoy working with facts/figures/information/business):  Occupations 
are related to the business environment: hospitality & tourism, culinary arts, 
entrepreneurship, sales, marketing, economics, computer information 
systems, cybersecurity, finance, accounting, personnel, and 
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ACADEMY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES (for those who enjoy helping 
others; enhancing our world):  Occupations are related to services provided 
to people:  treatment of disease, careers related to nursing and other health 
occupations, health, personal and social services, education, public safety, 
family services, and medical research………………………………. 30 

ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINERRING, AND MATH 
(STEM) AND INDUSTRIAL SERVICES (for those who enjoy working 
with things; knowing how they work):  Occupations are related to science 
and technologies necessary to develop and maintain physical systems and 
natural resources:  engineering, welding, construction services, automotive 
and collision services, agricultural sciences, environmental protection, and 
natural resources…………………………………….. 32 
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ACADEMY OF ARTS, A/V TECHNOLOGY & COMMUNICATION 

For those who enjoy creative ideas and things; creative self-expression.   Occupations are related 
to the humanities and the performing, visual, literary and media arts:  musician, artist, creative 
writing, film, graphic design, public relations, journalism and broadcasting, languages, radio, 
television, and advertising. 

CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION: 26 

At least one of the 26 credits shall be earned as an advanced placement or honor course, a dual-
credit course or a distance-learning course. 

▪ Journalism & Broadcasting
❖ Introduction to Digital Video 
❖ Intermediate Digital Video Production and Editing 
❖ Advanced Digital Video Production and Editing (Dual Credit)  
❖ Pre-Vocational Skills I-VI 
❖ Directed Student Services I, II 
❖ Publications I, II, III 
❖ Speech and Communications 
❖ Yearbook Publications 
▪ Performing Arts
❖ Cavemen Band I - IV 
❖ Cavemen Color Guard I-IV 
❖ Cavemen Percussion Techniques I-IV 
❖ Cavemen Jazz I-IV 
❖ Choraliers I-II (Girls only) 
❖ Meistersingers I-III 
❖ Beginning Guitar, Guitar II 
❖ Troubadours I - IV  
❖ Play Production/Mummers I - IV 
❖ Theatre I, II 
❖ Musical Theatre Dance 
❖ Dance Performing I - IV 
❖ Dance, Let’s Dance I - III 
❖ AP Music Theory 
❖ Introduction to Music 
❖ Piano I, II  
▪ Visual Arts
❖ Introduction to Art 
❖ Intermediate Art 
❖ Advanced Art 
❖ Advanced Drawing and Painting  
❖ AP Studio Art A & B 
❖ Sculpture 
❖ Advanced Sculpture 
❖ Environmental Design 

▪ World Languages
❖ French I, II, Honors French III, AP French Language and Culture 
❖ Spanish I, II, Honors Spanish III, Honors Spanish IV, AP Spanish IV  
❖ Spanish Language Arts I, Spanish Language Arts II, Honors Spanish Language Arts III, 

Honors Spanish Language Arts IV 
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ACADEMY OF BUSINESS & INFORMATION TECHNOLOGY 
 

 
 
 
 

For those who enjoy working with facts/figures/information/business.  Occupations are related 
to the business environment such as: hospitality & tourism, culinary arts, entrepreneurship, 
sales, marketing, economics, computer information systems, cybersecurity, finance, accounting, 
and management. 
 
CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION: 26  
 
At least one of the 26 credits shall be earned as an advanced placement or honor course, a dual-
credit course or a distance learning course. 

 
▪  Business 

❖ ACT/SAT Test Preparation 
❖ Introduction to Business (BPA) 9th 
❖ Introduction to Business Internship 

Skills (BPA) 10th 
❖ Business Internship Skills (BPA) 

11th 
❖ Business Internship (BPA Work 

Experience) (Dual Credit) 12th 
❖ Computer and Technology 

Applications Life Skills (Dual Credit) 
❖ Direct Student Services I, I 
❖ Entrepreneurship 
❖ Business & Financial Literacy 

Essentials 
❖ Internet and Media Communications 

▪ Hospitality 
❖ Introduction to Culinary Arts 
❖ Culinary Arts II, III (Dual Credit) 
❖ Culinary Arts Professional (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Culinary Arts Internship/OJT/Co-Op 

(Dual Credit) 
❖ Introduction to Hospitality and 

Tourism  
❖ Hospitality & Tourism Management I 
❖ Hospitality & Tourism Management 

II 
▪ Computer Science  

❖ Computer Programming I  
❖ Computer Technician Co-Op 

Program 
❖ AP Computer Science Principles 
❖ AP Computer Science A 
❖ Database Foundations-Oracle 

Academy 

❖ Database Design/Programming-
Oracle Academy 

❖ Database Programming with SQL-
Oracle Academy  

▪ Job Training 
❖ On-Job Training I - II 
❖ Jobs Lab I, II 
❖ Pre-Vocational Skills I - VI 
❖ Speech and Communications 
❖ Success Skills 

▪  Economics and Marketing 
❖ Agricultural Economics and Business 

Management (Dual Credit) 
❖ Agricultural Marketing/Sales (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Economics, AP Micro-Economics 
❖ Government, AP United States  
❖ Government 
❖ United States History/Geography, AP 

United States History/Geography 
❖ World History/Geography, AP World 

History/Geography 
▪  Publications 

❖ Publications I, II, III 
❖ Yearbook Publications I, II, III, IV 

▪ World Language 
❖ French I, II, Honors French III, AP 

French Language and Culture 
❖ Spanish I, II, Honors Spanish III, 

Honors Spanish IV, AP Spanish IV  
❖ Spanish Language Arts I, Spanish 

Language Arts II, Honors Spanish 
Language Arts III, Honors Spanish 
Language Arts IV 
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ACADEMY OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES 
 
 
 
 

For those who enjoy helping others; enhancing our world.  Occupations are related to services 
provided to people:  treatment of disease, careers related to nursing and other health occupations, 
health, personal and social services, education, public safety, family services, and medical 
research.   
 
CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION: 26  
 
At least one of the 26 credits shall be earned as an advanced placement or honor course, a dual-
credit course or a distance learning course. 
 

▪  Business 
❖ ACT/SAT Test Preparation 
❖ Direct Student Services I, I 
❖ Entrepreneurship 
❖ Speech and Communications 

▪  Cosmetology 
❖ Cosmetology 

▪  Teaching/Training 
❖ Child Development (Dual Credit) 
❖ Early Childhood Education (Dual 

Credit)  
❖ Early Childhood Internship 

(Work Experience) (Dual Credit) 
❖ On-Job Training I  
❖ Jobs Lab I, II 
❖ Pre-Vocational Skills I - VI 
❖ Success Skills 

▪ Health Science 
❖ Health Careers I, II (Dual Credit) 
❖ Nursing Assistant (Dual Credit) 
❖ Medical Terminology (Dual Credit) 
❖ Advanced Medical Terminology 

(Dual Credit) 
❖ Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology 

(Dual Credit) 
❖ Health Information Introduction to 

Pathophysiology (Dual Credit) 
❖ Legal and Ethical Aspects of 

Healthcare (Dual Credit)  
❖ Nursing Assistant (Dual Credit) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

▪  Health and Fitness 
❖ Adaptive Physical Education  
❖ Athletics/Physical Education I - IV 
❖ Co-Ed Physical Education I - IV 
❖ Cheerleading I - IV 
❖ Dance Performing I - IV 
❖ Dance, Let’s Dance I – IV 

▪  
❖ Health Education 
❖ Sports Medicine 
❖ Student Athletic Training I - III 
❖ Weightlifting and  

Conditioning I - III/Co-Ed 
❖ Body Sculpting I - III 
❖ Yoga I – III 
❖ Strength & Conditioning/Athletics 

▪ World Language 
❖ French I, II, Honors French III, AP 

French Language and Culture 
❖ Spanish I, II, Honors Spanish III, 

Honors Spanish IV, AP Spanish IV  
❖ Spanish Language Arts I, Spanish 

Language Arts II, Honors Spanish 
Language Arts III, Honors Spanish 
Language Arts IV 
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ACADEMY OF SCIENCE, TECHNOLOGY, ENGINEERING, AND MATH 
(STEM) & INDUSTRIAL SCIENCES 

 
 
 
For those who enjoy working with things; knowing how they work.  Occupations are related to 
science and technologies necessary to develop and maintain physical systems and natural 
resources: engineering, welding, construction services, automotive and collision services, 
agricultural sciences, environmental protection, and natural resources. 
 

CREDITS REQUIRED FOR GRADUATION: 26 
 

At least one of the 26 credits shall be earned as an advanced placement or honor course, a dual-
credit course or a distance learning course. 

 
▪  Agricultural 

❖ Introduction to Agriculture 
❖ Agricultural Animal Science 
❖ Agricultural Economics and Business 

Management (Dual Credit) 
❖ Agricultural Internship/OJT/Co-Op 
❖ Agricultural Leadership (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Agricultural Marketing/Sales (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Agricultural Mechanics Introduction 
❖ Agricultural Plant/Crop Science 

(Dual Credit) 
▪  Auto Technology 

❖ Introduction to Skilled and Career 
Trades (Dual Credit) 9-11 

❖ Beginning Auto Service Technology 
(Dual Credit) 10-12 

❖ Intermediate Auto Service 
Technology (Dual Credit) 11-12 

❖ Advanced Auto Service Technology 
(Dual Credit) 12 

▪  Business 
❖ Direct Student Services I, I 
❖ Entrepreneurship 

▪  Collision Repair 
❖ Introduction to Skilled and Career 

Trades (Dual Credit) 9-11 
❖ Beginning Collision (Dual Credit) 

10-12 
❖ Intermediate Collision (Dual Credit) 
❖ Advanced Collision (Dual Credit) 

▪  Computer Science 
❖ AP Computer Science Principles  
❖ AP Computer Science A 
❖ Computer Programming I 
❖ Database Foundations-Oracle 

Academy 
❖ Database Design /Programming-

Oracle Academy 
❖ Database Programming with SQL-

Oracle Academy 

▪ Construction Trades 
❖ Introduction to Skilled Trades and 

Career (Dual Credit) 
❖ Beginning Construction (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Intermediate Construction (Dual 

Credit) 
❖ Advanced Construction Trades 

(Dual Credit) 
▪ On-Job Training 

❖ On-Job Training I  
❖ Jobs Lab I, II 
❖ Pre-Vocational Skills I-VI 
❖ Success Skills 

▪  Welding 
❖ Intro to Skilled & Career Trades 

(Dual Credit) 
❖ Beginning to Welding/Structural 

Welding I (Dual Credit) 
❖ Intro to TIG/Intro to Pipe Welding 

(Dual Credit) 
▪ Mathematics 

❖ Algebra I, II, Honors Algebra I, II 
❖ Calculus, AP Calculus AB, BC 
❖ Geometry, Honors Geometry, Math 

Applications 
❖ Pre-Calculus, Honors Pre-Calculus, 

Math Lab I, Senior Math Lab, 
❖ Statistics, Honors & AP Statistics 

▪ Science and Engineering 
❖ Introduction to Engineering Design 
❖ Principles of Engineering 
❖ Digital Electronics 
❖ Engineering Design & Development 
❖ AP Environmental Science 

▪ World Language 
❖ French I, II, Honors French III, AP 

French Language and Culture 
❖ Spanish I, II, Honors Spanish III, AP 

Spanish IV 
❖ Spanish Language Arts I, II,  Honors 

Spanish Language Arts III,  IV 
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CAREER TECHNICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
 

ACT/SAT Test Preparation Course at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

ACT/SAT Test Preparation 10-12 One Half None None 
 

ACT/SAT Test Preparation -- Through this course, students will be prepared to take the  
ACT & SAT Tests, as they will be provided overall knowledge of requirements, complete 
practice tests with scoring keys, and a writing prompt with sample essays.  Emphasis will be 
placed on general test-taking strategies, description of content of each test, specific tips for 
each, and information on what the students can expect on test day.  ACT test preparation 
software, as well as PSAT and Khan Academy software, will be used to customize a learning 
path for each student. 

 
Agricultural Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to 
Agriculture 

9-12 One None $18.00 

Agricultural Animal 
Science 

10-12 One Biology  or concurrent 
enrollment 

$18.00 

Agricultural 
Economics and 
Business 
Management 

10-12 One None $18.00 

Agricultural 
Internship/OJT/Co
-Op 

12 Up to 
Four 

(1) Introduction to Agriculture, (2) 
Agricultural Leadership, (3) 

Animal Science and Plant/Crop 
Science OR Agricultural 
Economics and Business 

Management and Agricultural 
Marketing/Sales 

None 

Agricultural 
Leadership 

10-12 One None $18.00 

Agricultural 
Marketing/Sales 

10-12 One None $18.00 

Agricultural 
Mechanics 
Introduction 

11-12 One None $18.00 

Agricultural 
Plant/Crop Science 

10-12 One Biology or concurrent 
enrollment 

$18.00 

 
Agricultural Animal Science -- This course imparts information about the care and 
management of domesticated animals.  Animal nutrition, health, reproduction, genetics, 
facilities, and marketing are all possible topics.  Students will study the anatomy and 
physiology of livestock and other domesticated animals, as well as examine the 
developmental stages and analysis of feed rations for different parts of an animal’s life cycle.  
Identification of environmental factors that affect an animal’s performance and recognition 
of animal behaviors to facilitate working with animals safely is also discussed.  SAE 
(Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in the agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agriculture). FFA membership is required.   
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  Agricultural Economics and Business Management – AGE 100 Intro Agriculture 
Economics and Business (Fall Semester); AGE 236 Agribusiness Management Principles 
(Spring Semester) -- This course provides students with the information and skills necessary 
for career success in agribusiness and in the operation of entrepreneurial ventures.  Topics 
include economic principles, budgeting, risk-management, finance, business law, insurance, 
and resource management. Other possible topics are development of a business plan, 
employee/employer relations, problem solving and decision-making, and using computers.  
A survey of careers within the agricultural industry along with resumes is also incorporated.  
SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in Agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agricultural).  FFA membership is required. This class will 
be offered every other year, in rotation with Agricultural Marketing/Sales.     

Agricultural Internship/OJT/Co-Op -- Through this course, work experience is gained 
within the agricultural industry.  Goals are set for the employment period.  Classroom 
experiences may involve further study in the field, improvement of employability and career 
readiness skills.  Students in this class must have agricultural related employment during 
part of the school day (minimum of 5 hours weekly). 
 
Agriculture-Introduction to Agriculture -- This course is designed to cover the following:  
local, national and global definitions, history, and scope of agriculture in society; plant and 
animal sciences; production and processing; agricultural mechanics including basic tool and 
machine operation; business and natural resource management; management of food and 
fiber systems; soil characteristics; development of leadership and communication skills; and 
history of the FFA. FFA membership is required. 
 
Agricultural Leadership -- This course is designed to strengthen students’ personal and 
group leadership skills.  Topics such as public speaking, effective communication, human 
relations, parliamentary law, and group dynamics are covered.  Also covered is the 
development of program of work and service learning, including student development, 
chapter development, and community development.  SAE (Supervised Agricultural 
Experience) project required for students in Agricultural pathway (three or more years in 
Agriculture).  FFA membership is required.  

 
Agricultural Marketing/Sales -- This course focuses specifically on the marketing and 
promotional strategies for agricultural products.  Students will develop a marketing plan for 
a specific product including target audience research and presentation skills.  Agricultural 
sales techniques for products will also be covered.  SAE (Supervised Agricultural 
Experience) project required for students in Agricultural pathway (three or more years in 
Agriculture).  FFA membership is required.  This class will be offered every other year, in 
rotation with Agricultural Economics and Business Management.   

 
Agricultural Mechanics Introduction -- This course provides for the skill and knowledge 
development applicable to the tools and equipment used in the agricultural industry.  In 
learning to apply basic industrial knowledge and skills (engines, power, welding, and 
carpentry), a broad range of topics may be explored, including the operation, mechanics, 
and care of tools and machines; the construction and repair of structures or projects. 
Introduction to electricity and power.  Procedures for safe operations in the agriculture shop 
area. SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in Agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agriculture).  FFA membership is required.   
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Agricultural Plant/Crop Science -- The focus of this course is on the science of plants 
(Botany).  Specific topics include photosynthesis and respiration, analysis of the difference 
of plant and animal cell structure, genetics, taxonomy, and classification. Also included are 
topics covering entomology, soil chemistry, and plant diseases; virus and bacteria life cycles 
and effects on plant growth.  Focus is on food/fiber crops and pasture/range plants.  SAE 
(Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in the Agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agriculture).  FFA membership is required.  

    
   Auto Service Technology Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction 
to Skilled and 
Career 
Trades 

9-11 One  None 
 
 

$20.00, PPE work 
clothes, and steel toe 
shoes recommended 

**SkillsUSA  
Beginning 
Auto Service 
Technology  

10-12 One  Introduction to Skilled and 
Career Trades and possible 

NMSU-C Dual Credit 
enrollment 

$20.00, PPE work 
clothes, and steel toe 
shoes recommended   

**SkillsUSA  

Intermediate 
Auto Service 
Technology  

11-12 Two Beginning Auto Service 
Technology and possible 

NMSU-C Dual Credit 
enrollment 

$ 20.00, PPE work 
clothes, and steel toe 
shoes recommended 

**SkillsUSA  
Advanced 
Auto Service 
Technology 

12 Two Intermediate Auto Service 
Technology and possible 

NMSU-C Dual Credit 
enrollment 

$20. 00, PPE work 
clothes, and steel toe 
shoes recommended 

**SkillsUSA 
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
**SkillsUSA membership is mandatory; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 

 
Introduction to Skilled and Career Trades—MAT 110 Machine Operation and Safety (Fall 
Semester) and OETS 102 Career Readiness Certification Preparation (Spring Semester) This 
course will be the prerequisite to the following first level classes: Auto Service Technology, 
Collision Repair Technology, Construction and Building Technology, and Welding 
Technology.  This class will utilize materials from SkillsUSA, OSHA, and National Center 
for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).   Students will explore careers in the 
above listed areas by completing the PDP 1 and 2 from Skills USA.  Safety will be stressed 
and the curriculum from NCCER and OSHA will be used.   Students will complete core 
curriculum for NCCER, in which they will gain certification. Projects from each content area 
will be completed throughout the course. $20.00 lab fee plus projects. Eye protection is to be 
provided by the student. Membership in the co-curricular organization SkillsUSA is required.   

 
Beginning Auto Service Technology -- AUTO 125 Brakes (Fall Semester) and AUTO 126 
Suspension, Steering, and Alignment (Spring Semester) -- These classes will provide the 
student with general information regarding the mechanical functions of the automobile. The 
emphasis will be on theory and maintenance of disc and drum brakes and the ABS brake 
system. This class will also give students expanded knowledge of an automobile’s wheel 
and bearing components, brake systems, and suspension systems. Content for all classes will 
rely heavily on theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on live 
vehicles and work stations, to prepare students for ASE industry certifications.  Extensive 
instructional time will be spent on safety.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
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Intermediate Auto Service Technology -AUTO 112 Basic Engines (Fall Semester); AUTO 
137 Fuel Systems and Emissions; AUTO 120 Electrical Systems (Spring Semester) -- To prepare 
students for entry into the automobile repair industry or other automotive technology related 
industries. This course is a continuation of Beginning Auto Service Technology, with a more 
in-depth study of the mechanical and electrical functions of the automobile. This class will 
place emphasis on the function of various engines and engine repair during the fall semester. 
AUTO 137 will be taught during the third quarter of the spring semester and will place 
emphasis on the fundamental functions of Fuel Systems and Emission controls. AUTO 120 
will be taught during the fourth quarter or the Spring Semester and will place emphasis on 
the fundamental functions of electricity and electronic components. Content for all classes 
will rely heavily on theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on 
live vehicles and work stations, to prepare students for ASE industry certifications. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 
Advanced Auto Service Technology -AUTO 117 Electronic Analysis/Tune-up of Gasoline 
Engines and Auto 132 Automotive Air conditioning/Heating Systems (Fall Semester); 
AUTO 119 Manual Transmissions/Clutch Systems and AUTO 127 Basic Automatic 
Transmission (Spring Semester)–This is a continuation of Automotive Service Technology 
Intermediate Auto, placing an emphasis on Electronic Analysis, Automotive Air 
conditioning and Heating Systems, in the fall and manual Transmissions, Clutch systems 
and Automatic Transmissions during the spring. Content for all classes will rely heavily on 
theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on live vehicles and 
workstations. This class is preparing students for ASE industry certifications. A limited 
number of internships may be available with local repair facilities for selected students. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

   Business Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

College 101 11-12 One Half (Passing Score on Accuplacer 
Exam for Dual Credit) 
Computer Technology 

Applications recommended 

None 

Introduction to 
Business (BPA) 

9 One None $10.00 & 
**BPA 
Dues 

Introduction to 
Business 
Internship Skills 
(BPA) 

10 One Introduction to Business 
Internship Skills A 

$10.00 & 
**BPA 
Dues 

Business 
Internship Skills 
(BPA) 

11 One None $10.00 & 
**BPA 
Dues 

Business 
Internship/Work 
Experience (BPA) 

12 Three to 
Five  

Business Internship Skills 
recommended 

$10.00 & 
**BPA 
Dues 

Computer and 
Technology 
Applications Life 
Skills  

9-12 One 
Half 

 (Passing Score on Accuplacer 
Exam for Dual Credit) 

$12.00 
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Business Courses at a Glance (continued) 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Directed Student 
Services I 

11-12 One 2.0 GPA, 
Attendance/Discipline record 

reviewed , Staff 
recommendation 

$  5.00 

Directed Student 
Services II 

12 One DSS I , 2.0 GPA, 
Attendance/Discipline record 

reviewed, Staff 
recommendation 

$  5.00 

Entrepreneurship 10-12 One Half None $  7.50 
Business & 
Financial Literacy 
Essentials 

9-12 One None 
*Note: this class does not 

count as a math credit. 

$5.00  

Internet and Media 
Communications 

9-12 One None $15.00  

**BPA membership Dues set by National BPA. Opportunities for fundraising available. 
 

College 101- (Dual Credit)- COLL 101This course is designed to prepare students for post-
secondary education by exploring higher academic institutions and programs to include but 
not limited to: universities, junior & community colleges, trade schools, and academies.  The 
focus of the curriculum will be to examine overall expectations, terminology, policies, 
financial obligations, procedures, responsibilities, and coursework requirements.  

 
Introduction to Business (BPA)- (Grade 9) Prerequisite is 2.0 GPA. This course is 
designed to develop the students’ computer technology skills as they prepare for a career in 
the world of business.  Student will produce business documents using word processing, 
spreadsheet, database and presentation skills to be an effective employee; operate business 
equipment, read and write technical documents, apply office management procedures, learn 
communication etiquette, manage time and projects, develop interpersonal skills, examine 
employer/employee interactions, and develop job preparation skills.  

 
Introduction to Business Internship Skills (BPA) (Grade 10) This course is designed to 
develop the students’ computer technology skills as they prepare for a career in the world of 
business.  Student will produce business documents using word processing, spreadsheet, 
database and presentation skills to be an effective employee; operate business equipment, 
read and write technical documents, apply office management procedures, learn 
communication etiquette, manage time and projects, develop interpersonal skills, examine 
employer/employee interactions, and develop job preparation skills. Students must maintain 
a 2.0 GPA to remain the BPA program.  

 
Business Internship Skills (Grade 11) -- Recommended prerequisite to Business Internship 
(BPA Work Experience).  OATS 101 Word Processing (Fall Semester); OATS 102 
Keyboarding Basic Document Formatting (Spring Semester).  Includes training in computer 
applications, word processing, ten-key calculator, records management, spreadsheets, and 
desktop publishing. Training provided in public speaking, job application, resume 
development, job interview tips, and skills to succeed in the workplace.  Business 
Professionals of America (BPA) membership is required.  Participation in the BPA 
Workplace Skills Assessment Program (competition) is required.  Student selection by 
screening process.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. Students must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain the BPA program.  
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Business Internship (BPA Work Experience) – (Grade 12) OATS 203 Office Equipment 
& Procedures I (Fall Semester); OATS 239 Personal Development (Spring Semester) -- 
Internship enables paid employment in a professional office to receive on-the-job and 
classroom training for job success in a field linked to student’s career objective.  Classroom 
curriculum provides supportive instruction to accompany job experience and to provide life 
skills needed after graduation.  Business Professionals of America (BPA) membership is 
required. Participation in the BPA Workplace Skills Assessment Program (competition) is 
required.  Student selection by screening process. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C 
may be available if student qualifies. Students must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain the BPA 
program.  

 

Computer and Technology Application Life Skills -- BCIS 1110 Introduction to 
Computerized Information Systems-- Counts as a practical arts credit. This course is an 
overview of word processing, spreadsheets, databases and presentation software.  Using 
textbooks and workplace simulation, class will progress to advanced usage of the programs.  
Class will integrate multiple software applications into a project to create professional 
business and multimedia presentations. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 

 
  Directed Student Services I -- Includes on-the-job training in professional attitude, and 

various components of the working environment.  an assigned position.  Students will learn 
required office skills, etiquette, and interpersonal communication. (Any disciplinary 
infractions involving suspension may result in removal from course and prohibit future 
enrollment.)  Must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain in the class. 

       
Directed Student Services II -- Includes on-the-job training in professional attitude, and 
various components of the working environment in an assigned position.  Students will learn 
required office skills, etiquette, and interpersonal communication. (Any disciplinary 
infractions involving suspension may result in removal from course and prohibit future 
enrollment.)  Must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain in the class. 
   
Entrepreneurship -- Entrepreneurship will explore/study the world of small businesses.  
Study will include starting a small business in compliance with the legal requirements 
involved.  A hands-on business creation project is required.   
 
Business and Financial Literacy Essentials – (*NOTE: This class does not count as a math 
credit). The business world is all around us! In your country, in your state, in your city, 
across the street, in your house, and even in your wallet! This class is designed to expose 
the student to the way the world works through commerce in our economy, as well all the 
basic personal finance topics: How to get a bank account, loan, credit card, mortgage, 
insurance, and checking & saving accounts. This course will cover the main topics of 
business from basic economics (needs & wants), to entrepreneurship (owning your own 
business), ethics, career & job searching, post-secondary education (college), marketing, 
personal finance, and even the stock market. 
 

Internet and Media Communications -- Designing web pages and sites for both personal 
use and organizations. Basic and advanced page presentation techniques for delivering 
content to selected audiences.  Digital multimedia use (digital cameras, video cams, web 
cams, scanners, MP3 player and recorder use, live Internet broadcast of events, video 
conferences on the Internet) and finding and using new tools for future life skills use.  Class 
will maintain high school web site and assist other schools with many parts of the Internet 
use (pages, web cams and presentations).  This course requires higher-level problem-solving 
skills for communications and Internet applications.  Successful completion of first semester 
required for continuation into second semester.  
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Collision Repair Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to 
Skilled and 
Career Trades 

9-11 One  None $20.00  &**SkillsUSA 

Beginning 
Collision 
Repair 
Technology  

10-12 One Introduction to Skilled 
and Career Trades  

$20.00, coveralls, work 
boots, face shield, 

respirator, combination 
lock and a one-subject 

notebook & 
**SkillsUSA 

Intermediate 
Collision 
Repair 
Technology  

11-12 Two Beginning Collision 
Repair Technology  

$20.00, coveralls, work 
boots, face shield, 

respirator, combination 
lock and a one-subject 

notebook & 
**SkillsUSA 

Advanced 
Collision 
Repair 
Technology  

12 Two Intermediate Collision 
Repair Technology III 

and instructor 
approval 

$20.00, coveralls, work 
boots, face shield, 

respirator, combination 
lock and a one-subject 

notebook & 
**SkillsUSA 

**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
**SkillsUSA membership is mandatory; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 

  
    Introduction to Skilled and Career Trades -- MAT 110 Machine Operation (Fall 

Semester) OETS 102 Career Readiness Certification Preparation (Spring Semester) This 
course will be the prerequisite to the following first level classes: Auto Service Technology, 
Collision Repair Technology, Construction and Building Technology, and Welding 
Technology.  This class will utilize materials from SkillsUSA, OSHA, and National Center 
for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).   Students will explore careers in the 
above listed areas by completing the PDP 1 and 2 from Skillsusa.  Safety will be stressed 
and the curriculum from NCCER and OSHA will be used.   Students will complete core 
curricula for NCCER, in which they will gain certification. Projects from each content area 
will be completed throughout the course.  $20.00 lab fee plus, projects.   Eye protection is 
to be provided by the student. Membership in the co-curricular organization SkillsUSA is 
required. Students must pass this course with a C or better, and/or instructor approval to 
continue into one of the Technology Trade programs. 

 
Beginning Collision Repair Technology -- AUTO 162 Advanced Non-Structural Repair   
(Fall Semester); AUTO 163 Advanced Non-Structural Repair II (Spring Semester) -- This 
class will provide the student with instruction regarding basic auto body construction, 
removing of major dents, paint preparation and application.  Most activities will be hands-
on.  Student work on project cars will range from washing to painting.  Students will also 
be encouraged to work on their own cars. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies.    
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Intermediate Collision Repair Technology -- AUTO 164 Automotive Industry 
Collision Repair I and AUTO 165 Automotive Industry Collision Repair II (Fall Semester); 
AUTO 181 Frame and Structural Repair and AUTO 182 Structural Panel Replacement 
(Spring Semester) -- This course will provide students with instruction in auto body 
construction, remove and install body panels, and prep for primer and paint.  Students will 
be taught to write job estimates using proper grammar and sentence structure. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Advanced Collision Repair Technology-- AUTO 172 Intro to Automotive Refinishing and 
AUTO 174 Intermediate Automotive Refinishing (Fall Semester); AUTO 176 Automotive 
Color Adjustment Refinishing and AUTO 178 Automotive Overall Refinishing (Spring 
Semester) -- This course will provide students with advanced instruction in auto body 
construction, remove and install body panels, and prep for primer and paint.  Students will 
be taught to write job estimates using proper grammar and sentence structure. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies 

 
  Computer Science Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Computer Programming I 9-12 One Recommended Algebra I or 
concurrent enrollment 

None 

AP Computer Science 
Principles 

9-12 One Strongly recommended to 
have a passing grade in 

Algebra I 

Cost of 
AP Exam 

($40) 
AP Computer Science A 9-12 One Strongly Recommended  

Computer Programming I 
and passing grade in 

Algebra I 

Cost of 
AP Exam 

($40) 

Database Foundations-
Oracle Academy 

9-12 One Successful completion of 
Algebra I 

None 

Database 
Design/Programming-
Oracle Academy 

10-12 One Database Foundations-
Oracle Academy 

None 

Computer Technician 
Co-Op Program 

12 Three Teacher Recommendation None 

Adobe Creative 
Applications 

9-12 One None $15.00 

   
Computer Programming I -- Math or practical arts credit.  An introductory course to 
intermediate level courses in computer programming.  Scratch, Alice, JAVA and/or other 
programming languages will be studied.  Logical and sequential thinking skills will be 
developed while programming and using the computer as a problem solver with application 
in mathematics, science, and business.  This course is designed for college-bound students 
or students entering vocational training and computers.  Continuation into the second 
semester of the program is contingent upon successful completion of the first semester.  
 
AP Computer Science Principles - Grades 9-12 - AP Computer Science Principles 
introduces students to the foundational concepts of computer science and challenges them 
to explore how computing and technology can impact the world. With a unique focus on 
creative problem solving and real-world applications, this course prepares students for 
college and career. It is intended to prepare students for the optional Advanced Placement 
Exam in this subject and should follow the published College Board guidelines. 
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 AP Computer Science A - Grades 9-12 This course emphasizes object-oriented 
programming methodology with a concentration on problem solving and algorithm 
development, and is meant to be the equivalent of a first-semester college-level course in 
computer science. It also includes the study of data structures, design, and abstraction.    
 
Database Foundations- Oracle Academy - This course introduces students to basic 
relational database concepts. It teaches students relational database terminology, as well as 
data modeling concepts, building Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERDs), and mapping 
ERDs. Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler is utilized to build ERDs, and Structured Query 
Language (SQL) is used to interact with a relational database and manipulate data within 
the database. Oracle Application Express (APEX) is utilized to provide practical, hands-on, 
engaging activities. Leveraging project-based learning techniques, students create and work 
with projects that challenge them to design, implement, and demonstrate a database solution 
for a business or organization.  Industry exam: Oracle Data Base Foundations 
 
Database Design and Programming with SQL - Oracle Academy - Recommended for 
Students Grades 10 - 12 (prerequisite Database foundations). This course of study teaches 
students to analyze complex business scenarios, design and create data models, and create 
databases using SQL. Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler and Application Express 
(APEX) are utilized to provide practical, hands-on, engaging activities. Leveraging project-
based learning techniques, students will create and work with projects, which challenge 
them to design, implement, and demonstrate a database solution for a business or 
organization.    Industry exam: Oracle Database 12c SQL 
 
Computer Technician Co-Op Program -- Work co-op program that enables paid 
employment as a computer technical intern with the Carlsbad Municipal Schools for at least 
15 hours per week to receive on-the-job and classroom training in job success in the 
computer technical field.  Course will include both desktop and network technical work.   
     
Adobe Creative Applications -- This course will focus on learning several of the Adobe 
Applications such as Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere Pro, and 
Animate. Applications may change due to software availability and licensing. Additional 
software may be added based on applications being used in different computer aided careers.   
 
A/V Technology  
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Cavecast Productions I-
IV 

9-12 One  
 

Cavecast Productions I no 
prerequisite; must have 

previous Cavecast 
Productions for II-IV 

$15.00 

Introduction to Digital 
Video 

9-12 One None $15.00 

Intermediate Digital 
Video Production and 
Editing 

10-12 One Introduction to Digital Video  $15.00 
**Skills

USA 
Advanced Digital Video 
Production and Editing  

11-12 One Advanced Digital Video 
Production and Editing  

$15.00 
**Skills

USA  
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
**SkillsUSA membership is optional; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 
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CaveCast Productions I-IV --This course is dedicated to making the video announcements 
(CaveCast) for CHS. Students will record and produce the school video announcements. 
They will work on camera skills, running a tricaster, interviewing skills and video editing in 
order to produce the video announcement for the school several times a week. As students’ 
progress from one year to the next they will be in charge of training new students and being 
lead in the creation of CaveCast.  
 
Introduction to Digital Video -- Introductory course in the fundamentals of video 
production. Instruction in the use of video equipment with an emphasis on technique and 
creativity. Oral and written communication skills include script writing, interviewing, 
reporting, researching, and editing. Satisfies Communications requirement.  
 
Intermediate Digital Video Production and Editing – FDMA 1210 Digital Video 
Production I (Fall Semester); FDMA 1220 Digital Video Editing I (Spring Semester) -- This 
is an intermediate course in techniques and technology of digital video production 
equipment, artistic techniques, production application, editing and distributing video. 
Students work on Carlsbad High School’s News program by scripting, videoing and editing 
news packages. Students will work with first year students as mentors to create segments 
for the high school news productions. Students will also participate in special productions.  
Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Digital Video Production and Editing -- FDMA 2210 Digital Video Production 
II (Fall Semester); FDMA 2285 Digital Video Editing II (Spring Semester) -This is an 
advanced course in editing and video production. Students in this class will become 
proficient editors, including the use of color correction, vector scopes, motion effects, and 
advanced editing techniques used by filmmakers. Students will also learn advanced 
techniques of professional film making while enhancing reporting skills. Students will work 
on directing short movies, commercials and other short projects. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies 
 

     Construction Trades Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to 
Skilled and 
Career Trades 

9-11 One  None $20.00 & **SkillsUSA  

Beginning 
Construction 
Trades 

10-12 One 
 

Introduction to 
Skilled and 

Career Trades  

$15.00 plus cost of 
material, eye protection 

and a 12’ tape measure & 
**SkillsUSA 

Intermediate 
Construction 
Trades  

11-12 Two Beginning 
Construction 

Trades  

$15.00 & 
**SkillsUSA 

Advanced 
Construction 
Trades 

12 Two Intermediate 
Construction 

Trades 

$15.00 & 
**SkillsUSA 

Construction 
Trades Work 
Program 

12 Up to 
Four 

Advanced 
Construction 

Trades 

$15.00 and proof of 
medical insurance & 

**SkillsUSA 
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

**SkillsUSA membership is optional; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 
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Introduction to Skilled and Career Trades-- MAT 110 Machine Operation (Fall 
Semester) OETS 102 Career Readiness Certification Preparation (Spring Semester) This 
course will be the prerequisite to the following first level classes: Auto Service Technology, 
Collision Repair Technology, Construction and Building Technology, and Welding 
Technology.  This class will utilize materials from SkillsUSA, OSHA, and National Center 
for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).   Students will explore careers in the 
above listed areas by completing the PDP 1 and 2 from Skills USA.  Safety will be stressed 
and the curriculum from NCCER and OSHA will be used.   Students will complete core 
curricula for NCCER, in which they will gain certifications. Projects from each content area 
will be completed throughout the course.  $20.00 lab fee plus, projects.   Eye protection is 
to be provided by the student. Membership in the co-curricular organization SkillsUSA is 
required. Students must pass this course with a C or better, and/or instructor approval to 
continue into one of the Technology Trade programs. 

 
Beginning Construction Trades -- BCT 104 Woodworking Skills I (Fall Semester); BCT 
105 Woodworking Skills II (Spring Semester) -- This hands-on course is designed to offer 
further instruction in general residential construction, with certification through NCCER 
(National Center for Construction Education and Research).  Carpentry Level 01 
Certification is available upon completion of this course. Study will include the creation of 
a construction company, blueprint reading, introduction to building codes, with an in-depth 
look at materials used in construction. Course includes hand and machine tool safety 
training.  Hands on construction of a small dwelling will be completed to satisfy practical 
test for certification in the Carpentry Level 01. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may 
be available if student qualifies. 
  
Intermediate Construction Trades -- BCT 100 Building Trades I (Fall Semester); BCT 
290 Special Problems in Building Technology and BCT 255 Special Topics: Framing and 
Roofing (Spring Semester) -- This course is designed to offer a more specific hands-on form 
of instruction that will specialize on residential construction off-campus. A curriculum from 
NCCER (National Center for Construction Education and Research) will be used to enhance 
learning in the classroom.  Areas covered will be:  plans, site layout, concrete, carpentry, 
residential wiring, and plumbing.    Individual studies in areas directly related to building 
technologies. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Construction Trades -- BCT 118 Math for Building Trades (Fall Semester); 
BCT 200 Building Trades II (Spring Semester) -- Course is designed to culminate the hands–
on-learning in the construction program.  Students will work on-site in the construction of a 
new house.  Course will include equipment and general safety, human relations, building 
construction surveying, footing, foundation form work, framing, sheathing, insulation, basic 
electrical wiring and plumbing with classroom instruction, on-the-job training, and problem 
solving.  A curriculum from NCCER (National Center for Construction Education and 
Research) will be used to enhance learning.  Upon completion of this course, students will 
have certification in Construction Technology Level 01. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
  
Construction Trades Work Program -- This course is designed to place students on the 
job as apprentices or interns in one or more of the construction trades.  Students will enter 
into a work agreement with the school district and with employers for either a salaried or 
non-salaried apprenticeship or internship.  This course may allow for the opportunity of 
gaining the required hours for further certification through NCCER (National Center for 
Construction Education and Research).  This work program will meet all applicable 
regulations under the Fair Labor Standards Act.  Students will be required to provide proof 
of medical insurance and/or purchase an accident policy through the New Mexico Public 
School Insurance Authority at an approximate cost of $7.00 per month.  
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  Cosmetology Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Cosmetology  
(offered both 
semesters) 

12 One and One Half Minimum GPA 
of 2.0, and 
screening 
process by 
principal 

$25.00 (State 
Permit Fee) plus 

$75 (Training 
Materials and Lab 

Fee) 
 

Cosmetology -- Offered through Beauty College of Eddy County. Students can complete 
240 hours toward NACCS and State Cosmetology Licensure.  Grades from concurrent 
enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 

 

   Driver Training Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade Level Credits Prerequisite Fee 
Driver Training 9-12 One Half Fifteen years of age 

by end of the course 
None 

 

Driver Training -- This course will introduce the new, inexperienced driver to the 
fundamentals of driving in an attempt to promote safe, efficient, and rewarding use of the 
automobile through the acquisition of a good attitude, sound knowledge, and appropriate 
skills. Topics covered will include traffic laws, driving procedures, driving strategies, 
accident avoidance, and emergency procedures. 

 
   Family and Consumer Sciences Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to 
Culinary Arts 

9-12 One Half None $20.00 

Culinary Arts II 9-12 One Half Passing Grade in 
Introduction to Culinary 

Arts  

$20.00 

Culinary Arts III 10-12 One Passing grade in Culinary 
Arts and/or Culinary Arts II  

$20.00 

Culinary Arts 
Professional  

11-12 Two Passing grade in Culinary 
Arts III  

$20.00 

Culinary Arts 
Internship/OJT/C
o-op 

12 Up to four Culinary Arts III, Culinary 
Arts Professional 

None 

Child 
Development 

9-12 One None None 

Early Childhood 
Education I   
 

10-12 One Child Development  $15.00 ** 

    Early 
Childhood 
Education  II 

11-12 Two Early Childhood Education  
I  

$15.00** 

Early Childhood 
Education 
Internship (Work 
Experience) 

12 One to 
Four 

Child Development, Early 
Childhood Education I and 

II 

$15.00 ** 
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Family and Consumer Sciences Courses at a Glance (continued 
Introduction to 
Hospitality and 
Tourism 

9-12 One None None 

Hospitality and 
Tourism 
Management I 

10-12 One Introduction to Hospitality 
and Tourism 

None 

Hospitality and 
Tourism 
Management II 

11-12 One Hospitality and Tourism 
Management I 

None 

**Educators Rising Club Dues if choose to participate. 
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 
Introduction to Culinary Arts -- Students will be introduced to the study of nutrition, 
safety and sanitation kitchen designs, work flow, commercial equipment, preparation 
techniques, cooking methods, table setting, etiquette, and menu planning. Family, 
Community, and Career Leaders of America (FCCLA) and ProStart competencies will be 
infused into written and delivered curriculum. 

   
  Culinary Arts II -- CHEF 211 Food Production Principles (Spring Semester) -- This course 

is a detailed study of individual foods, selection and use of ingredients, and international 
foods. Family, Community and Career Leaders of America (FCCLA) and ProStart 
competencies will be infused into written and delivered curriculum. Dual enrollment credit 
from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Culinary Arts III -- CHEF 212 Advanced Food Preparation (Fall Semester); HOST 214 
Purchasing and Kitchen Management and HOST 219 Safety, Security, & Sanitation in Hosp. 
Operations (Spring Semester) -- This class is designed to further prepare students for a career 
in food service management.  Using the Pro-Start curriculum, students will gain industry 
training and the skills necessary for a successful internship in restaurant management. This 
class will include job shadowing and tours of local restaurants. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

  
Culinary Arts Professional – CHEF 213 Professional Baking Operations and HOST 210 
Banquet Operations (Fall Semester); CHEF 214 Advanced Baking Techniques and HOST 
216 Event, Conference/Convention Operations (Spring Semester) -- This class is designed 
to further prepare students for a career in food service management. Using the Pro-Start 
curriculum, students will further their industry training and skills necessary for a successful 
internship in restaurant management and may have food service related employment during 
part of the school day. Students will be able to plan, organize, arrange, and execute special 
events/caterings. Credits to equal the amount of time student is enrolled. Dual enrollment 
credit from NMSU-C may be available.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 

 

Culinary Arts Internship/OJT/Co-Op -- HOST 221 Coop Experience I (Fall Semester); 
HOST 222 Cooperative Experience II (Spring Semester) -- Through this course work, 
experience is gained within the Food Service Industry.  Goals are set for the employment 
period.  Experience in the food service industry will improve employability and career 
readiness skills.  Students in this class must have food service related employment during 
part of the school day. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. 
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Child Development -- ECED 1110 Child Growth, Development, and Learning (Spring 
Semester) -- Studies include:  Families and the Family Life Cycle, the importance and 
impact of childhood, responsibilities of parenting and effective parenting skills, prenatal 
development, development of infants and children to school age, safety and health issues 
during childhood, and special challenges of children and the care of special needs children. 
Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Early Childhood Education I -- ECED 1115 Health, Safety, and Nutrition (Fall Semester) 
ECED 1120 Guiding Young Children (Spring Semester) -- This course is for students who 
are interested in pursuing a career in the field of Early Childhood Education. Course work 
includes the following: developmentally appropriate content, learning environments, and 
curriculum collaboration.  It will also provide on-the-job experience in a State Licensed 
Childcare Center and an Early Childhood classroom. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-
C may be available if student qualifies. 
 

Early Childhood Education II - EDUC 1998 Internship I, EDUC 450 Methods of Teaching 
Early Childhood Education (Spring Semester).    This course is for students who wish to 
further their interest in pursuing a career in the field of Early Childhood Education.  Course 
work includes a more in-depth study of developmentally appropriate content, special needs 
and exceptionalities of learners, development and application of practical teaching 
strategies, and recognition of effective teaching techniques.  Students will also be provided 
the opportunity to become members of FCCLA and Educators Rising.  Dual enrollment 
credit from NMSU-C may be available if the student qualifies. 
 

Early Childhood Education Internship (Class/Work Experience) –Class- EDUC 1996 
Individual Topics in Education; ECED 2110 Professionalism; Work Experience-EDUC 
1996 credit per hour of work-- Internship and job shadowing enables students to acquire 
classroom training and on-the-job experience for success in the Early Childhood and 
Education field.  Improvement of employability skills and discussion regarding the 
experiences and problems encountered on the job will be included in classroom activity.  
Students can take one hour in the classroom and/or up to four hours at a job site.  Job site 
may be in a daycare center or in a classroom as an aide.  To receive credit, the student must 
pass classroom requirements. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if 
student qualifies.  

 

Introduction to Hospitality and Tourism--Overview of hospitality industry; organization 
and operation of lodging, food and beverage, and travel and tourism segments; focus on 
career opportunities and future trends of hospitality industry.  The class will provide an in-
depth look at the front-line operations of the rooms division and food and beverage division.  

 

Hospitality and Tourism Management I – This course provides students with a broad-
based learning of the tasks, knowledge, and skills required for a career within the hospitality 
and tourism industry.  This course will focus on content specifically related to information 
required for operational level employee positions and responsibilities. 

 
Hospitality and Tourism Management II – This is a leadership course focusing on the 
leadership and managerial aspects, responsibilities, knowledge, and skills required by an 
entry-level leader in the hospitality and tourism industry. 
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  Job Training Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

On-Job Training I 12 One to 
Three 

A job upon enrolling or 
within two weeks of school 
starting. Student must have 

and maintain a 2.0 GPA 

$5.00 

Jobs Lab I 9-12 One Recommendation by case 
manager and instructor 

None 

Jobs Lab II 10-12 One Jobs Lab II and 
recommendation by case 
manager and instructor 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills I 

9-12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills II 

10-12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills III 

11-12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills IV 

12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills V 

12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Pre-Vocational 
Skills VI 

12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Success Skills 9-12 One Half None None 
  

On-Job Training I -- Designed for students to receive training while working part-time. If 
student loses their job, two weeks will be allotted to get another job.  Student must turn in 
documentation of job applications. If a job is not found within two weeks, student will be 
removed from the class. During the time of unemployment, credit will be lost from any of the 
job-related assignments (time sheets, etc).  Students will be required to turn in weekly time 
sheets signed by the employer.  Students must work an average of one hour/day for each hour 
assigned to OJT.  Hours worked must be documented on provided time sheets and submitted 
weekly.  A maximum of three credits may be assigned.  

 
Jobs Lab I -- Enrollment is required of all students on a Career Readiness Graduation 
Pathway.  Job basics: employer/employee relationships, labor laws, and appropriate work 
behaviors.  

 
Jobs Lab II -- Employee/employer relationships in detail, appropriate written and oral 
communication, job responsibilities, rates of pay, payroll deductions, and taxes will be 
covered. 
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Pre-Vocational Skills I -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-identity, personal interests and abilities, exhibiting socially responsible 
behavior, appropriate behavior, developing and maintaining appropriate social relationships, 
develop friendships, exhibiting independent behavior, set and reach personal goals, making 
informed decisions, communicating with others, identify problems/conflicts, exploring and 
locating occupational training and job placement opportunities, listening and responding 
skills, making occupational and job placement choices, occupational interests, applying for 
and maintaining occupational training and job placements, applying for job placement, 
developing and maintaining appropriate work skills and behavior, perform work and direction 
requirements, matching physical/manual skills to occupational training and employment, fine 
motor dexterity in occupational training, and job placements.    

  
Pre-Vocational Skills II -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  appropriate responses to emotions, identify personal roles, maintain friendships, self-
organization, effective communication, occupational training and job placement 
opportunities, training and job placement, good attendance and punctuality, gross motor 
dexterity in occupational training, and job placements.  

 
Pre-Vocational Skills III -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-confidence and self-worth, respect for other’s rights and property, self-
determination, select best solution to problems/conflicts, make adjustments and changes in 
employment status, training and job placement, respond to supervision, sensory 
discrimination in occupational training, and job placements.   

  
Pre-Vocational Skills IV -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  demonstrate giving and accepting praise and criticism, exhibiting socially responsible 
behavior, respect for authority, exhibiting independent behavior, occupational training and job 
placement opportunities, job safety awareness, employment, stamina, and endurance.   

 
Pre-Vocational Skills V -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-identity, exhibiting socially responsible behavior, ability to follow 
directions, develop training plan for occupational choice, and work cooperatively with 
others.   

 
Pre-Vocational Skills VI -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  demonstrate appropriate citizen’s rights and responsibilities, identify how personal 
behavior affects others, exhibiting socially responsible behavior, ability to follow directions, 
develop training plan for occupational choice, work cooperatively with others, and meet 
quality and quantity work standards. 

 
Success Skills -- This course emphasizes leadership skills, study skills, time management, 
prioritizing, stress management, and strategies for success in high school and employment.  
Personal, social, and communication skills are stressed as a means of developing success in 
life.  Upon completion of this course, the student will have assembled a portfolio. 

 
Leadership Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade Level Credits Prerequisite Fee 
Student 
Leadership I  

 10-12  One Course instructor approval None 

Student 
Leadership II 

 11-12  One Successful completion of 
Student Leadership I & 

instructor approval 

None 
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Leadership Courses at a Glance (continued) 
Student 
Leadership III 

 12  One Successful completion of 
Student Leadership II & 

instructor approval 

None 
 

 

Student Leadership I – This course prepares students to meet the challenges of leadership 
in today’s complex global environment. The coursework will expose students to the skills 
and practices necessary to communicate and work with diverse groups of people toward 
common goals to implement beneficial societal changes in the school and community. 

 
Student Leadership II – This course continues to prepare students to meet the challenges 
of leadership in today’s complex global environment. The coursework will teach students 
the skills and practices necessary to communicate and work with diverse groups of people 
toward common goals to implement beneficial societal changes in the school and 
community. In addition, students will explore a variety of other topics including developing 
personal leadership style, and organizational politics. 

 
Student Leadership III – This course builds on the concepts of student leadership II. 
Students will develop and enhance intrapersonal and interpersonal skills as well as learn the 
philosophical foundations and fundamentals of effective leadership. Students will utilize 
skills by designing or embracing a community-based project as a culminating activity in an 
effort to make a difference in the lives of others. This course is a valuable resource for those 
who aspire to become leaders in business, government, military, and non-profit 
organizations. 

 
 Medical Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Intro to Medical 
Terminology 
(Semester Course) 
 

10-12 .5/ Dual 
Credit 

 

NMSU-C Dual Credit 
Enrollment; passing score 

on Accuplacer exam 

**SkillsUSA 

Advanced Medical 
Terminology 
(Semester Course)   
 

10-12 .5/ Dual 
Credit 

 

Intro to Medical 
Terminology and NMSU-
C Dual Credit enrollment; 

passing score on 
Accuplacer exam 

**SkillsUSA 

Legal & Ethical 
Aspects of 
Healthcare 
(Semester Course) 

11-12 .5/Dual 
Credit 

Intro to Medical 
Terminology, Advanced 

Medical Terminology and 
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

enrollment; passing score 
on Accuplacer exam 

 

Nursing Assistant 
(Semester Course)  
  

11-12 Two/ Dual 
Credit 

 

Instructor, counselor, or 
principal approval and 
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

enrollment 

Current TB 
Test, and  
cost of 
scrubs 

**SkillsUSA 
Essentials of 
Anatomy and 
Physiology 
(Semester course) 

11-12 One/Dual 
Credit 

Medical Terminology and 
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

enrollment; passing score 
on the Accuplacer exam 
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Medical Courses at a Glance 
Pathophysiology -
(Semester 
Course) 

11-12 Two/ Dual 
Credit 

Instructor, counselor, or 
principal approval and 
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

enrollment 

 
**SkillsUSA 

**SkillsUSA membership is mandatory; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Intro to Medical Terminology -- NURS/HIT 150 Medical Terminology (Fall Semester) --
The study and understanding of medical terminology as it relates to diseases, their causes 
and effects, and the terminology used in various medical specialties.  Emphasis will be 
placed on learning the basic elements of medical words, appropriate spelling and use of 
medical terms, and use of medical abbreviations.  Same as OEHO 120 and BOT 150. Grades 
from NMSU-C concurrent enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript.    

 

Advanced Medical Terminology-- HIT 158(Spring Semester) -- Builds upon the concepts 
covered in Intro to Medical Terminology providing greater understanding of how to properly 
use and apply medical terminology used in various health fields.  Emphasis will be on 
terminology used in medical records and procedures, medical billing and coding, and 
medical transcription.  Prerequisite: HIT 150. Grades from NMSU-C concurrent enrollment 
will be entered on the high school transcript.    
 
Legal & Ethical Aspects of Healthcare (AHS 202)-Consideration of legal and ethical 
issues in modern health care delivery. 

  
Nursing Assistant -- NA 101 Nursing Assistant Theory & Lab -- Work co-op program class 
for students interested in the medical field.  It enables students to gain experience and/or 
training in a variety of health career positions.  Current healthcare issues and health 
education will also be addressed.  Topics to be covered will also include history of medicine, 
safety and CPR, medical ethics, and understanding the basic elements of vocabulary and 
medical abbreviations.  A variety of teaching modalities will be utilized, including guest 
speakers, faculty experience, online work and role playing. Grades from NMSU-C 
concurrent enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 
 
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology (Dual Credit Class)-AHS 140-Essentials of 
anatomy and physiology for those considering a career in health as well as those interested 
in understanding their own body and the basics of health. 

 
Pathophysiology – HIT 140: Health Information Introduction to Pathophysiology.  The first 
nine weeks will cover the essentials of anatomy and physiology for those considering a 
career in health as well as those interested in understanding their own body and the basics 
of health.  The second nine weeks will be an introduction to the nature of disease and its 
effect on body systems.  Disease processes affecting the human body via an integrated 
approach to specific disease entities will be presented including a review of normal functions 
of the appropriate body systems.  Diseases will be studied in relation to their etiology, 
pathology, physical signs and symptoms, diagnostic procedures, complications, treatment 
modalities and prognosis.  Grades from NMSU-C concurrent enrollment will be entered on 
the high school transcript. 
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  Welding Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction 
to Skilled and 
Career Trades  

 9-12
  

One  None  $20.00 PPE work 
clothes, and steel toe 
shoes,  **SkillsUSA 

Introduction to 
Welding (Fall) 
 

10-12 One/ 
Dual 

Credit 

Introduction to Skilled and 
Career Trades  

NMSU-C Dual Credit 
Enrollment 

$10.00 (See SkillsUSA 
note below*) 

Structural 
Welding 
(Spring) 

10-12 One / 
Dual 

Credit 

Introduction to Welding  
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

Enrollment 

$10.00 (See SkillsUSA 
note below*) 

Introduction to 
TIG (GTAW) 
(Fall) 

10-12 One / 
Dual 

Credit 

Structural Welding I 
NMSU-Dual Credit 

Enrollment 

$10.00 (See SkillsUSA 
note below*) 

Introduction to 
Pipe Welding 
(Spring) 

10-12 One / 
Dual 

Credit 

Introduction to GTAW 
NMSU-C Dual Credit 

Enrollment 

$10.00 (See SkillsUSA 
note below*) 

*SkillsUSA membership is mandatory; annual dues are set by SkillsUSA. 
**Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 
Introduction to Skilled and Career Trades—MAT 110 Machine Operation and Safety 
(Fall Semester) and OETS 102 Career Readiness Certification Preparation (Spring 
Semester) This course will be the prerequisite to the following first level classes: Auto 
Service Technology, Collision Repair Technology, Construction and Building Technology, 
and Welding Technology.  This class will utilize materials from SkillsUSA, OSHA, and 
National Center for Construction Education and Research (NCCER).   Students will explore 
careers in the above listed areas by completing the PDP 1 and 2 from Skills USA.  Safety 
will be stressed and the curriculum from NCCER and OSHA will be used.   Students will 
complete core curriculum for NCCER, in which they will gain certification. Projects from 
each content area will be completed throughout the course. $20.00 lab fee plus projects. Eye 
protection is to be provided by the student. Membership in the co-curricular organization 
SkillsUSA is required.  Students must pass this course with a C or better, and/or instructor 
approval to continue into one of the Technology Trade programs. 

 
Introduction to Welding – WELD 105 Introduction to Welding --This is a semester course 
designed to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in the 
welding industry. Emphasis will be made on safety and familiarization with the equipment 
and will involve classroom instruction and laboratory experience.  Students will learn the 
basic skills of oxygen-acetylene and SMAW (SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING) Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Structural Welding I – WELD 100 Structural Welding I -- This is a semester course 
designed to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in the 
welding industry. Students will recognize the difference in welding electrodes tensile 
strength, flux, and recommended position that electrode is to be used. Students will also 
demonstrate and set the welding machine to the proper polarity setting and proper amperage 
setting for determined welding process.  In this class all SMAW will be practiced in flat, 
horizontal, vertical, and overhead position.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
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Introduction to TIG (GTAW) – WELD 140: Intro to TIG. -- This is a semester course the 
development of basic skills with gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) or (TIG) in accordance 
with AWS entry advanced welder objectives. Students will contrast the effects of DCEN, 
DCEP, and AC on surface cleaning efficiency, electrode life, and weld characteristics. 
Student will also select the proper welding power source, polarity, shielded gas, flow rate, 
tungsten electrode type and diameter, nozzle size, and filler metal required to produce an 
acceptable TIG weld. Students will display proper assembly and adjustment to all the 
variables to produce a satisfactory TIG weld. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
 

Introduction to Pipe Welding – WELD 125 Pipe Welding -- This is a semester course 
designed to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in the 
welding industry. Projects will include demonstrations with shielded metal arc welding of 
pipe with 6010 and 7018 electrodes. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available 
if student qualifies. 
 

COMMUNICATIONS DEPARTMENT 
   
   Required Communications Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

English I 9 One None       None 
Honors English I 9 One None None 
English II 10 One None None 
Honors English II 10 One None None 
English III 11 One None None 
AP English III Language 
and Composition 

11 One None $40.00 for 
AP Test 

English IV 12 One None None 
AP English IV Literature 
and Composition 

12 One None $40.00 for 
AP Test 

English IV Dual Credit 
English 1110G/2210G 

12 One 
   

Successful completion of 
English III 

None 

Basic Skills English I-VI 9-12 One Admittance and 
placement by staff 

recommendation only 

None 

English I for English 
Learners (EL) 

9 One None None 

English II for English 
Learners (EL) 

10 One None None 

English III for English 
Learners III (EL) 

11 One None None 

English IV for English 
Learners (EL) 

12 One None None 

   
       English/Language Arts I - - Course builds upon the students' prior knowledge of grammar, 

vocabulary, word usage, and mechanics of writing, and usually includes the four aspects of 
language use: reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  Usually, the various genres of 
literature are introduced and defined, with writing exercises often linked to reading selections. 
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 Honors English/Language Arts I -- For this fast-paced, rigorous class, students will be 
required to master difficult grammar and sentence structure.  Literature will include the study, 
analysis, and understanding of literary concepts using several novels, plays and short stories.  
Additional vocabulary and spelling skills and the study of analogies will be included.  Students 
may write a detailed research paper 

 
 English/Language Arts II - Course offers a balanced focus on composition and literature.  

Typically, students learn about the alternate aims and audiences of written compositions by 
writing persuasive, critical, and creative multi paragraph thematic essays and compositions.  
The study of literature encompasses various genres as students improve their reading rate and 
comprehension and develop the skills to determine authors' intent and theme and to recognize 
the techniques employed by the author to achieve the goal. 

 
 Honors English/Language Arts II -- The credit for this class satisfies the requirement for 

English II.  This class is an Advanced Placement college preparatory class of two semesters 
for academically and creatively talented students, and students should understand that it is a 
fast-paced, rigorous class.  Studies will include the interpretation of literature, expository and 
creative writing, grammar, skills of writing a research paper, vocabulary development, critical 
thinking, study skills, and test-taking skills for college entrance examinations 

 
 English/Language Arts III - Course continues to develop students' writing skills, 

emphasizing clear, logical writing patterns, word choice, and usage, as students write essays 
and begin to learn the techniques of writing research papers. Students continue to read works 
of literature, which often form the backbone of the writing assignments. Literary 
conventions and stylistic devices may receive greater emphasis than in previous courses. 
Preparation for the PSAT may be included.  

 
 AP English Language and Composition (III) -- The credit for this class satisfies the 

requirement for English III.  This course aligns to an introductory college-level rhetoric and 
writing curriculum, which requires students to develop evidence-based analytic and 
argumentative essays that proceed through several stages or drafts. Students evaluate, 
synthesize, and cite research to support their arguments. Throughout the course, students 
develop a personal style by making appropriate grammatical choices. Additionally, students 
read and analyze the rhetorical elements and their effects in non-fiction texts, including 
graphic images as forms of text, from many disciplines and historical periods. Students should 
understand that it is a fast-paced, rigorous class.  This class emphasizes the development of 
writing and critical analysis skills.  It serves as preparation for AP English IV and Advanced 
Placement tests.  Students are required to take the Advanced Placement examination. There is 
a test fee.  This class adheres to national College Board standards. 

  
 English/Language Arts IV - Course blends composition and literature into a cohesive whole, 

as students write critical and comparative analyses of selected literature.  Typically, multi 
paragraph essays predominate as the form of student composition, but one or more major 
research papers may also be written.  

 
AP English Literature and Composition (IV) -- The credit for this class satisfies the 
requirement for English IV.  This course aligns to an introductory college-level literary 
analysis course. The course engages students in the close reading and critical analysis of 
imaginative literature to deepen their understanding of the ways writers use language to 
provide both meaning and pleasure. As they read, students consider a work's structure, style, 
and themes, as well as its use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and tone. Writing 
assignments include expository, analytical, and argumentative essays that require students to 
analyze and interpret literary works.  Students are required to take the Advanced Placement 
examination.  There is a test fee.  This class adheres to national College Board standards. 
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English IV Dual Credit - College English course designed to prepare students for college 
writing.  (Semester 1 and 2 are required for English IV Dual Credit) 

 
 

● English 1110G  (Semester 1) In this section of the course, students will employ 
appropriate conventions of writing and rhetoric that are necessary for researched 
arguments. Eng.111G builds upon the critical thinking, reading, and writing 
capabilities that students developed in previous courses and/or high school. 
Students learn the processes necessary for conducting research and for 
incorporating research material in writing. They learn how to evaluate, cite, and 
document primary and secondary research sources, and how to develop 
arguments and support them with sound evidence.  Pre-Requisite: ACT score 
of 19 Reading and 16 Writing or Accuplacer score of 81% Reading and 76% 
writing. Students must also qualify with NMSU-C for Dual Credit Admission. 
Enrolled students must continue to English 203G second semester to earn their 
full English IV high school credit. 

 

● ENG 2210G (Semester 2) Essentials of Business Communication Students in 
this course study the principles, strategies, and techniques of effective written, 
oral, and digital business communication. Emphasis is placed on reviewing 
grammar and mechanics as students create successful written messages 
including e-mails, memos, letters, reports, and résumés. Students learn 
productive techniques for business meetings, presentations, interviews, as well 
as communicating professionally in an increasingly global digital workplace. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of English 111G is required. 

 
Basic Skills English I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to sight word 
reading, oral reading, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. Students will develop writing 
skills at various levels including simple sentence structure, writing detailed sentences, and 
paragraph writing, use of a dictionary, and spell words at a level that is appropriate to their 
individual needs. Admittance and placement by staff recommendation only. 

 
English I for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) as 
a substitute for English I. English I curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) for 
Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be followed. 
English I for English Learners will be used to meet English I requirements for graduation and 
meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program. 

 
English II for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English II. English II curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) for 
Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be followed. 
English II for English Learners will be used to meet English II requirements for graduation 
and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program.  

 
English III for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English III. English III curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) for 
Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be followed. 
English III for English Learners will be used to meet English III requirements for graduation 
and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program 

 
English IV for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English IV. English IV curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) 
for Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be 
followed. English IV for English Learners will be used to meet English IV requirements for 
graduation and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program.    
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      Elective Communications Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Creative Writing 11-12 One Half None None 
Publications I 9-12 One 

Half 
None Jump Drive 

& SD Card 
Publications II 11-12 One Publications I, or Yearbook 

Publications 
None 

Publications III 12 One Publications II, or Yearbook 
Publications 

None 

Speech and 
Communications 

11-12 
only 

One 
Half 

None None 

Yearbook 
Publications I-IV 

9-12 One “C” or better in Publications I  None 

 
Creative Writing -- Written communication skills will be developed, including journal 
writing and creative expression through poetry, prose, and various kinds of projects.  This 
class will not replace English III or English IV.  
 

Publications I -- This course exposes students to the manner in which photography and 
layout are used to convey information and experiences, such as through the publication of a 
yearbook or a newspaper. It allows students the opportunity to improve their photo 
composition skills, and to apply those skills to journalistic endeavors. Students will learn 
basic skills in layout and design, digital photography, as well as, editing and managing 
digital images using software such as Photoshop, InDesign, and Publisher. This course 
serves as a prerequisite for acceptance on newspaper or yearbook staff. 

 

Publications II -- This course is designed as training for students who wish to be section 
editors, and eventually editors, of the Cavemen Chronicle and Echo Yearbook.  Students 
will edit writing and digital photography; assist with graphic design and desktop publishing.  
Student section editors will also be responsible for meeting deadlines and maintaining the 
integrity of the publication.  This course runs concurrently with Newspaper Publication and 
Yearbook Publication for students who have already earned credit for one of those classes.  

 
Publications III -- This course is designed for editors of the Cavemen Chronicle or Echo 
Yearbook.  Students selected for leadership positions will supervise a staff of their peers, 
manage advertising and finances, and oversee production of the publication.  These students 
will have decision-making responsibilities for final publications and will be responsible for 
ensuring that all deadlines are met and that the integrity of the publication is maintained. 
This course runs concurrently with Newspaper Publication or Yearbook Publication and 
Publications Leadership I.   

 
Speech and Communications -- Students will learn and practice the fundamentals of public 
speaking, including introductions and informative, demonstrative, and argumentative 
speeches.  Students will be required to work independently and cooperatively to present 
speeches to the class. Does not replace English III or English IV. 

 
Yearbook Publications I-IV-- This year long production-oriented course is for students 
who have been selected to be on the staff of the Echo Yearbook.  Students work as computer 
designers, reporters, writers, photographers and advertising and circulation salespersons.  
Students research, gather information, take digital photographs and do graphic design and 
desktop publishing.   They work under deadline pressure.  Students in the yearbook class 
must be computer literate. 
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MATHEMATICS DEPARTMENT 
 

    
Algebra Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Algebra I-Honors 
 
 

9 One Successful completion of Math 8  None 

Algebra I 9-12 One Completion of Math 8 None 
Algebra II-Honors 9-12 One Successful completion of Honors or 

regular Geometry  
None 

Algebra II 9-12 One  None 
SREB Math Ready  12 One  None 
Financial Literacy 
Math 

9-12 One Successful completion of Algebra I 
(Can be substituted for Algebra II credit to 

fulfill graduation requirements) 

None 

   
  Honors Algebra I -- Students will learn how to work with linear and quadratic expressions, 

equations, and inequalities. Students will work with factoring, systems, irrational numbers 
and rational expressions. This course will include topics in geometry, probability and 
statistics, and data analysis. There will be a strong emphasis on the interrelatedness between 
equations, graphs, and data.  Additionally, students apply Algebra to practical situations.   

    
  Algebra I - This course aligns to the high school standards for Algebra I, formalizes, and 

extends the mathematical concepts. The critical areas include:  (1) relationships between 
quantities and reasoning with equations; (2) linear and exponential relationships; (3) 
descriptive statistics; (4) expressions and equations; and (5) quadratic functions and 
modeling. The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this course and, 
together with the content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical 
subject that makes sense of problem situations.   Not open to students who has passed 
another Algebra I course. 

 
Honors Algebra II -- Students will learn how to work with the following families of 
functions:  linear, quadratic, exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric.  Students will also 
learn to solve equations and inequalities, graphing calculator topics, and real world 
applications within each function family.  Sequence and series, probability and statistics, 
and data analysis are also heavily emphasized. 

 
  Algebra II --This course extends the study of functions to include: polynomial, rational, and 

radical functions. The four critical areas are: (1) polynomial, rational, and radical 
relationships; (2) trigonometric functions; (3) modeling with functions and (4) inferences 
and conclusions from data. The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this 
course and, together with the content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, 
and logical subject that makes sense of problem situations.  Alternatives to this class are - 
2024 Applied Math; 2029 Probability and Statistics; and 2097 Financial Literacy-Math; 
SREB Math Ready 2077   Not open to students who have passed another Algebra II course.  
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  SREB Math Ready –This course is higher than the level of Algebra II.  This Southern 
Regional Educational Board (SREB) course emphasizes an understanding of math concepts. 
Math Ready students learn the context behind procedures and come to understand the 
“whys” of using certain formulas or methods to solve a problem. By engaging students in 
real-world applications, this course develops critical thinking skills that students will use in 
college and careers. 

 
Financial Literacy Math - This course provides an understanding of the topics of finance 
while reinforcing concepts and skills in the high school mathematics standards.  This course 
aligns to at least the Algebra I standards.   The finance topics may include:  income and 
careers; money management; credit and debt; and savings and investing.  Topic sections 
cover:  personal income, business ownership; budget; taxes; insurance; credit cards; buying 
versus leasing, mortgages; rent; credit ratings; bankruptcy, bank and brokerage accounts; 
interest rates; stocks and bonds; retirement; pensions; inheritance; and government 
financing.  The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this course and, 
together with the content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical 
subject that makes sense of problem situations (Can be substituted for Algebra II to fulfil 
graduation requirements). 

 
     Calculus Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Honors Pre-
Calculus 

10-12 One Successful completion of Honors 
Algebra II with an A or B or regular 

Algebra II with an A 

None 

AP Calculus 
AB 

11-12 One Successful completion of Honors Pre-
Calculus with an A or B, or pre-

Calculus with an A 

$40.00  
for AP 
Exam 

AP Calculus 
BC 

11-12 One Successful completion of AP 
Calculus 

$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

    
  Honors Pre-Calculus -- Students will continue to learn how to work with higher degree 

polynomial functions along with exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions.  
Transformations, graphing issues, real world applications and calculator topics will also be 
included.  Additionally, this course will include topics in geometry, probability and 
statistics, and data analysis.  Some Calculus topics, such as limits, continuousness, and 
differentiability, are included. 
 
AP Calculus AB -- This course follows the outline given by the College Board for Calculus 
AB.  Topics include elementary functions, limits, derivatives with applications, and integrals 
with applications.  Students are required to take the Calculus (AP) AB exam for which they 
may receive college credit.  
 
AP Calculus BC -- This course reviews the major concepts from AB Calculus to start the 
year and then continues with the additional Calculus concepts covered under the BC 
curriculum. This course typically corresponds to Calculus II taught at most colleges. This 
course follows the outline given by the College Board for Calculus BC and is designed to 
cover two semesters of college calculus material.  It covers an extensive study of functions, 
graphs, limits, derivatives, definite integrals, polynomial approximations and series and 
applications of all of the above.  Students are required to take the Calculus (AP) BC exam 
for which they may receive college credit. 
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  General Mathematics Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Math 
Applications 

12 One Completion of Geometry (not 
recommended for college bound 

students) 

None 

Math Lab I 9 One Concurrent enrollment with 
Algebra I 

None 

Basic Skills 
Math I-VI 

9-12 One Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

 
Math Lab I -- Grades 9 - 10 - For Elective Credit Only (Concurrent enrollment with Algebra 
I) -  Cannot count as one of the four math credits required for High School Graduation. This 
class will be offered in conjunction with a regular Algebra I course and will offer the extra 
support some students may need in order to be successful in the regular course. The teacher 
of this course will be guided by the Standards-based core curriculum of the regular course 
and will emphasize the skills, concepts and processes needed by the students. An 
intervention program can be thought of as a cycle consisting of three phases: diagnostic 
assessment, instructional actions and follow-up assessment.  

 
Basic Skills Math I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to learn basic 
life skills math that apply to real life situations at a level that is appropriate to their individual 
needs. Students will develop skills in the following areas: number recognition, number 
sense, measurement, money management, telling time, paying bills, check writing, using a 
calculator, problem-solving strategies, and basic math concepts. Admittance and placement 
by staff recommendation only. 

 
   Geometry Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Geometry 9-12 One Completion of Algebra I   None 
Honors Geometry 9-12 One Completion of Algebra I None 

 
Geometry -- This is an integrated course, which includes all essential topics of plane 
geometry.  Rudiments of logic taught to aid the student in learning the structure of valid 
proof, inductive reasoning, experimentation, and conjecturing encouraged.  Not open to 
students who have passed any other Geometry course. 

 
Honors Geometry -- Emphasis is on geometric topics and the use of logic.  Special study 
of logic enables the student to recognize the elements of a valid proof and aids in the learning 
of inductive reasoning.  The facts about geometric topics and facts presented in the theorems 
are utilized in formal two-column, single column, and paragraph types of proofs.  Not open 
to students who have passed any other Geometry course. 

 
   Statistics Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Cred
its 

Prerequisite Fee 

Probability 
& Statistics 

10-12 One Completion of Algebra I and Geometry 
(Can be substituted for Algebra II credit to 

fulfill graduation requirements) 

None 

AP 
Probability 
& Statistics 

11-12 One Successful completion of Algebra II $15.00 for 
AP Exam 
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Probability and Statistics--This course aligns to the Probability and Statistics standards. 
The focus is to apply and expand understanding of Probability and Statistics. Four critical 
areas addressed in the course include: 1. Interpret categorical and quantitative data by: 
summarizing, representing, and interpreting data on a single count, measurement, two 
categorical or quantitative variables or linear models; 2. Make inferences and justify 
conclusions by understanding and evaluating random processes underlying statistical 
experiments, make inferences and justify conclusions from sample surveys, experiments and 
observations studies;  3. Apply conditional probability and probability rules by 
understanding independence and conditional probability; and interpreting data using rules 
of probability to compute probabilities of compound events;  4. Apply probability to make 
decisions by calculating expected values and using them to solve problems; using 
probability to evaluate outcomes of decisions (Can be substituted for Algebra II to fulfil 
graduation requirements). 

 
AP Statistics -- This course is equivalent to a one-semester, introductory, non-calculus-
based college course in statistics. The course introduces students to the major concepts and 
tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. There are four themes in 
the AP Statistics course: exploring data, sampling and experimentation, anticipating 
patterns, and statistical inference. Students use technology, investigations, problem solving, 
and writing as they build conceptual understanding.  Students are required to take the AP 
Statistics exam, for which they may receive college credit. 
 

PERFORMING ARTS DEPARTMENT 
 

  Instrumental and Related Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Cavemen Band I 9-12 One  None 
Cavemen Band II 10-12 One Cavemen Band I None 
Cavemen Band III 11-12 One Cavemen Band I & II None 
Cavemen Band IV 

 
12 One Cavemen Band I, II, & III None 

Cavemen Color 
Guard I 

9-12 One 
Half 

                               Second Semester 
ONLY 

 

None 

Cavemen Color 
Guard II 

10-12 One 
Half 

Second Semester None 

Cavemen Color 
Guard III 

11-12 One 
Half 

 Second Semester ONLY None 

Cavemen Color 
Guard IV 

12 One 
Half 

Approval of instructor; Second 
Semester ONLY 

None 

Cavemen Jazz I 9-12 One  None 
Cavemen Jazz II 10-12 One  None 
Cavemen Jazz III 11-12 One  None 
Cavemen Jazz IV 12 One  None 
Cavemen 
Percussion 
Techniques I  

9-12 One   

Cavemen 
Percussion 
Techniques II 

10-12 One 
Half 

Second Semester Only None 
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Instrumental and Related Courses at a Glance (continued) 
Cavemen 
Percussion 
Techniques III 

11-12 One 
Half 

Second Semester Only None 

Cavemen 
Percussion 
Techniques IV 

12 One 
Half 

Second Semester Only None 

Guitar Beginning 9-12 One None $15.00 
Guitar II 10-12 One successful completion of beginning 

guitar 
$15.00 

Piano Beginning 9-12 One None $15.00 
 

Piano II 10-12 One Piano Beginning $15.00 
 
 

Cavemen Band I -- For the experienced player in grades nine through twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required of 
all students. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 

 
Cavemen Band II -- For the experienced player in grades ten through twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  
Coursework will include studies in intermediate level wind band literature and facilitation 
of technical skills. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 
 

Cavemen Band III -- For the experienced player in grades eleven and twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  
Coursework will include advanced wind band literature, small ensemble playing, and solo 
work. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 
 
 

Cavemen Band IV -- For the experienced player in grade twelve.  Marching and concert 
performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  Coursework 
will include studies of advanced wind band literature, small ensemble playing, solo work, 
conducting, and leadership skills.  Three years of Marching Band will waive PE 
requirement. 
 
Cavemen Color Guard I -- During the second semester, color guard members will have 
the opportunity to join this ensemble. Designed for advanced color guard performers with 
previous marching band experience. Advanced color guard techniques, as well as 
choreography, will be expanded upon. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is 
mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Color Guard II -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grades ten through twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard 
members with previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced 
choreography and rifle work will be taught. Successful competition of Cavemen Color 
Guard I is required. Attendance at rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 

 
Cavemen Color Guard III -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grades eleven and twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard 
members with previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced 
choreography, rifle, and saber work will be taught. Successful completion of Cavemen Color 
Guard I & II is required. Attendance at rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 
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Cavemen Color Guard IV -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grade twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard members with 
previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced choreography, rifle, and 
saber work will be taught. Students will begin to write, perform and teach their own routines. 
Successful completion of Cavemen Color Guard I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 
 

Cavemen Jazz I -- Select performing group at Carlsbad High School. Designed for 
advanced band musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord 
progression, and improvisation.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Jazz II - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grades ten through twelve. This course is designed for advanced band 
musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Jazz I is required. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is 
mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Jazz III - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grades eleven and twelve. This course is designed for advanced band 
musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
advancing improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. 
Successful completion of Cavemen Jazz I & II is required. Attendance at rehearsals and 
performances is mandatory. 

 
Cavemen Jazz IV - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grade twelve. This course is designed for advanced instrumental musicians 
with previous improvisation experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
advanced improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. 
Students will also start to form their own groups and build their own arrangements of jazz 
standards. Successful completion of Cavemen Jazz I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 

 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques I -- During the second semester, all percussion students 
in the Cavemen Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, as well as 
rudiments, will be expanded upon. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques II -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grades ten through twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen 
Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, rudiments, two mallet 
keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded upon. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I is required. Attendance at rehearsals and 
performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques III -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grades eleven and twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen 
Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, rudiments, two and 
introduce four mallet keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded 
upon. Successful completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I & II is required. 
Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
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Cavemen Percussion Techniques IV -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grade twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen Band will 
join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, advanced rudiments, two and four 
mallet keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded upon. Students 
will also begin to compose drumline cadences and small ensemble works. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 

 

Guitar (Beginning) -- Beginning Guitar presents fundamentals of music and guitar playing 
techniques, such as strumming and chords.  The course may include more advanced guitar 
playing techniques.  Students are provided an acoustic guitar for use during school hours.  
School guitars do not leave the CHS campus. 
 

Guitar II - For students who have completed Beginning Guitar or are experienced guitarists 
with intermediate playing and performing skills. Intermediate level techniques will be 
developed, such as advanced strumming and barr chord techniques.  The course will include 
opportunities for collaboration and recording with other class members.  Class enrollment 
limited to twenty students.  Students are provided an acoustic guitar for use during school 
hours.  School guitars do not leave the CHS campus.  
 
Piano (Beginning) -- Beginning Piano presents the fundamentals of music through the piano 
keyboard.  No previous musical experience is required.  Students will learn to play simple 
two-handed compositions and chords at the piano.  Music Theory as it relates to piano 
playing will be a focus of this course.  Students will use the latest in music technology 
developments in the CHS Piano Lab to learn to play the piano.  Instruction will include 
computerized instructional materials, playing with recorded accompaniments, and learning 
improvisation skills.   Students will work individually on basic piano skills and also perform 
with other members of the class in group situations.   

 
Piano II -- Piano II is a continuation from Piano I.  A student must pass Piano I before 
enrollment into Piano II.  Students will learn to play more complex two-handed 
compositions and chords on the piano.  Music Theory as it relates to piano playing will be a 
continuing focus of this course.  Students will use the latest in music technology 
developments in the CHS Piano Lab to learn to play the piano.  Instruction will include 
computerized instructional materials, playing with recorded accompaniments, and learning 
improvisation skills.   Students will work individually on basic piano skills and also perform 
with other members of the class in group situations.  

 
General Music Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to 
Music 

10-12 One 
 Dual 
Credit 

None None 

Music Theory 
Fundamentals for 
Real World 
Musicians 

10-12 One/ Dual 
Credit 

None None 

AP Music Theory 10-12 One Concurrent enrollment in Carlsbad High 
School’s Band or Choir or with instructor 

approval and successful completion of 
Fundamentals of Music Theory For Real 

World Musicians 

$15.00 
for AP 
Exam 
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Introduction to Music -- is a full year music appreciation elective course designed to mirror 
MUS101G offered at NMSU-C.  Students will develop music vocabulary and will listen to 
and complete activities related to music from a variety of styles and historical periods.  
Online interactive activities, assignments, and listening guides will be provided.  Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if the student qualifies. 
 
Music Theory Fundamentals for Real World Musicians --is a full-year music theory 
elective course designed for students with an interest and aptitude for music who wish to 
learn about the fundamentals of music theory that can be applied to making their own music.  
Music Theory concepts will be reinforced in the CHS piano lab. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if the student qualifies. 
 
AP Music Theory -- This course is designed to be the equivalent of a first year music theory 
college course.  AP Music Theory develops students’ understanding of musical structure 
and compositional procedures. Usually intended for students already possessing 
performance level skills. Prerequisite is successful completion of “Fundamentals of Music 
Theory For Real World Musicians,” or approval of the instructor. AP Music Theory extends 
and builds upon students’ knowledge of intervals, scales, chords, metric/rhythmic patterns, 
and their interaction in a composition.  Musical notation, analysis, composition, and aural 
skills are important components of the course.  This course is intended to prepare students 
for the Advanced Placement Examination in Music Theory and will follow the published 
College Board guidelines.   

 

 Choral Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Troubadours I 
 

9-12 One Audition and director approval None 

Troubadours II 
 

10-12 One Audition and director approval None 

Troubadours III 
 

11-12 One Audition and director approval None 

Troubadours IV 
 

12 One Audition and director approval None 

Choraliers I 9-12 One Audition and director approval None 
Choraliers II 10-12 One Audition and director approval None 
Meistersingers I 9-12 One Audition and director approval None 
Meistersingers II 10-12 One Audition and director approval None 
Meistersingers III 11-12 One Audition and director approval None 

 
Troubadours I -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School. Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory.  
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   
 

 Troubadours II -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School.  Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   
 
Troubadours III -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School.  Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval. 
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Troubadours IV -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School. Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   

 
Choraliers I – Girls’ choir designed for advancing singers with some choral experience. 
Attendance at rehearsals and performances mandatory.   

 
Choraliers II – Girls’ choir designed for advancing singers with some choral experience.  
Must demonstrate sight-singing ability on exercise provided by director. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances mandatory.   

 
Meistersingers I -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to promote positive 
public relations to the community-at-large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of 
the curriculum.  Literature includes entertainment oriented music; madrigals, serious choral 
chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular music hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for the 
All-State Choir are required.  Frequent concerts outside of school day. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory.   
 
Meistersingers II -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to the community-at-
large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of the curriculum.  Sight singing and ear 
training will be emphasized.  Literature includes entertainment music, madrigals, serious 
choral chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular music hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for 
the All-State Choir are required.  Frequent concerts outside of school day.  Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory.  
  
Meistersingers III -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to promote positive 
public relations to the community-at-large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of 
the curriculum.  Sight singing and ear training will be emphasized.  Literature includes 
entertainment music, madrigals, serious choral chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular 
music hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for the All-State Choir are required.  Leadership 
and conducting opportunities will be stressed and required.  Frequent concerts outside of 
school day.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 

Drama Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Play Production I 
/Mummers 

11-12 
only 

One 
Half 

Theatre experience and instructor 
approval 

$5.00 

Play Production 
II /Mummers 

11-12 
only 

One 
Half 

Theatre experience and instructor 
approval 

$5.00 

Play Production 
III /Mummers 

12 only One 
Half 

Theatre experience and instructor 
approval 

$5.00 

Play Production 
IV /Mummers 

12 only One 
Half 

Theatre experience and instructor 
approval 

$5.00 

Theatre Arts I 9-12 One None None 
Theatre Arts II 10-12 One Theatre Arts I $5.00 
Musical Theatre 
Dance 

9-12 One Theatre Arts I or Instructor 
Approval     

$10.00 
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Play Production I/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on acting 
(auditions, blocking, character development, rehearsal, and performance).  Students will 
produce a major production and/or take part in competition. Extra-curricular time is 
required. Fall and spring semesters.   

 
  Play Production II/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 

technical aspects (set construction, costumes, makeup, lighting, sound, props).  Students will 
produce a major production and/or take part in competition.  Extra-curricular time is 
required.  Fall and spring semesters.   

 
  Play Production III/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 

directing (conducting auditions, overseeing the production team, play development, dealing 
with cast and crew) and production (choosing a script, securing performance rights, 
publicity).  Students will produce a major production and/or take part in competition.  Extra-
curricular time is required.  Fall and spring semesters. 

 
    Play Production IV/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 

technical direction (set design, lighting design, play development, sound design, makeup 
and costume design, and crew oversight). Students will produce a major production and/or 
take part in competition.  Extra-curricular time is required.  Fall and spring semesters. 

 
Theatre Arts I -- Introductory course in theatre.  Activities include basic movement and 
acting fundamentals, pantomime, improvisations, basic directing, Theatre technology 
including set construction, makeup, costumes lighting, and Theatre history.  

 
Theatre Arts II -- This course focuses on fundamentals of acting for the high school student.  
All aspects of Theatre production (advertising, graphics, ticket sales, etc.) are introduced.  
 
Musical Theatre Dance -- Introduction to the art of musical theatre dance and movement 
for the performer. This course is designed to complement a theatre program or enhance other 
theatrical disciplines. Coursework consists of musical theatre dance terminology, musical 
theatre dance steps and rehearsed choreography. Voice will be introduced as deemed 
appropriate by the instructor. Students will be encouraged to enroll in other theatre arts or 
choir classes. This course may also consist of voluntary after school rehearsals and 
performances.  Dance attire is required for this course. 
 

PHYSICAL EDUCATION DEPARTMENT 
 

  Adaptive Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Adaptive Physical 
Education 

9-12 One-Half or 
One 

Placement by school 
personnel only 

None 
 

 

 Adaptive Physical Education -- Activity blocks of adaptive sports, individual skill 
development, and basic fitness.  Fulfills Physical Education credit for individuals requiring 
modified activities to address specific physical disabilities or needs.   
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  Athletic Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credit

s 
Prerequisite Fee 

Athletics/Physical 
Education I 

9-12 One-
Half or 

One 

Recommendation of instructor None 

Athletics/Physical 
Education II 

10-12 One-
Half or 

One 

Athletics/Physical Education I 
and instructor recommendation 

None 

Athletics/Physical 
Education III 

11-12 One-
Half or 

One 

Athletics/Physical Education II 
and instructor recommendation 

None 

Athletics/Physical 
Education IV 

12 One-
Half or 

One 

Athletics/Physical Education 
III and instructor 
recommendation 

None 

Sport 
Seasons/Physical 
Education 

9-11 No 
credit 

None None 

Strength & 
Conditioning/Athl
etics 

9 
 

One   Must play one sport. None 

 
 

 Athletics/Physical Education I -- Emphasis is placed on the enjoyment of sports, and the 
development of self-esteem, character, and physical skills.  Class activities will include, but 
are not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, and nutrition.  

 
 Athletics/Physical Education II -- Course will give the physically talented student an 

opportunity to improve skills in their chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, and sport 
strategy.  

 

 Athletics/Physical Education III -- Course will give the physically talented student an 
opportunity to improve skills in their chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, sport strategy, 
officiating, and advanced skill work.  Individual and team success, as measured by a 
competitively successful program, is a significant element of the program. 

 
 Athletics/Physical Education IV -- Course will give the physically talented student an 

opportunity to improve skills in the chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, sport strategy, 
officiating, and advanced skill work.  Individual and team success, as measured by a 
competitively successful program, is a significant element of the program.  Students will be 
expected to perform at a higher level of proficiency than expected in Athletics/Physical 
Education III. 

 

 Sport Seasons/Physical Education -- Student participation in 3 sport-seasons in high 
school will receive a waiver for the graduation requirement in Physical Education. 

 
Strength & Conditioning/Athletics-Course will teach proper weight training and 
conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout the student/athlete’s lifetime.  It 
will include activities related to weight training, core training, footwork, and various 
activities that increase cardiovascular fitness and strength.  This course meets the physical 
education requirement.  
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Cheerleading Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Cheerleading I 9-12 One Required course if selected for either 
the Junior Varsity or Varsity Squads 

None 

Cheerleading II 10-12 One Cheerleading I and required course if 
selected for either the Junior Varsity or 

Varsity Squads 

None 

Cheerleading III 11-12 One Cheerleading II and required course if 
selected for either the Junior Varsity or 

Varsity Squads 

None 

Cheerleading IV 12 One Cheerleading III and required course if 
selected for either the Junior Varsity or 

Varsity Squads 

None 

 

 Cheerleading I -- This class is designed to teach beginning cheerleading basic skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety.  This 
course meets the physical education requirement.  

 

 Cheerleading II -- This class is designed to teach intermediate cheerleading skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.   

 
 Cheerleading III -- This class is designed to teach advanced cheerleading skills.  

Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition. Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.   

 

Cheerleading IV -- This class is designed to teach advanced cheerleading skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition. Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.    

    
   General Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Co-Ed Physical 
Education I 

9-12 One None *Uniform 

Co-Ed Physical 
Education II 

10-12 One Half 
or One 

Successful completion of 
Physical Education I 

*Uniform 

Co-Ed Physical 
Education III 

11-12 One Half 
or One 

Successful completion of 
Physical Education I and II 

*Uniform 

Co-Ed Physical 
Education IV 

12 One Half 
or One 

Successful completion of 
Physical Education I, II, and III 

*Uniform 

*Shorts (fingertip length or longer, no spandex) Solid Cavemen Blue or Black. First                
  & Last Initials required on shorts in white. 
*T-shirt Solid Gray or Cavemen Blue can be plain or with Cavemen/Cavegirl Logo.          
   First initial & Last Name required on back of t-shirt in white. 
*Athletic shoes (no slip-ons) 
*Combination lock (no key locks)  
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 Co-Ed Physical Education I -- This course is designed to teach beginning skill 
development and basic locomotor activities.  Activity blocks include selected team sports, 
individual and dual sports, rhythmic activities, basic fitness, and aquatics.  All students 
enrolled in PE must select three weeks of Aquatic Activity during this course.  PE is 
designed to stress the care and use of equipment, court marking, dimensions, history, skill 
acquisition and technique, rationale in view of health and leisure time pursuits, strategy 
terminology, and officiating.   

 
Co-Ed Physical Education II -- This course will include continuation in the development 
of basic skills, fitness, and safety practices.  Activity blocks will include selected team 
sports, individual and dual sports, rhythmic activities, and fitness activities. History, 
technique, and game strategies will be emphasized.   

 
 Co-Ed Physical Education III -- This course is designed as an extension of Physical 

Education II, with emphasis on advancing the levels of skill and increasing student's 
knowledge in selected activities.   

 
 Co-Ed Physical Education IV -- This course will provide further continuation in the 

physical development of the individual along with advanced knowledge regarding physical 
fitness. 

 
   Dance Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Dance I/ 
Performing 

9-12 One Admittance by teacher 
recommendation through 

audition 

Dance leotard 

Dance I/ 
Let’s Dance I 

9-12 One None Dance attire 

Dance II/ 
Performing 

10-12 One Admittance by teacher 
recommendation through 

audition 

Dance leotard 

Dance II/ 
Let’s Dance II 

10-12 One Dance I/Let’s Dance I Dance attire 

Dance III/ 
Let’s Dance III 

11-12 One Dance II/Let’s Dance II Dance attire 

Dance III/ 
Performing 

11-12 One Admittance by teacher 
recommendation through 

audition 

Dance leotard 

Dance IV/ 
Let’s Dance IV 

12 One Dance III/Let’s Dance III Dance Attire 

Dance IV/ 
Performing 

12 One Admittance by teacher 
recommendation through 

audition 

Dance leotard 

 
Dance I/Performing -- This class is designed to teach beginning dance basics. It will allow 
students to explore several aspects of dance, including: locomotor movement, basic ballet 
skills, beginning modern dance techniques, and beginning improvisation.  This course meets 
the physical education requirement.    
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Dance I/Let’s Dance I -- This class is designed to teach beginning dance basics.  It will 
allow students to explore several aspects of dance including: locomotor movement, basic 
ballet skills, beginning modern dance technique, and beginning improvisation.  Open to 
anyone.  Does not fulfill P.E. requirement.   
 
Dance II/Performing -- This class is designed to refine and increase knowledge of dance 
basics.  It will allow students to experience several aspects of dance at an intermediate level 
including: basic ballet skills, intermediate modern dance techniques, and improvisation. 
This course meets the physical education requirement.    

 
 Dance II/Let’s Dance II -- This class may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 

designed to refine and increase knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to 
experience and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  
basic ballet skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and 
improvisation.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. requirement. 

 
Dance III/Let’s Dance III -- This course may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 
designed to teach advanced knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to experience 
and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  basic ballet 
skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and improvisation.  
Students will learn the basics of choreography.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. 
requirement.  

 
Dance IV/Let’s Dance IV- This course may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 
designed to teach advanced knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to experience 
and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  basic ballet 
skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and improvisation.  
Students will learn the basics of choreography.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. 
requirement.  

 
Dance III/Performing -- This class is designed to allow each student to experience many 
aspects of dance including:  basic ballet skills, modern dance techniques, jazz and 
improvisation.  This class encourages development of poise, coordination, self-confidence, 
and creativity. This course meets the physical education requirement.     
 
Dance IV/Performing -- This class is designed to allow each student to experience many 
aspects of dance at an advanced level including:  basic and advanced ballet skills, modern 
dance technique, jazz, and improvisation.  This class encourages development of poise, 
coordination, self-confidence, and creativity.  Students will explore dance at an extended 
level.  This course meets the physical education requirement. 

 
  Health Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Health Education 9-12 One Half None None 
 
Health Education -- This course will cover areas dealing with mental, emotional, and social 
wellness such as learning to make healthy lifestyle choices, nutritional health, substance use 
and abuse, human sexuality, body systems and health problems associated with STI/HIV 
and common infections/diseases.  
NOTE: Required course for graduation.  
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   Sports Medicine and Athletic Training Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Sports Medicine 9-12 One None None 
Student Athletic 
Training I 

10-12 One Half 
or One 

Must be currently enrolled in or 
have taken and passed Sports 

Medicine and instructor approval 

None 

Student Athletic 
Training II 

11-12 One Half 
or One 

Student Athletic Training I and 
instructor approval 

None 

Student Athletic 
Training III 

12 One Half 
or One 

Student Athletic Training II and 
instructor approval 

None 

 
Sports Medicine -- Sports Medicine will be offered to students interested in the medical 
field.  Many students will go on to pursue careers in medicine, physical therapy, athletic 
training, etc. The course will cover anatomy, physiology, exercise science, nutrition, first 
aid, CPR, injury evaluation, rehabilitation, and other sports medicine related topics.  There 
will also be guest speakers discussing various sports topics and opportunities within the field 
of sports medicine.  This class is a prerequisite for athletic training, a hands-on practicum 
(lab) approach to sports medicine.  
 
Student Athletic Training I -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
that are considering going into health or medical related fields.  The purpose of this course 
is to provide students with a hands-on aspect of the anatomical and physiological material 
covered in Sports Medicine.  Students will be responsible for dealing with the prevention, 
maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries in the coverage of various athletic 
practices and games in the training room, as well as on the field.  
 
Student Athletic Training II -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
who are serious about health or medical related careers.  This course is an extension of 
Student Athletic Training I and puts more responsibility on the student in dealing with the 
prevention, maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries while providing coverage of 
various athletic events and practices. 
 

 Student Athletic Training III -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
who are serious about a medical related career, especially in athletic training or physical 
therapy.  This course is an extension of Student Athletic Training II and places extensive 
responsibility on the student to provide care for various athletes in the prevention, 
maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries.  Students will be provided with advanced 
knowledge in taping/bandaging, first aid, exercise physiology, kinesiology, conditioning, 
and rehabilitation of the athletes and their injuries. 
 

   Weightlifting Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Weightlifting and 
Conditioning I/ 
Co-Ed 

10-12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

 

Uniform 

Weightlifting and 
Conditioning II/ 
Co-Ed 

11-12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

Uniform 
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   Weightlifting Courses (continued) 
Weightlifting and 
Conditioning III/ 
Co-Ed 

12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

Uniform 

Body Sculpting I 10-12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

Uniform 

Body Sculpting II 11-12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

Uniform 

Body Sculpting III 12 One One year of required Physical 
Education 

Uniform 

 
Weightlifting and Conditioning I/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement.  This class is designed to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that 
the student can use throughout his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting and games and activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It 
will also address nutrition and healthy habits.   
 

Weightlifting and Conditioning II/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement. This class is designed to teach intermediate weightlifting and conditioning 
techniques to those students who have taken weightlifting and conditioning.  These 
techniques will benefit students for a lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting and weightlifting games and activities that increase and improve 
cardiovascular and muscular fitness.  It will address nutrition and healthy habits.   

 

Weightlifting and Conditioning III/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement. This course is designed to teach the advanced weightlifting and conditioning 
techniques to those students who have taken weightlifting and conditioning.  These 
techniques will benefit students for a lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting games and activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will 
address nutrition and healthy habits.  Students will learn basics of building their own 
personal weight-training program.   
 

Body Sculpting I -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is designed 
to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout 
his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and activities 
that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and healthy 
habits.    
 

Body Sculpting II -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is designed 
to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout 
his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and activities 
that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and healthy 
habits.   

 
Body Sculpting III -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is 
designed to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use 
throughout his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and 
activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and 
healthy habits.    

 

  Yoga Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Yoga I 10-12 One Physical Education None 
Yoga II 11-12 One Physical Education None 
Yoga III 12 One Physical Education None 
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Yoga I -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 
the basics of Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime.  This 
Yoga class will focus on many physical aspects of fitness such as:  flexibility, strength, and 
muscle tone.  This course will also focus on the connection between body and mind.  
Techniques will be offered for enhancing stress management, relaxation, anger 
management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-image.   
 
Yoga II -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 
intermediate level Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime.  
The class will focus on the physical aspects of fitness at a more advanced level, the 
connection between mind and body, and further enhancing techniques for stress 
management, relaxation, anger management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-
image.   

 
Yoga III -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 
advanced Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime.  The class 
will focus on the physical aspects of fitness at a more advanced level, the connection 
between mind and body, and further enhancing techniques for stress management, 
relaxation, anger management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-image.  Students 
will learn the basics of creating their own practice.   

 
SCIENCE DEPARTMENT 

**Denotes a non-lab credit 
 

   Anatomy and Physiology Courses at a Glance- ALL QUALIFY AS LABORATORY COURSES 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Anatomy 
and 
Physiology I 
(A&P I) 

10-12 One  Successful completion of Biology and 
completion of or concurrent enrollment 

in Chemistry.  (Completion of Chemistry 
prior is strongly recommended) 

 

$7.50 

Anatomy 
and 
Physiology 
II (A&P II) 

10-12 One  Successful completion of Biology and 
completion of or concurrent enrollment 

in Chemistry.  (Completion of Chemistry 
prior is strongly recommended) 

 

$7.50 

 
Anatomy and Physiology I (A&P I) -- The first class of a two-course sequence that covers 
the structure and function of the human body.  The course will include the organization of 
cells and tissues and their metabolic and homeostatic processes and regulation are also 
covered. Physical and chemical operation of organs and systems of the human body include 
the integumentary, skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems as well as reproduction and 
endocrinology. Designed for those students interested in health care fields.  Laboratory 
activities designed to illustrate how the internal systems are connected with the use of animal 
specimens.   

 

Anatomy and Physiology II (A&P II) -- The second class of a two-course sequence that 
covers the structure and function of the human body, including physical and chemical 
operation of the blood, cardiovascular, lymphatic, respiratory, and urinary systems as well 
as digestion and nutrition and water and electrolyte balance.  Designed for those students 
interested in health care fields. Laboratory activities designed to illustrate how the internal 
systems are connected with the use of animal specimens.   
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  Astronomy Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Astronomy ** 10-12 One  Completion of Earth and Space 
Science and Successful completion 

or concurrent enrollment in 
chemistry. 

(Not a lab credit) 

None 

 
Astronomy -- Student Grades 10 - 12 - This phenomena based course focuses on applicable 
grade-level multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science Standards, exploring the 
processes that govern the formation, evolution, and workings of the universe, solar system, 
stars, galaxies, intersellar bodies,  and engineering design.  

 
   Biology Courses at a Glance - ALL QUALIFY AS LABORATORY COURSES 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Biology ^ 10-12 One None None 
Honors Biology ^ 9-12* One 9th graders enrolled must have 

completed or be enrolled in 
Honors Geometry or have 

instructor approval. 

None 

AP Biology 10-12 One Successful completion of 
Biology  and/or Chemistry  

$15.00 plus 
$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

 
*9th graders - If student performs below expectation, student will be transferred at semester to Biology. 

^ Only one of these courses (Biology / Honors Biology) can be taken for credit. 
 

Biology -- This class is intended to acquaint the student with the significant scientific facts, 
which affect daily life and which make up the major themes of biology. Participation in 
laboratory activities is required.    
 
Honors Biology -- Recommended for college-bound students.  Intended to acquaint the 
student with the significant scientific facts upon which rest the major concepts and themes 
of biology.  Participation in laboratory activities is required.  9th graders enrolled must have 
completed or be enrolled in Honors Geometry or have instructor approval.  

 
AP Biology --The AP Biology course is designed to be the equivalent of the general biology 
course taken during the first year of college.  A college textbook will be used for this course.  
The class will be equally divided between the subjects of botany and zoology, and will focus 
on the topics of plant and animal classification, biochemistry, invertebrate zoology, genetics, 
physiology, and the basic concepts associated with plant and animal chemistry. The AP 
exam is required and there is an exam fee. 

 
  Chemistry Courses at a Glance - ALL QUALIFY AS LABORATORY COURSES 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credit
s 

Prerequisite Fee 

Chemistry ^ 10-12 One Successful completion of Algebra I 
and Earth and Space Science and or a 

grade of C or higher in Biology.  

None 

Honors 
Chemistry ^ 

9-12 One Successful completion of Algebra 
Earth and Space Science  

$40.00 
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 Chemistry Courses (continued)  
AP 
Chemistry 

11-12 One Successful completion of Chemistry 
Algebra II.   

$15.00 and 
$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

^ Only one of these courses (Chemistry / Honors Chemistry) can be taken for credit. 
  

Chemistry -- Chemical and physical behavior of matter, atomic and molecular structure, 
and chemical periodicity. Introduction to quantitative laboratory techniques and chemical 
instrumentation. 

 
Honors Chemistry -- An advanced level, first year chemistry course for those students who 
are planning on taking AP Chemistry and/or AP Biology.  Honors Chemistry will offer 
students all of the necessary academic and laboratory requirements for first year high school 
chemistry.  There will also be a more extensive approach to many areas of problem solving 
in order to better prepare the student for AP Chemistry.  Honors Chemistry will also study 
areas of biochemistry that will benefit the student who is planning on taking AP Biology. 
 
AP Chemistry -- This course provides students with a college-level foundation to support 
future advanced coursework in chemistry. Students cultivate their understanding of 
chemistry through inquiry-based investigations, as they explore topics such as: atomic 
structure, intermolecular forces and bonding, chemical reactions, kinetics, thermodynamics, 
and equilibrium. The AP exam is required and there is an exam fee. 

 
   Earth and Space Science Courses at a Glance  

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Earth and Space 
Science**  

9 One None 
 (not a lab credit) 

None 

 
Earth and Space Science -- This phenomena based course addresses ideas and skills 
students build on from middle school science where students explain phenomena central to 
the earth and space sciences with connections to life and physical science. This course 
focuses on applicable grade-level multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science 
Standards addressing topics of: Earth's systems; space systems; history of Earth; weather 
and climate; human impacts; and engineering design.  
 

 

 Pre-Engineering Courses at a Glance- (Do not fulfill science graduation requirements) 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction 
to 
Engineering 
Design 

9-12 One  Currently enrolled in Algebra I $15.00 

Principles of 
Engineering 

10-12 One Introduction to Engineering  $15.00 

Digital 
Electronics 

11-12 One Principles of Engineering  $15.00 

Engineering 
Design and 
Development 

11-12 One  Principles of Engineering and Digital 
Electronics  

$15.00 
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Introduction to Engineering Design – ET 109 Computer Drafting Fundamentals (Spring 
Semester) This course teaches problem-solving skills using a design development process. 
Models of product solutions are created, analyzed and communicated using solid modeling 
computer design software. This is the first of four hands-on courses over four years at the 
high school level that will introduce the student to the field of engineering.  Additional 
courses include Principles of Engineering, Digital Electronics Design and a specialty 
engineering course such as Aerospace, Biotechnical, Civil/Architecture, Computer 
Integrated Manufacturing, or Engineering Design and Development.  Course will include 
various forms of lab work.  
 
Principles of Engineering –ET 183-DC Applied DC Circuits & ET 183L Applied DC 
Circuits Lab) Fall. ET 190 Applied Circuits/ED 191 Applied Circuits Lab-Spring.This 
course explores technology systems and manufacturing processes; addresses the social and 
political consequences of technological change. Course will include various forms of lab 
work that may require attendance after school and/or on Saturdays. 
 

Digital Electronics  -- ET 182 Digital Logic (Fall Semester); ET 282 Digital Electronics-
Spring. Digital electronics is the foundation of all modern electronic devices such as cellular 
phones, MP3 players, laptop computers, digital cameras and high-definition televisions. The 
major focus of the DE course is to expose students to the process of combinational and 
sequential logic design, teamwork, communication methods, engineering standards, and 
technical documentation. Course will include various forms of lab work that may require 
attendance after school and/or on Saturdays.  
 

Engineering Design and Development -- ET 200 Special Topics (Fall Semester) ET 200 
Special Topics. - An engineering research course in which students work in teams to 
research, design and construct a solution to an open-ended engineering problem. Students 
apply principles developed in the preceding courses and are guided by a community mentor. 
They must present progress reports, submit a final written report and defend their solutions 
to a panel of outside reviewers at the end of the school year.  Course will include various 
forms of lab work that may require attendance after school and/or on Saturdays. 
 

   Environmental Courses at a Glance - QUALIFIES AS  A LABORATORY COURSE 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

AP 
Environmental 
Science 

11-12 One Biology I  $15.00 plus 
$40.00 for AP 

Exam 
 

 

AP Environmental Science --This course is designed to be the equivalent of a one-
semester, introductory college course in environmental science, through which students 
engage with the scientific principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand 
the interrelationships of the natural world. The course requires that students identify and 
analyze natural and human-made environmental problems, evaluate the relative risks 
associated with these problems, and examine alternative solutions for resolving or 
preventing them. Environmental Science is interdisciplinary, embracing topics from 
geology, biology, environmental studies, environmental science, chemistry, and geography. 
Participation in several laboratory activities is required. The AP test is required and there is 
an exam fee.   
 

 Forensic Science at a Glance - QUALIFIES AS  A LABORATORY COURSE 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Forensic Science 10-12 One  Successful completion of 
Biology or Chemistry 

None 
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Forensic Science -- Student Grades 10 - 12 - (Prerequisite: Biology or Chemistry or 
Concurrently enrolled in Integrated Science III) This phenomena based course focuses on 
applicable grade-level multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science Standards 
addressing topics of: forensic science, discussing the foundation of forensic science in basic 
science and mathematics, and introducing the technique of integrating these areas in the 
determination of the cause of death. The philosophical, rational and practical framework 
that supports a forensic investigation will be presented via an integrated curriculum. 
Students will study forensic anthropology, biochemistry, chemistry, botany, entomology 
and physics as well as problem solving techniques utilized in analyzing a crime scene. Other 
topics include ballistics, autopsies, mass disasters, epidemiology of environmental disasters, 
biological weapons as well as toxicology, microbiology, and pathology, and engineering 
design.  
 
General Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Basic Skills Science 
I-VI 

9-12 One  Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

 
 
Basic Skills Science I-VI -- This class is intended to acquaint the student with scientific 
inquiry, basis for life, structure and function of living organisms: human health and 
reproduction, and change over time emphasis on the impact of science on society and 
individuals. Students will understand the structure and properties of matter, the 
characteristics of energy, and the interactions between matter and energy. Students will 
understand the properties, structures, and processes of living things and the interdependence 
of living things and their environment. Students will understand the structures of Earth, the 
solar system, the universe, the interconnections among them, and the processes and 
interactions of the Earth’s systems at a level that is appropriate to their individual needs. 
Admittance and placement by staff recommendation only. 

 
   Greenhouse Courses at a Glance- QUALIFIES AS A LABORATORY COURSE 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Greenhouse/Nursery 
Operations  

10-12 One None None 

 
Greenhouse/Nursery Operations --Greenhouse/Nursery Operations - Recommended for 
Students Grades 10 - 12 - This course covers greenhouse/nursery operation and 
management.  Plant propagation including grafting, budding, and layering.  Students are 
often involved in the planning, management, and marketing associated with the school 
greenhouse/nursery. 

 
Geology Courses at a Glance- QUALIFIES AS A LABORATORY COURSE 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Geology 9-12 One Earth & Space Science  None 
 

Geology -- This phenomena based course focuses on applicable grade-level 
multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science Standards and addresses topics of: 
earth materials and systems; plate tectonics and large-scale system interactions; water's 
role in Earth's surface processes; weather and climate; bio geology, and engineering 
design. 
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 Research Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Independent 
Research 
Science I 

10-12 One Concurrently taking or have completed 
at least one of the following courses: 
General Biology, Honors Biology, 

Chemistry, or Honors Chemistry and 
teacher approval 

None 

Independent 
Research 
Science II 

11-12 One Completion of Independent Research 
Science I and at least one of the 

following courses: General Biology, 
Honors Biology, Chemistry, or Honors 

Chemistry and teacher approval 

None 

Independent 
Research 
Science III 

12 One At least four credits of science, 
including completion of Independent 

Research Science II and completion or 
concurrent enrollment in at least one 

AP science course and teacher approval 

None 

Student 
Ecology 
Research 
Project 

10-12 One Availability of this course is contingent 
on funding. 

Fee paid to 
NM-MESA:  

 members $25;  
non- members 

$50.  No 
summer school 
fee is required. 

 
Independent Research Science I -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field of 
science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the 
NMJAS paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur 
costs associated with research. 

 

Independent Research Science II -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field of 
science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the 
NMJAS paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur 
costs associated with research.   

 

Independent Research Science III -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field 
of science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the 
NMJAS paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur 
costs associated with research. 
   

Student Ecology Research Project -- Students will study the basic concepts of ecology and 
apply them to field research.  Students design, conduct, and present findings of an ecology 
research project over a six week period during the summer.  Emphasis is on local aquatic 
and terrestrial ecology.  Extensive amounts of time are spent outdoors, with a possible 
camping trip.  This course is supported by NM-MESA and efforts are made to include 60% 
MESA members.  
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   Physics Courses at a Glance - ALL QUALIFY AS LABORATORY COURSES 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Physics 10-12 One Successful completion of Algebra I, 
Geometry or Honors Geometry, Algebra 
II or Honors Algebra II. (Pre-Calculus 
strongly recommended or concurrently 

enrolled) 

$15.00 

AP Physics 1 11-12 One Successful completion of Algebra I, 
Geometry, and Algebra II (Pre-Calculus 
strongly recommended or concurrently 

enrolled)    

$15.00 plus 
$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

AP Physics 2 11-12 One Successful completion of Algebra I, 
Geometry, Algebra II, & AP Physics I 

(Pre-Calculus strongly recommended or 
concurrently enrolled)    

$15.00 plus 
$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

AP Physics C 11-12 One Concurrent Enrollment in an AP Calculus 
course; completion strongly recommended 

$15.00 plus 
$40.00 for 
AP Exam 

 

Physics -- Students study a variety of topics that include Newton’s laws of motion, changes 
within physical systems and conservation of energy and momentum, force, 
thermodynamics, characteristics and behavior of waves, electricity, magnetism, and 
quantum physics.  This course is recommended for those who plan to major in science or 
engineering in college. It is designed to provide students with an understanding of physics 
concepts that will enable them to better understand the physical world we live in.   Physics 
is computationally based and after mastering the concepts presented in this course, the 
student will be prepared to enter an AP Physics class or take a college level physics course.    
 
AP Physics 1 -- This course is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. 
Students cultivate their understanding of Physics through inquiry-based investigations as 
they explore topics such as Newtonian mechanics (including rotational motion); work, 
energy, and power; mechanical waves and sound; and introductory, simple circuits.  The AP 
exam is required and there is a lab fee of $15 and an exam fee.  
 
 

 AP Physics 2 -- This course is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. 
Students cultivate their understanding of Physics through inquiry-based investigations as 
they explore topics such as fluid statics and dynamics; thermodynamics with kinetic theory; 
PV diagrams and probability; electrostatics; electrical circuits with capacitors; magnetic 
fields; electromagnetism; physical and geometric optics; and quantum, atomic, and nuclear 
physics.  The AP exam is required and there is a lab fee of $15 and an exam fee.   
 
AP Physics C -- This course is a half-year course equivalent to a semester-long, introductory 
calculus-based college course. It covers kinematics; Newton’s laws of motion; work, energy, 
and power; systems of particles and linear momentum; circular motion and rotation; and 
oscillations and gravitation.  Lab experiments will lead into the discovery of principles. The 
AP exam is required and there is an exam fee. 
 

SOCIAL STUDIES DEPARTMENT 
 

   Civics Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

New Mexico History 9 One Half None None 
High School 101 9 One Half None None 
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New Mexico History– New Mexico History is a semester course that will focus on state, 
county, and local governments and will include statehood to present time.  
 
High School 101 - This semester course is designed to help students transition from junior 
high to high school.  Students will learn the challenges they may face and ways to adapt to 
high school rigor.  This course introduces students to appropriate social and practical skills. 
High School 101 is a required freshman course. 

 
   Economics Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Economics 12 One Half None None 
AP Micro-Economics 12 One Half None $40.00 for AP Exam 

 
Economics -- A study of the history and development of the free enterprise economic 
system, its applications and effects on the individual within that system and the relationship 
with comparative world economics. 

 
AP Micro-Economics -- This course is an introductory college-level course that focuses on 
the principles of economics that apply to the functions of individual economic decision-
makers. The course also develops students’ familiarity with the operation of product and 
factor markets, distributions of income, market failure, and the role of government in 
promoting greater efficiency and equity in the economy. Students learn to use graphs, charts, 
and data to analyze, describe, and explain economic concepts.   

    
   General Social Studies Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Family Living 10-12 One Half None None 
Living Skills I 9-12 One to 

Four 
Admittance and placement by 

staff recommendation only 
None 

Living Skills II 10-12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Living Skills III 11-12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Living Skills V 12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Living Skills VI 12 One to 
Four 

Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

Basic Skills Social 
Studies I-VI 

9-12 One Admittance and placement by 
staff recommendation only 

None 

 

Family Living -- Phases of family life discussed, problems of dating, engagement, marriage, 
use of the family car and habits of young people. 
 
Living Skills I -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas:  
managing money, selecting and maintaining living environments, caring for personal health, 
developing and maintaining appropriate intimate relationships, eating at home and in the 
community, cleaning and purchasing clothing, participating in leisure/recreational activities, 
and getting around in the community.  
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Living Skills II -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: 
making purchases, maintaining a living environment, dressing appropriately, demonstrating 
knowledge of appropriate dating behavior, purchasing food, selecting and planning 
leisure/recreational activities, and getting around in the community. 
 

Living Skills III -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: 
using vending machines, using basic appliances and tools, maintain physical fitness, prepare 
meals, cleaning and purchasing clothing, participate in individual and group 
leisure/recreational activities; access available transportation. 

 
Living Skills IV -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: 
budget money, set up personal living space, recognize and seek help for illness, maintain 
appropriate intimate relationships, eating in the community, demonstrate appropriate eating 
habits, dress appropriately, select and participate in group travel, and get around in the 
community.   
Living Skills V -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas:  
perform banking skills, caring for personal health, practice basic first aid, demonstrate meal 
clean-up and food storage, and demonstrate ability to follow directions/instructions. 
 
Living Skills VI -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas:  
managing money, practice personal safety, caring for personal health, demonstrate first aid 
procedures, demonstrate appropriate restaurant dining, and demonstrate appropriate citizen 
rights and responsibilities. 
 
Basic Skills Social Studies I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to 
understand people and their interaction with each other and the world in which they live. 
Students will acquire the skills, knowledge, and understanding that they must have in order 
to function as concerned and involved members of our society. Students will have a basic 
understanding of governments and citizenship, economics, and sociology at a level that is 
appropriate to their individual needs. Admittance and placement by staff recommendation 
only. 

 
   Government Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Prerequisit
e 

Fee 

Government 12 One 
Half 

None None 

AP United States Government 12 One 
Half 

None $40.00 for AP 
Exam 

 

Government -- A study of the history and structure of American constitutional government 
with emphasis placed upon its operation at national, state and local levels, its effect on 
individuals and organizations, and their role in the governing process. 

 
AP United States Government -- This course can be used in place of the regular high 
school senior requirement in Government.  A survey of United States Government, 
including American political philosophy and its origins, the Declaration of Independence, 
the United States Constitution, separation of powers, the checks and balances system, and 
the federal system to include levels of government.   
 

   Psychology Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade Level Credits Prerequisite Fee 
Psychology 10-12 One Half None None 
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Psychology -- Study of human behavior with emphasis on wholesome personality and how 
to achieve a positive self-image. 
 

 United States History Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade Level Credits Prerequisite Fee 
U. S. History 11 One None None 
AP U. S. History 11 One None $40.00 for 

AP Exam 
 

 
U. S. History -- The first semester is a study of the reconstruction of America after the Civil 
War and the emergence of the U. S. as a world power militarily, economically and culturally. 
A study of how the U. S. overcame external and internal threats to grow in influence as a 
democracy. The second semester is a study of the unique problems the United States has 
experienced having emerged as a world leader after WWII dealing with the culture, 
conflicts, domestic and foreign policies, and domestic problems from WWII to present. 
 

 
AP United States History/Geography -- A two-semester college-level survey of United 
States History from exploration and discover to the present.  Students should be highly 
motivated and have analytical reading, writing, and discussion skills.   

 
 

World History Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade Level Credits Prerequisite Fee 
World 
History/Geography 
 

10 One None None 

AP World 
History/Geography 

10 One None $40.00 for 
AP Exam 

  
 World History/Geography -- The first semester is a study of World History from the 

Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution.  Students will use analytical skills exploring 
political and economic changes from the past while comparing & contrasting events to the 
world today.  Students will   examine revolutions and the impacts they’ve made on the 
political and economic structure of the 21st Century.  The second semester is a study of 
World History from World War II to present. Throughout the course, students will study 
geography of the world. 

 
 

AP World History/Geography -- A comprehensive survey of the history of mankind in 
regards to the emergence of various civilizations, the impact of man on the environment, the 
interrelationships between various cultures, and the effects of each civilization on the planet 
and other civilizations.  This course will adhere to the outline of curriculum and course of 
study delineated in the Advanced Placement World History curriculum adopted by the New 
Mexico Public Education Department. The course will emphasize the international 
components of civilizations, their causes and effects, and comparisons between major 
societies. Throughout the course, students will study geography of the world. 
 

VISUAL ARTS DEPARTMENT 
 

  Art Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Introduction to Art 9-12 One None $15.00 
Intermediate Art 9-12 One None $15.00 
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Art Courses (continued) 
Advanced Art 10-12 One  Drawing and Painting I $15.00 

AP Studio Art A 11-12 One Honors and Advanced 
Studies in Art 

$20.00 
plus $40.00 for 

AP Exam 
AP Studio Art B 12 One AP Studio Art A $20.00 

plus $40.00 for 
AP Exam 

Environmental Design 11-12 One Advanced Drawing $15.00 
 

Introduction to Art –  An introduction to creating functional and three dimensional 
artworks using a variety of tools and several mediums which may include ceramics, 
sculpture, glass, and leather. Students will develop basic drawing and painting skills and 
explore the elements and principles of design.  Students learn to critique their work and the 
work of others.  
 

Intermediate Art -- Experience in drawing, painting, still life, cartooning, figure drawing, 
nature subjects, mixed media collage, photography introduction, computer-aided design, 
and design theory.   
 

Advanced Art -- This course is fast paced and demanding, designed for the serious art 
student to begin the development of Advanced Placement Portfolio and for the serious 
student to develop greater skills in one or more media.  
   

AP Studio Art A -- An individually designed course for the serious art student.  This course 
follows the outline given by the College Board.  Students must complete a portfolio in 
Drawing, 2D, or 3D Design which will be submitted to the College Board for evaluation at 
the end of the school year.  The scope of the portfolio work should be equivalent to that of 
introductory college courses in studio art.  The requirements of quality, concentration, and 
breadth are outlined in depth so students can successfully complete their 24-piece portfolio, 
required by Collegeboard, due in May.  
 
AP Studio Art B -- An individually designed course for the serious art student.  This course 
follows the outline given by the College Board.  Students must complete a portfolio in 
Drawing, 2D, or 3D Design which will be submitted to the College Board for evaluation at 
the end of the school year.  The scope of the portfolio work should be equivalent to that of 
introductory college courses in studio art.  The requirements of quality, concentration, and 
breadth are outlined in depth so students can successfully complete their 24-piece portfolio, 
required by Collegeboard, due in May. 

 
Environmental Design- This course provides students with knowledge, language, 
materials, art forms, and opportunity to explore career opportunities in the world of art. 
Students are encouraged to develop their own artistic styles through school projects, art 
shows and school events. The focus of this course is the creation of individual style and the 
study of art history. 
 
 

 Craft/Graphic Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Sculpture 10-12 One Introduction to Art $15.00 
Advanced Sculpture 11-12 One Sculpture $15.00 
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  Sculpture-- A continuation of the study of the elements and principles of design which may 
include perspective drawing, sculpture using various media, leather craft, sandblasting, and 
pottery. This class is designed to prepare the students for independent studies in Applied 
Arts and Three Dimensional Design III.  

 

   Advanced Sculpture -- Areas of study may include leather craft, sandblasting, pottery, and 
sculpture in various media. The student will focus on the production of artworks in these 
areas of study while engaging in research and discussions in aesthetics, art criticism, and art 
history related to each individual field of art.    

 
  WORLD LANGUAGE DEPARTMENT 

 

   French Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

French I 9-12 One None None 
French II 10-12 One French I with a 

passing grade, Passing score on 
Accuplacer Exam for Dual Credit 

None 

Honors 
French III 

11-12 One French II with a 
passing grade 

None 

AP French IV 11-12 One Honors French III with a 
passing grade 

$40.00 
for AP 
Exam 

 

French I -- A beginning course in French. Introduces the fundamental vocabulary and 
grammar through listening, speaking, writing, and reading activities.  Develops an 
appreciation for the language and culture. 
  

French II – Fren.111 Elementary French (Fall Semester) French 112 Intermediate Fren.112 
(Spring Semester) 4 Dual credits per semester. This course is considered French language 
for beginners. A refinement of the language skills and a continuation of the cultural 
appreciation learned in high school French I. More grammatical structures and more 
advanced vocabulary will be studied and practiced. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C 
may be available if student qualifies. 

 

Honors French III -- Conversation and grammar course with continued emphasis on 
comprehension, conversation, pronunciation, and intonation, along with continued exposure 
to Francophone literature and culture.  
 

AP French IV -- A course in advanced French composition and conversation with the goal 
of active communication.  The AP curriculum will be followed.   

 

Spanish Courses at a Glance 
Course Grade 

Level 
Credits Prerequisite Fee 

Spanish I 9-12 One None None 
Spanish II 10-12 One Spanish I with a passing grade  None 
Honors 
Spanish III 

10-12 One Spanish II with a passing grade  None 

AP Spanish IV 11-12 One Spanish III with a 
passing grade 

$40.00 for 
AP Exam 
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Spanish I -- A beginning course in Spanish.  Introduces the fundamental vocabulary and 
grammar through listening, speaking, writing, and reading activities.  Develops an 
appreciation for the language and culture. 
 
Spanish II -- A refinement of the language skills and a continuation of the cultural 
appreciation learned in Spanish I. More grammatical structures and more advanced 
vocabulary will be studied and practiced.   

 
Honors Spanish III -- Conversation and literature course with continued emphasis on 
comprehension, conversation, pronunciation, and intonation, along with continued exposure 
to Spanish literature and culture.   

 
AP Spanish IV -- The AP Spanish Language and Culture course engages students in an 
exploration of culture in both contemporary and historical contexts. The course develops 
students’ awareness and appreciation of cultural products (e.g., tools, books, music, laws, 
conventions, institutions); practices (patterns of social interactions within a culture); and 
perspectives (values, attitudes, and assumptions).  The AP curriculum will be followed as a 
part of a vertically–aligned sequence of eligible courses and is considered part of the state-
funded bilingual program.   

 
  Bilingual Courses at a Glance 

Course Grade 
Level 

Credits Pre-requisite Fees 

Spanish Language Arts 
I 

9 One Instructor/Principal 
Approval 

None 

Spanish language Arts 
II 

10 One Instructor/Principal 
Approval 

None 

Honors Spanish 
Language Arts III 

11 One Instructor/Principal 
Approval 

None 

Honors Spanish 
Language Arts IV 

12 One Instructor/Principal 
Approval 

None 
   

 
Spanish Language Arts I - Grades 9 This course provides instruction in Spanish Language 
Arts (SLA) with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, reading, 
writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core State 
Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. This course builds upon the students' prior 
knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, word usage, and mechanics of writing, and usually 
includes the four aspects of language use: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Usually, 
the various genres of literature are introduced and defined, with writing exercises often 
linked to reading selections. This course must be taught in Spanish (home/heritage 
language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural Education Act, extensive study of the cultures and 
traditions related to the home/heritage language at the regional, national, and international 
levels must be included. This course WILL be considered as part of a state-funded bilingual 
program. 
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Spanish Language Arts II - Grades 10 This course provides instruction in Spanish 
Language Arts (SLA), with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, 
reading, writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core 
State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. The course offers a balanced focus on 
composition and literature. Students learn about alternate aims and audiences of written 
compositions by writing persuasive, critical, and creative multi paragraph thematic essays 
and compositions. Students study various genres and improve their reading rate and 
comprehension, and develop skills to determine authors' intent and theme. This course must 
be taught in Spanish (home/heritage language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural Education 
Act, extensive study of cultures and traditions related to the home/heritage language at the 
regional, national, and international levels must be included. This course WILL be 
considered as part of a state-funded bilingual program.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Honors Spanish Language Arts III - Grades 11 This course provides instruction in Spanish 
Language Arts (SLA) with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, 
reading, writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core 
State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. It continues to develop students' 
writing skills, emphasizing clear, logical writing patterns, word choice, and usage, as 
students write essays and learn techniques for writing research papers. Students continue to 
read works of literature, which form the backbone of writing assignments. Literary 
conventions and stylistic devices receive more emphasis than in previous courses. This 
course must be taught in Spanish (home/heritage language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural 
Education Act, extensive study of cultures and traditions related to the home/heritage 
language at the regional, national, and international levels must be included. This course 
WILL be considered as part of a state-funded bilingual program. 

 
Honors Spanish Language Arts IV - Grades 12 This course provides instruction and 
development for students in Spanish language arts, with an emphasis on communication and 
literacy skills (Speaking, Reading, Writing, Listening and Comprehension). This course 
must address the Common Core State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for Spanish 
Language Arts. The course blends composition and literature into a cohesive whole, as 
students write critical and comparative analyses of selected literature. Typically, multi 
paragraph essays predominate as the form of student composition, but one or more major 
research papers may also be written. This course must be taught in Spanish. (i.e. 
home/heritage language). As per Bilingual Multicultural Education regulation and statute, 
extensive study of the cultures and traditions related to the home/heritage language at the 
regional, national and international levels must be included. This course/class WILL be 
considered as part of a funded bilingual program. 
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ALPHABETICAL LISTING OF  
CHS COURSE OFFERINGS 

 
ACT/SAT Test Preparation -- Through this course, students will be prepared to take the 
ACT & SAT Tests, as they will be provided overall knowledge of requirements, complete 
practice tests with scoring keys, and a writing prompt with sample essays.  Emphasis will be 
placed on general test-taking strategies, description of content of each test, specific tips for 
each, and information on what the students can expect on test day.  ACT test preparation 
software, as well as PSAT and Khan Academy software, will be used to customize a learning 
path for each student. 
 
Adaptive Physical Education -- Activity blocks of adaptive sports, individual skill 
development, and basic fitness.  Fulfills Physical Education credit for individuals requiring 
modified activities to address specific physical disabilities or needs. 
 
Advanced Art -- This course is fast paced and demanding, designed for the serious art 
student to begin the development of Advanced Placement Portfolio and for the serious 
student to develop greater skills in one or more media.  
 
Adobe Creative Applications -- This course will focus on learning several of the Adobe 
Applications such as Dreamweaver, Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Premiere Pro, and 
Animate. Applications may change due to software availability and licensing. Additional 
software may be added based on applications being used in different computer aided careers. 
 
Advanced Auto Service Technology-DC-AUTO 117 Electronic Analysis/Tune-up of 
Gasoline Engines and Auto 132 Automotive Air conditioning/Heating Systems (Fall 
Semester); AUTO 119 Manual Transmissions/Clutch Systems and AUTO 127 Basic 
Automatic Transmission (Spring Semester)–This is a continuation of Automotive Service 
Technology Intermediate Auto, placing an emphasis on Electronic Analysis, Automotive 
Air conditioning and Heating Systems, in the fall and manual Transmissions, Clutch systems 
and Automatic Transmissions during the spring. Content for all classes will rely heavily on 
theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on live vehicles and 
workstations. This class is preparing students for ASE industry certifications. A limited 
number of internships may be available with local repair facilities for selected students. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Collision Repair Technology IV -- AUTO 172 Intro to Automotive Refinishing 
and AUTO 174 Intermediate Automotive Refinishing (Fall Semester); AUTO 176 
Automotive Color Adjustment Refinishing and AUTO 178 Automotive Overall Refinishing 
(Spring Semester) -- This course will provide students with advanced instruction in auto 
body construction, remove and install body panels, and prep for primer and paint.  Students 
will be taught to write job estimates using proper grammar and sentence structure. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Construction Trades IV -- BCT 118 Math for Building Trades (Fall Semester); 
BCT 200 Building Trades II (Spring Semester) -- Course is designed to culminate the hands–
on-learning in the construction program.  Students will work on-site in the construction of a 
new house.  Course will include equipment and general safety, human relations, building 
construction surveying, footing, foundation form work, framing, sheathing, insulation, basic 
electrical wiring and plumbing with classroom instruction, on-the-job training, and problem 
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solving.  A curriculum from NCCER (National Center for Construction Education and 
Research) will be used to enhance learning.  Upon completion of this course, students will 
have certification in Construction Technology Level 01. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Digital Video Production and Editing -- FDMA 2210 Digital Video Production 
II (Fall Semester); FDMA 2285 Digital Video Editing II (Spring Semester) -This is an 
advanced course in editing and video production. Students in this class will become 
proficient editors, including the use of color correction, vector scopes, motion effects, and 
advanced editing techniques used by filmmakers. Students will also learn advanced 
techniques of professional film making while enhancing reporting skills. Students will work 
on directing short movies, commercials and other short projects. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Advanced Medical Terminology-- NURS/HIT 158(Spring Semester) -- Builds upon the 
concepts covered in Intro to Medical Terminology providing greater understanding of how 
to properly use and apply medical terminology used in various health fields.  Emphasis will 
be on terminology used in medical records and procedures, medical billing and coding, and 
medical transcription.  Prerequisite: HIT 150. Grades from NMSU-C concurrent enrollment 
will be entered on the high school transcript.    
 
Advanced Sculpture -- An independent study program for the student who has successfully 
completed Applied Arts and Three Dimensional Design I and II.  Areas of study may include 
leather craft, sandblasting, pottery, and sculpture in various media. The student will focus 
on the production of artworks in these areas of study while engaging in research and 
discussions in aesthetics, art criticism, and art history related to each individual field of art.   
 
Agricultural Animal Science -- ANSC 100 Intro to Animal Science and ANSC 100L Intro 
to Animal Science Lab (Fall Semester); ANSC 200 Intro to Meat/Animal Products (Spring 
Semester) -- This course imparts information about the care and management of 
domesticated animals.  Animal nutrition, health, reproduction, genetics, facilities, and 
marketing are all possible topics.  Students will study the anatomy and physiology of 
livestock and other domesticated animals, as well as examine the developmental stages and 
analysis of feed rations for different parts of an animal’s life cycle.  Identification of 
environmental factors that affect an animal’s performance and recognition of animal 
behaviors to facilitate working with animals safely is also discussed.  SAE (Supervised 
Agricultural Experience) project required for students in the agricultural pathway (three or 
more years in Agriculture). FFA membership is required. This course will be offered every 
other year, in rotation with Plant/Crop Science.  Elective science credit towards graduation 
will be granted. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 

          Agricultural Economics and Business Management – AGE 100 Intro Agriculture 
Economics and Business (Fall Semester); AGE 236 Agribusiness Management Principles 
(Spring Semester) -- This course provides students with the information and skills necessary 
for career success in agribusiness and in the operation of entrepreneurial ventures.  Topics 
include economic principles, budgeting, risk-management, finance, business law, insurance, 
and resource management. Other possible topics are development of a business plan, 
employee/employer relations, problem solving and decision-making, and using computers.  
A survey of careers within the agricultural industry along with resumes is also incorporated.  
SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in Agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agricultural).  FFA membership is required. This class will 
be offered every other year, in rotation with Agricultural Marketing/Sales.  Economic credit 
for graduation will be given after successful completion of Agricultural Economics and 
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Business Management and Agricultural Marketing. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C 
may be available if student qualifies. 

 
Agricultural Internship/OJT/Co-Op -- Through this course, work experience is gained 
within the agricultural industry.  Goals are set for the employment period.  Classroom 
experiences may involve further study in the field, improvement of employability and career 
readiness skills.  Students in this class must have agricultural related employment during 
part of the school day (minimum of 15 hours weekly). 

 
          Agricultural Leadership -- AXED 201G Effective Leadership/Communication in 

Agricultural Organizations (Fall Semester); GOVT 201 Special Topics: Parliamentary Law 
(Spring Semester) -- This course is designed to strengthen students’ personal and group 
leadership skills.  Topics such as public speaking, effective communication, human 
relations, parliamentary law, and group dynamics are covered.  Also covered is the 
development of program of work and service learning, including student development, 
chapter development, and community development.  SAE (Supervised Agricultural 
Experience) project required for students in Agricultural pathway (three or more years in 
Agriculture).  FFA membership is required. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 

 
Agricultural Marketing/Sales -- AGE 210G Survey of Food and Agricultural Issues 
(Spring Semester) -- This course focuses specifically on the marketing and promotional 
strategies for agricultural products.  Students will develop a marketing plan for a specific 
product including target audience research and presentation skills.  Agricultural sales 
techniques for products will also be covered.  SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) 
project required for students in Agricultural pathway (three or more years in Agriculture).  
FFA membership is required.  This class will be offered every other year, in rotation with 
Agricultural Economics and Business Management.  Economic credit for graduation will be 
given after successful completion of Agricultural Economics and Business Management and 
Agricultural Marketing.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. 

 
          Agricultural Mechanics Introduction -- This course provides for the skill and knowledge 

development applicable to the tools and equipment used in the agricultural industry.  In 
learning to apply basic industrial knowledge and skills (engines, power, welding, and 
carpentry), a broad range of topics may be explored, including the operation, mechanics, 
and care of tools and machines; the construction and repair of structures or projects. 
Introduction to electricity and power.  Procedures for safe operations in the agriculture shop 
area. SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required for students in Agricultural 
pathway (three or more years in Agriculture).  FFA membership is required. 

 
          Agricultural Plant/Crop Science -- AGRO 100G Introductory Plant Science (Fall 

Semester); AGRO 250 Plant Propagation (Spring Semester) -- The focus of this course is 
on the science of plants (Botany).  Specific topics include photosynthesis and respiration, 
analysis of the difference of plant and animal cell structure, genetics, taxonomy, and 
classification. Also included are topics covering entomology, soil chemistry, and plant 
diseases; virus and bacteria life cycles and effects on plant growth.  Focus is on food/fiber 
crops and pasture/range plants.  SAE (Supervised Agricultural Experience) project required 
for students in the Agricultural pathway (three or more years in Agriculture).  FFA 
membership is required. This class will be offered every other year, in rotation with Animal 
Science.  Elective science credit towards graduation will be granted. Dual enrollment credit 
from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
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          Agriculture-Introduction to Agriculture -- This course is designed to cover the following:  
local, national and global definitions, history, and scope of agriculture in society; plant and 
animal sciences; production and processing; agricultural mechanics including basic tool and 
machine operation; business and natural resource management; management of food and 
fiber systems; soil characteristics; development of leadership and communication skills; and 
history of the FFA. FFA membership is required. 

 
          Algebra I - This course aligns to the high school standards for Algebra I, formalizes, and 

extends the mathematical concepts. The critical areas include:  (1) relationships between 
quantities and reasoning with equations; (2) linear and exponential relationships; (3) 
descriptive statistics; (4) expressions and equations; and (5) quadratic functions and 
modeling. The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this course and, 
together with the content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical 
subject that makes sense of problem situations.   Not open to students who has passed 
another Algebra I course. 

 
          Algebra II --This course extends the study of functions to include: polynomial, rational, and 

radical functions. The four critical areas are: (1) polynomial, rational, and radical 
relationships; (2) trigonometric functions; (3) modeling with functions and (4) inferences 
and conclusions from data. The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this 
course and, together with the content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, 
and logical subject that makes sense of problem situations.  Alternatives to this class are - 
2024 Applied Math; 2029 Probability and Statistics; and 2097 Financial Literacy-Math; 
SREB Math Ready 2077   Not open to students who have passed another Algebra II course.  

 
Anatomy and Physiology I (A&P I) -- The first class of a two-course sequence that covers 
the structure and function of the human body.  The course will include the organization of 
cells and tissues and their metabolic and homeostatic processes and regulation are also 
covered. Physical and chemical operation of organs and systems of the human body include 
the integumentary, skeletal, muscular, and nervous systems as well as reproduction and 
endocrinology. Designed for those students interested in health care fields.  Laboratory 
activities designed to illustrate how the internal systems are connected with the use of animal 
specimens.   

 

Anatomy and Physiology II (A&P II) -- The second class of a two-course sequence that 
covers the structure and function of the human body, including physical and chemical 
operation of the blood, cardiovascular, lymphatic, respiratory, and urinary systems as well 
as digestion and nutrition and water and electrolyte balance.  Designed for those students 
interested in health care fields. Laboratory activities designed to illustrate how the internal 
systems are connected with the use of animal specimens.   
 
AP Biology --The AP Biology course is designed to be the equivalent of the general biology 
course taken during the first year of college.  A college textbook will be used for this course.  
The class will be equally divided between the subjects of botany and zoology, and will focus 
on the topics of plant and animal classification, biochemistry, invertebrate zoology, genetics, 
physiology, and the basic concepts associated with plant and animal chemistry. The AP 
exam is required and there is an exam fee. 
 
AP Calculus AB -- This course follows the outline given by the College Board for Calculus 
AB.  Topics include elementary functions, limits, derivatives with applications, and integrals 
with applications.  Students are required to take the Calculus (AP) AB exam for which they 
may receive college credit.  
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AP Calculus BC -- This course reviews the major concepts from AB Calculus to start the 
year and then continues with the additional Calculus concepts covered under the BC 
curriculum. This course typically corresponds to Calculus II taught at most colleges. This 
course follows the outline given by the College Board for Calculus BC and is designed to 
cover two semesters of college calculus material.  It covers an extensive study of functions, 
graphs, limits, derivatives, definite integrals, polynomial approximations and series and 
applications of all of the above.  Students are required to take the Calculus (AP) BC exam 
for which they may receive college credit. 
 
AP Chemistry -- This course provides students with a college-level foundation to support 
future advanced coursework in chemistry. Students cultivate their understanding of 
chemistry through inquiry-based investigations, as they explore topics such as: atomic 
structure, intermolecular forces and bonding, chemical reactions, kinetics, thermodynamics, 
and equilibrium. The AP exam is required and there is an exam fee. 
 
AP Computer Science Principles - Grades 9-12 - AP Computer Science Principles 
introduces students to the foundational concepts of computer science and challenges them 
to explore how computing and technology can impact the world. With a unique focus on 
creative problem solving and real-world applications, this course prepares students for 
college and career. It is intended to prepare students for the optional Advanced Placement 
Exam in this subject and should follow the published College Board guidelines. 
 
AP Computer Science A – Grades 9-12-This course emphasizes object-oriented 
programming methodology with a concentration on problem solving and algorithm 
development, and is meant to be the equivalent of a first-semester college-level course in 
computer science. It also includes the study of data structures, design, and abstraction. 

 
  AP English Language and Composition (III) -- The credit for this class satisfies the 

requirement for English III.  This course aligns to an introductory college-level rhetoric and 
writing curriculum, which requires students to develop evidence-based analytic and 
argumentative essays that proceed through several stages or drafts. Students evaluate, 
synthesize, and cite research to support their arguments. Throughout the course, students 
develop a personal style by making appropriate grammatical choices. Additionally, students 
read and analyze the rhetorical elements and their effects in non-fiction texts, including 
graphic images as forms of text, from many disciplines and historical periods. Students 
should understand that it is a fast-paced, rigorous class.  This class emphasizes the 
development of writing and critical analysis skills.  It serves as preparation for AP English 
IV and Advanced Placement tests.  Students are required to take the Advanced Placement 
examination. There is a test fee.  This class adheres to national College Board standards. 

 
AP English Literature and Composition (IV) -- The credit for this class satisfies the 
requirement for English IV.  This course aligns to an introductory college-level literary 
analysis course. The course engages students in the close reading and critical analysis of 
imaginative literature to deepen their understanding of the ways writers use language to 
provide both meaning and pleasure. As they read, students consider a work's structure, style, 
and themes, as well as its use of figurative language, imagery, symbolism, and tone. Writing 
assignments include expository, analytical, and argumentative essays that require students 
to analyze and interpret literary works.  Students are required to take the Advanced 
Placement examination.  There is a test fee.  This class adheres to national College Board 
standards. 
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AP Environmental Science --This course is designed to be the equivalent of a one-
semester, introductory college course in environmental science, through which students 
engage with the scientific principles, concepts, and methodologies required to understand 
the interrelationships of the natural world. The course requires that students identify and 
analyze natural and human-made environmental problems, evaluate the relative risks 
associated with these problems, and examine alternative solutions for resolving or 
preventing them. Environmental Science is interdisciplinary, embracing topics from 
geology, biology, environmental studies, environmental science, chemistry, and geography. 
Participation in several laboratory activities is required. The AP test is required and there is 
an exam fee.   

 
AP French IV -- A course in advanced French composition and conversation with the goal 
of active communication.  The AP curriculum will be followed.   
 
AP Micro-Economics -- This course is an introductory college-level course that focuses on 
the principles of economics that apply to the functions of individual economic decision-
makers. The course also develops students’ familiarity with the operation of product and 
factor markets, distributions of income, market failure, and the role of government in 
promoting greater efficiency and equity in the economy. Students learn to use graphs, charts, 
and data to analyze, describe, and explain economic concepts.   
 
AP Music Theory -- This course is designed to be the equivalent of a first year music theory 
college course.  AP Music Theory develops students’ understanding of musical structure 
and compositional procedures. Usually intended for students already possessing 
performance level skills. Prerequisite is successful completion of “Fundamentals of Music 
Theory For Real World Musicians,” or approval of the instructor. AP Music Theory extends 
and builds upon students’ knowledge of intervals, scales, chords, metric/rhythmic patterns, 
and their interaction in a composition.  Musical notation, analysis, composition, and aural 
skills are important components of the course.  This course is intended to prepare students 
for the Advanced Placement Examination in Music Theory and will follow the published 
College Board guidelines. 
 
AP Physics 1 -- This course is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. 
Students cultivate their understanding of Physics through inquiry-based investigations as 
they explore topics such as Newtonian mechanics (including rotational motion); work, 
energy, and power; mechanical waves and sound; and introductory, simple circuits.  The AP 
exam is required and there is a lab fee of $15 and an exam fee.  

 
 
 

 AP Physics 2 -- This course is an algebra-based, introductory college-level physics course. 
Students cultivate their understanding of Physics through inquiry-based investigations as 
they explore topics such as fluid statics and dynamics; thermodynamics with kinetic theory; 
PV diagrams and probability; electrostatics; electrical circuits with capacitors; magnetic 
fields; electromagnetism; physical and geometric optics; and quantum, atomic, and nuclear 
physics.  The AP exam is required and there is a lab fee of $15 and an exam fee.   
 
AP Physics C -- This course is a half-year course equivalent to a semester-long, introductory 
calculus-based college course. It covers kinematics; Newton’s laws of motion; work, energy, 
and power; systems of particles and linear momentum; circular motion and rotation; and 
oscillations and gravitation.  Lab experiments will lead into the discovery of principles. The 
AP exam is required and there is an exam fee.   
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AP Spanish IV -- The AP Spanish Language and Culture course engages students in an     
exploration of culture in both contemporary and historical contexts. The course develops 
students’ awareness and appreciation of cultural products (e.g., tools, books, music, laws, 
conventions, institutions); practices (patterns of social interactions within a culture); and 
perspectives (values, attitudes, and assumptions).  The AP curriculum will be followed as a 
part of a vertically–aligned sequence of eligible courses and is considered part of the state-
funded bilingual program. 
 
AP Statistics -- This course is equivalent to a one-semester, introductory, non-calculus-
based college course in statistics. The course introduces students to the major concepts and 
tools for collecting, analyzing, and drawing conclusions from data. There are four themes in 
the AP Statistics course: exploring data, sampling and experimentation, anticipating 
patterns, and statistical inference. Students use technology, investigations, problem solving, 
and writing as they build conceptual understanding.  Students are required to take the AP 
Statistics exam, for which they may receive college credit.  
 
AP Studio Art A -- An individually designed course for the serious art student.  This course 
follows the outline given by the College Board.  Students must complete a portfolio in 
Drawing, 2D, or 3D Design which will be submitted to the College Board for evaluation at 
the end of the school year.  The scope of the portfolio work should be equivalent to that of 
introductory college courses in studio art.  The requirements of quality, concentration, and 
breadth are outlined in depth so students can successfully complete their 24-piece portfolio 
due in May.  

 
AP Studio Art B -- An individually designed course for the serious art student.  This course 
follows the outline given by the College Board. Students must complete a portfolio in 
Drawing, 2D, or 3D Design which will be submitted to the College Board for evaluation at 
the end of the school year.  The scope of the portfolio work should be equivalent to that of 
introductory college courses in studio art.  The requirements of quality, concentration, and 
breadth are outlined in depth so students can successfully complete their 24-piece portfolio 
due in May. 
 
AP United States Government and Politics – Grade 12 - Course prepares students for the 
AP exam in U.S. Government and Politics.  These courses provide students with an 
analytical perspective on government and politics in the United States, involving both the 
study of general concepts used to interpret U.S. politics and the analysis of specific case 
studies.  The course generally covers the following topics: constitutional underpinnings of 
U.S. government, political beliefs and behaviors, political parties and interest groups, the 
institutions and policy process of national government, and civil rights and liberties. This 
course is intended to prepare students for the optional Advanced Placement Exam in this 
subject and should follow the published College Board guidelines. 
 
AP United States History-- A two-semester college-level survey of United States History 
from exploration and discover to the present.  Students should be highly motivated and have 
analytical reading, writing, and discussion skills. 
 
AP World History: Modern-- A comprehensive survey of the history of mankind in 
regards to the emergence of various civilizations, the impact of man on the environment, the 
interrelationships between various cultures, and the effects of each civilization on the planet 
and other civilizations.  This course will adhere to the outline of curriculum and course of 
study delineated in the Advanced Placement World History curriculum adopted by the New 
Mexico Public Education Department. The course will emphasize the international 
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components of civilizations, their causes and effects, and comparisons between major 
societies. Throughout the course, students will study geography of the world. 
 
Astronomy -- A study of Astronomy is the study of the vast space beyond Earth’s 
atmosphere that is filled with planets, stars, meteors, asteroids, and comets.  A student of 
Astronomy will study the formation, composition, and motions of these elements of our 
universe.  Astronomy is a unifying science in that it relies heavily upon the disciplines of 
math, chemistry and physics.  Topics of study include, but are not limited to:  planetary 
motions, planetary and stellar evolution, gravity and motion, light, the earth, and the sun.   
 

 Athletics/Physical Education I -- Emphasis is placed on the enjoyment of sports, and the 
development of self-esteem, character, and physical skills.  Class activities will include, but 
are not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, and nutrition.  

 
 Athletics/Physical Education II -- Course will give the physically talented student an 

opportunity to improve skills in their chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, and sport 
strategy.  

 

 Athletics/Physical Education III -- Course will give the physically talented student an 
opportunity to improve skills in their chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, sport strategy, 
officiating, and advanced skill work.  Individual and team success, as measured by a 
competitively successful program, is a significant element of the program. 

 
 Athletics/Physical Education IV -- Course will give the physically talented student an 

opportunity to improve skills in the chosen activities.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, health care, nutrition, sport strategy, 
officiating, and advanced skill work.  Individual and team success, as measured by a 
competitively successful program, is a significant element of the program.  Students will be 
expected to perform at a higher level of proficiency than expected in Athletics/Physical 
Education III. 

 
Basic Skills English I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to sight word 
reading, oral reading, reading comprehension, and vocabulary. Students will develop writing 
skills at various levels including simple sentence structure, writing detailed sentences, and 
paragraph writing, use of a dictionary, and spell words at a level that is appropriate to their 
individual needs. Admittance and placement by staff recommendation only. 

Basic Skills Math I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to learn basic 
life skills math that apply to real life situations at a level that is appropriate to their individual 
needs. Students will develop skills in the following areas: number recognition, number 
sense, measurement, money management, telling time, paying bills, check writing, using a 
calculator, problem-solving strategies, and basic math concepts. Admittance and placement 
by staff recommendation only. 
 
Basic Skills Science I-VI -- This class is intended to acquaint the student with scientific 
inquiry, basis for life, structure and function of living organisms: human health and 
reproduction, and change over time emphasis on the impact of science on society and 
individuals. Students will understand the structure and properties of matter, the 
characteristics of energy, and the interactions between matter and energy. Students will 
understand the properties, structures, and processes of living things and the interdependence 
of living things and their environment. Students will understand the structures of Earth, the 
solar system, the universe, the interconnections among them, and the processes and 
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interactions of the Earth’s systems at a level that is appropriate to their individual needs. 
Admittance and placement by staff recommendation only. 
 
Basic Skills Social Studies I-VI -- This course will provide students with the ability to 
understand people and their interaction with each other and the world in which they live. 
Students will acquire the skills, knowledge, and understanding that they must have in order 
to function as concerned and involved members of our society. Students will have a basic 
understanding of governments and citizenship, economics, and sociology at a level that is 
appropriate to their individual needs. Admittance and placement by staff recommendation 
only. 
 
Beginning Auto Service Technology -- AUTO 125 Brakes (Fall Semester) and AUTO 126 
Suspension, Steering, and Alignment (Spring Semester) -- These classes will provide the 
student with general information regarding the mechanical functions of the automobile. The 
emphasis will be on theory and maintenance of disc and drum brakes and the ABS brake 
system. This class will also give students expanded knowledge of an automobile’s wheel 
and bearing components, brake systems, and suspension systems. Content for all classes will 
rely heavily on theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on live 
vehicles and work stations, to prepare students for ASE industry certifications.  Extensive 
instructional time will be spent on safety.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
 
Beginning Collision Repair Technology -- AUTO 162 Advanced Non-Structural Repair 
(Fall Semester); AUTO 163 Advanced Non-Structural Repair II (Spring Semester) -- This 
class will provide the student with instruction regarding basic auto body construction, 
removing of major dents, paint preparation and application.  Most activities will be hands-
on.  Student work on project cars will range from washing to painting.  Students will also 
be encouraged to work on their own cars. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
 
Beginning Construction Trades -- BCT 104 Woodworking Skills I (Fall Semester); BCT 
105 Woodworking Skills II (Spring Semester) -- This hands-on course is designed to offer 
further instruction in general residential construction, with certification through NCCER 
(National Center for Construction Education and Research).  Carpentry Level 01 
Certification is available upon completion of this course. Study will include the creation of 
a construction company, blueprint reading, introduction to building codes, with an in-depth 
look at materials used in construction. Course includes hand and machine tool safety 
training.  Hands on construction of a small dwelling will be completed to satisfy practical 
test for certification in the Carpentry Level 01. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may 
be available if student qualifies. 
 
Biology -- This class is intended to acquaint the student with the significant scientific facts, 
which affect daily life and which make up the major themes of biology. Participation in 
laboratory activities is required. 
 
Body Sculpting I -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is designed 
to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout 
his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and activities 
that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and healthy 
habits.    

 

Body Sculpting II -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is designed 
to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout 
his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and activities 
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that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and healthy 
habits.  

 
Body Sculpting III -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement.  This class is 
designed to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that the student can use 
throughout his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to weightlifting and games and 
activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will also address nutrition and 
healthy habits.    
 
Business and Financial Literacy Essentials -- The business world is all around us! In your 
country, in your state, in your city, across the street, in your house, and even in your wallet! 
This class is designed to expose the student to the way the world works through commerce 
in our economy, as well all the basic personal finance topics: How to get a bank account, 
loan, credit card, mortgage, insurance, and checking & saving accounts. This course will 
cover the main topics of business from basic economics (needs & wants), to 
entrepreneurship (owning your own business), ethics, career & job searching, post-
secondary education (college), marketing, personal finance, and even the stock market. 
 
Business Internship (BPA Work Experience) -- OATS203 Office Equipment & 
Procedures I (Fall Semester); OATS 239 Personal Development (Spring Semester) -- 
Internship enables paid employment in a professional office for a variable of 10 hours a 
week (3 credits), 15 hours a week (4 credits), or 20 hours a week (5 credits) to receive on-
the-job and classroom training for job success in field linked to student’s career objective.  
Classroom curriculum provides supportive instruction to accompany job experience and to 
provide life skills needed after graduation.  Business Professionals of America (BPA) 
membership is required. Participation in the BPA Workplace Skills Assessment Program 
(competition) is required.  Student selection by screening process. Dual enrollment credit 
from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Business Internship Skills (BPA)– (Grade 11) Recommended prerequisite to Business 
Internship (BPA Work Experience).  OATS 101 Word Processing (Fall Semester); OATS 
102 Keyboarding Basic Document Formatting (Spring Semester).  Includes training in 
computer applications, word processing, ten-key calculator, records management, 
spreadsheets, and desktop publishing. Training provided in public speaking, job application, 
resume development, job interview tips, and skills to succeed in the workplace.  Business 
Professionals of America (BPA) membership is required.  Participation in the BPA 
Workplace Skills Assessment Program (competition) is required.  Student selection by 
screening process.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. Students must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain the BPA program.  
 
CaveCast Productions I-IV --This course is dedicated to making the video announcements 
(CaveCast) for CHS. Students will record and produce the school video announcements. 
They will work on camera skills, running a tricaster, interviewing skills and video editing in 
order to produce the video announcement for the school several times a week. As students’ 
progress from one year to the next they will be in charge of training new students and being 
lead in the creation of CaveCast. 
 
Cavemen Band I -- For the experienced player in grades nine through twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required of 
all students. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 
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Cavemen Band II -- For the experienced player in grades ten through twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  
Coursework will include studies in intermediate level wind band literature and facilitation 
of technical skills. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 
 
Cavemen Band III -- For the experienced player in grades eleven and twelve.  Marching 
and concert performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  
Coursework will include advanced wind band literature, small ensemble playing, and solo 
work. Three years of Marching Band will waive PE requirement. 
 
 

Cavemen Band IV -- For the experienced player in grade twelve.  Marching and concert 
performances.  Attendance at all rehearsals, trips, and performances required.  Coursework 
will include studies of advanced wind band literature, small ensemble playing, solo work, 
conducting, and leadership skills.  Three years of Marching Band will waive PE 
requirement. 
 
Cavemen Color Guard I -- During the second semester, color guard members will have 
the opportunity to join this ensemble. Designed for advanced color guard performers with 
previous marching band experience. Advanced color guard techniques, as well as 
choreography, will be expanded upon. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is 
mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Color Guard II -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grades ten through twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard 
members with previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced 
choreography and rifle work will be taught. Successful competition of Cavemen Color 
Guard I is required. Attendance at rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 

 
Cavemen Color Guard III -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grades eleven and twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard 
members with previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced 
choreography, rifle, and saber work will be taught. Successful completion of Cavemen Color 
Guard I & II is required. Attendance at rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 
 

Cavemen Color Guard IV -- This class meets second semester only for the experienced 
performer in grade twelve. This course is designed for advanced color guard members with 
previous marching band and winter guard experience. Advanced choreography, rifle, and 
saber work will be taught. Students will begin to write, perform and teach their own routines. 
Successful completion of Cavemen Color Guard I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsal and performances is mandatory. 
Cavemen Jazz I -- Select performing group at Carlsbad High School. Designed for 
advanced band musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord 
progression, and improvisation.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Jazz II - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grades ten through twelve. This course is designed for advanced band 
musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Jazz I is required. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is 
mandatory. 
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Cavemen Jazz III - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grades eleven and twelve. This course is designed for advanced band 
musicians with previous experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
advancing improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. 
Successful completion of Cavemen Jazz I & II is required. Attendance at rehearsals and 
performances is mandatory. 

 
Cavemen Jazz IV - Select performing group at Carlsbad High School for the experienced 
jazz musician in grade twelve. This course is designed for advanced instrumental musicians 
with previous improvisation experience. Learning of Jazz literature, chord progressions, and 
advanced improvisation as well as learning to play in small combo groups will be required. 
Students will also start to form their own groups and build their own arrangements of jazz 
standards. Successful completion of Cavemen Jazz I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques I -- During the second semester, all percussion students 
in the Cavemen Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, as well as 
rudiments, will be expanded upon. Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques II -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grades ten through twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen 
Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, rudiments, two mallet 
keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded upon. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I is required. Attendance at rehearsals and 
performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques III -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grades eleven and twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen 
Band will join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, rudiments, two and 
introduce four mallet keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded 
upon. Successful completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I & II is required. 
Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 
Cavemen Percussion Techniques IV -- This class meets second semester only for the 
experienced percussionist in grade twelve. All percussion students in Cavemen Band will 
join this ensemble. Advanced percussion techniques, advanced rudiments, two and four 
mallet keyboard techniques, and solo/ensemble techniques will be expanded upon. Students 
will also begin to compose drumline cadences and small ensemble works. Successful 
completion of Cavemen Percussion Techniques I, II, & III is required. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
 

 Cheerleading I -- This class is designed to teach beginning cheerleading basic skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety.  This 
course meets the physical education requirement.  

 

 Cheerleading II -- This class is designed to teach intermediate cheerleading skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition.  Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.   
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 Cheerleading III -- This class is designed to teach advanced cheerleading skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition. Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.   

 

Cheerleading IV -- This class is designed to teach advanced cheerleading skills.  
Cheerleaders will be required to participate in pre-season, seasonal, and post-season 
activities, including sporting events and competition. Class activities will include, but are 
not limited to, physical conditioning, weight training, sports rules, and stunting safety. This 
course meets the physical education requirement.    
 
Chemistry -- Chemical and physical behavior of matter, atomic and molecular structure, 
and chemical periodicity. Introduction to quantitative laboratory techniques and chemical 
instrumentation. 
 
Child Development -- ECED 1110 Child Growth, Development, and Learning (Spring 
Semester) -- Studies include:  Families and the Family Life Cycle, the importance and 
impact of childhood, responsibilities of parenting and effective parenting skills, prenatal 
development, development of infants and children to school age, safety and health issues 
during childhood, and special challenges of children and the care of special needs children. 
Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Choraliers I – Girls’ choir designed for advancing singers with some choral experience. 
Attendance at rehearsals and performances mandatory.   

 
Choraliers II – Girls’ choir designed for advancing singers with some choral experience.  
Must demonstrate sight-singing ability on exercise provided by director. Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances mandatory. 
 

 Co-Ed Physical Education I -- This course is designed to teach beginning skill 
development and basic locomotor activities.  Activity blocks include selected team sports, 
individual and dual sports, rhythmic activities, basic fitness, and aquatics.  All students 
enrolled in PE must select three weeks of Aquatic Activity during this course.  PE is 
designed to stress the care and use of equipment, court marking, dimensions, history, skill 
acquisition and technique, rationale in view of health and leisure time pursuits, strategy 
terminology, and officiating.   

 
Co-Ed Physical Education II -- This course will include continuation in the development 
of basic skills, fitness, and safety practices.  Activity blocks will include selected team 
sports, individual and dual sports, rhythmic activities, and fitness activities. History, 
technique, and game strategies will be emphasized.   

 Co-Ed Physical Education III -- This course is designed as an extension of Physical 
Education II, with emphasis on advancing the levels of skill and increasing student's 
knowledge in selected activities.   

 
 Co-Ed Physical Education IV -- This course will provide further continuation in the 

physical development of the individual along with advanced knowledge regarding physical 
fitness. 
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College 101- (Dual Credit)- This course is designed to prepare students for post-secondary 
education by exploring higher academic institutions and programs to include but not limited 
to: universities, junior & community colleges, trade schools, and academies.  The focus of 
the curriculum will be to examine overall expectations, terminology, policies, financial 
obligations, procedures, responsibilities, and coursework requirements. 
 
Computer and Technology Application Life Skills -- BCIS 110 Introduction to 
Computerized Information Systems-- Counts as a practical arts credit. This course is an 
overview of word processing, spreadsheets, databases and presentation software.  Using 
textbooks and workplace simulation, class will progress to advanced usage of the programs.  
Class will integrate multiple software applications into a project to create professional 
business and multimedia presentations. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
 
Computer Programming I -- Math or practical arts credit.  An introductory course to 
intermediate level courses in computer programming.  Scratch, Alice, JAVA and/or other 
programming languages will be studied.  Logical and sequential thinking skills will be 
developed while programming and using the computer as a problem solver with application 
in mathematics, science, and business.  This course is designed for college-bound students 
or students entering vocational training and computers.  Continuation into the second 
semester of the program is contingent upon successful completion of the first semester. 
Computer Technician Co-Op Program -- Work co-op program that enables paid 
employment as a computer technical intern with the Carlsbad Municipal Schools for at least 
15 hours per week to receive on-the-job and classroom training in job success in the 
computer technical field.  Course will include both desktop and network technical work. 
 
Construction Trades Work Program -- This course is designed to place students on the 
job as apprentices or interns in one or more of the construction trades.  Students will enter 
into a work agreement with the school district and with employers for either a salaried or 
non-salaried apprenticeship or internship.  This course may allow for the opportunity of 
gaining the required hours for further certification through NCCER (National Center for 
Construction Education and Research).  This work program will meet all applicable 
regulations under the Fair Labor Standards Act.  Students will be required to provide proof 
of medical insurance and/or purchase an accident policy through the New Mexico Public 
School Insurance Authority at an approximate cost of $7.00 per month. 
 
Cosmetology -- Offered through Beauty College of Eddy County. Students can complete 
240 hours toward NACCS and State Cosmetology Licensure.  Grades from concurrent 
enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 
 
Creative Writing -- Written communication skills will be developed, including journal 
writing and creative expression through poetry, prose, and various kinds of projects.  This 
class will not replace English III or English IV. 
 

  Culinary Arts II -- CHEF 211 Food Production Principles (Spring Semester) -- This course 
is a detailed study of individual foods, selection and use of ingredients, and international 
foods. Family, Community and Career Leaders of America (FCCLA) and ProStart 
competencies will be infused into written and delivered curriculum. Dual enrollment credit 
from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
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Culinary Arts III -- CHEF 212 Advanced Food Preparation (Fall Semester); HOST 214 
Purchasing and Kitchen Management and HOST 219 Safety, Security, & Sanitation in Hosp. 
Operations (Spring Semester) -- This class is designed to further prepare students for a career 
in food service management.  Using the Pro-Start curriculum, students will gain industry 
training and the skills necessary for a successful internship in restaurant management. This 
class will include job shadowing and tours of local restaurants. Dual enrollment credit from 
NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Culinary Arts Internship/OJT/Co-Op -- HOST 221 Coop Experience I (Fall Semester); 
HOST 222 Cooperative Experience II (Spring Semester) -- Through this course work, 
experience is gained within the Food Service Industry.  Goals are set for the employment 
period.  Experience in the food service industry will improve employability and career 
readiness skills.  Students in this class must have food service related employment during 
part of the school day. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. 
 
Culinary Arts Professional – CHEF 213 Professional Baking Operations and HOST 210 
Banquet Operations (Fall Semester); CHEF 214 Advanced Baking Techniques and HOST 
216 Event, Conference/Convention Operations (Spring Semester) -- This class is designed 
to further prepare students for a career in food service management. Using the Pro-Start 
curriculum, students will further their industry training and skills necessary for a successful 
internship in restaurant management and may have food service related employment during 
part of the school day. Students will be able to plan, organize, arrange, and execute special 
events/caterings. Credits to equal the amount of time student is enrolled. Dual enrollment 
credit from NMSU-C may be available.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be 
available if student qualifies. 
 
Dance I/Let’s Dance I -- This class is designed to teach beginning dance basics.  It will 
allow students to explore several aspects of dance including: locomotor movement, basic 
ballet skills, beginning modern dance technique, and beginning improvisation.  Open to 
anyone.  Does not fulfill P.E. requirement.   
 
Dance I/Performing -- This class is designed to teach beginning dance basics. It will allow 
students to explore several aspects of dance, including: locomotor movement, basic ballet 
skills, beginning modern dance techniques, and beginning improvisation.  This course meets 
the physical education requirement. 
 
Dance II/Let’s Dance II -- This class may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 
designed to refine and increase knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to 
experience and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  
basic ballet skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and 
improvisation.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. requirement. 
 
Dance II/Performing -- This class is designed to refine and increase knowledge of dance 
basics.  It will allow students to experience several aspects of dance at an intermediate level 
including: basic ballet skills, intermediate modern dance techniques, and improvisation. 
This course meets the physical education requirement. 
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Dance III/Let’s Dance III -- This course may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 
designed to teach advanced knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to experience 
and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  basic ballet 
skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and improvisation.  
Students will learn the basics of choreography.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. 
requirement. 
 
Dance III/Performing -- This class is designed to allow each student to experience many 
aspects of dance including:  basic ballet skills, modern dance techniques, jazz and 
improvisation.  This class encourages development of poise, coordination, self-confidence, 
and creativity. This course meets the physical education requirement. 
 
Dance IV/Let’s Dance IV- This course may be taken only once for credit.  This class is 
designed to teach advanced knowledge of dance basics.  It will allow students to experience 
and enjoy several aspects of dance at a beginner to intermediate level including:  basic ballet 
skills, beginner and intermediate modern dance techniques, jazz and improvisation.  
Students will learn the basics of choreography.  Open to all students. Does not fulfill P.E. 
requirement. 
 
Dance IV/Performing -- This class is designed to allow each student to experience many 
aspects of dance at an advanced level including:  basic and advanced ballet skills, modern 
dance technique, jazz, and improvisation.  This class encourages development of poise, 
coordination, self-confidence, and creativity.  Students will explore dance at an extended 
level.  This course meets the physical education requirement. 

 
Database Foundations- Oracle Academy - Recommended for students Grades 10 - 12 (9th 
prerequisite Algebra I) This course introduces students to basic relational database concepts. 
It teaches students relational database terminology, as well as data modeling concepts, 
building Entity Relationship Diagrams (ERDs), and mapping ERDs. Oracle SQL Developer 
Data Modeler is utilized to build ERDs, and Structured Query Language (SQL) is used to 
interact with a relational database and manipulate data within the database. Oracle 
Application Express (APEX) is utilized to provide practical, hands-on, engaging activities. 
Leveraging project-based learning techniques, students create and work with projects that 
challenge them to design, implement, and demonstrate a database solution for a business or 
organization.  Industry exam: Oracle Data Base Foundations. 
 
Database Design and Programming with SQL - Oracle Academy - Recommended for 
Students Grades 10 - 12 (prerequisite Database foundations). This course of study teaches 
students to analyze complex business scenarios, design and create data models, and create 
databases using SQL. Oracle SQL Developer Data Modeler and Application Express 
(APEX) are utilized to provide practical, hands-on, engaging activities. Leveraging project-
based learning techniques, students will create and work with projects, which challenge 
them to design, implement, and demonstrate a database solution for a business or 
organization.    Industry exam: Oracle Database 12c SQL 
 
Digital Electronics -- ET 182 Digital Logic (Fall Semester); ET 282 Digital Electronics-
Spring. Digital electronics is the foundation of all modern electronic devices such as cellular 
phones, MP3 players, laptop computers, digital cameras and high-definition televisions. The 
major focus of the DE course is to expose students to the process of combinational and 
sequential logic design, teamwork, communication methods, engineering standards, and 
technical documentation. Course will include various forms of lab work that may require 
attendance after school and/or on Saturdays.  
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  Directed Student Services I -- Includes on-the-job training in professional attitude, and 
various components of the working environment.  an assigned position.  Students will learn 
required office skills, etiquette, and interpersonal communication. (Any disciplinary 
infractions involving suspension may result in removal from course and prohibit future 
enrollment.)  Must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain in the class. 

       
Directed Student Services II -- Includes on-the-job training in professional attitude, and 
various components of the working environment in an assigned position.  Students will learn 
required office skills, etiquette, and interpersonal communication. (Any disciplinary 
infractions involving suspension may result in removal from course and prohibit future 
enrollment.)  Must maintain a 2.0 GPA to remain in the class. 
 
Driver’s Education-- This course will introduce the new, inexperienced driver to the 
fundamentals of driving in an attempt to promote safe, efficient, and rewarding use of the 
automobile through the acquisition of a good attitude, sound knowledge, and appropriate 
skills. Topics covered will include traffic laws, driving procedures, driving strategies, 
accident avoidance, and emergency procedures. 
 
Early Childhood Education I -- ECED 1115 Health, Safety, and Nutrition (Fall Semester) 
ECED 1120 Guiding Young Children (Spring Semester) -- This course is for students who 
are interested in pursuing a career in the field of Early Childhood Education. Course work 
includes the following: developmentally appropriate content, learning environments, and 
curriculum collaboration.  It will also provide on-the-job experience in a State Licensed 
Childcare Center and an Early Childhood classroom. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-
C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
 

Early Childhood Education II - EDUC 1998 Internship I (Fall Semester) EDUC 450 
Methods of Teaching Early Childhood Education (Spring Semester).    This course is for 
students who wish to further their interest in pursuing a career in the field of Early Childhood 
Education.  Course work includes a more in-depth study of developmentally appropriate 
content, special needs and exceptionalities of learners, development and application of 
practical teaching strategies, and recognition of effective teaching techniques.  Students will 
also be provided the opportunity to become members of FCCLA and Educators Rising.  Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if the student qualifies. 
 
Early Childhood Education Internship (Class/Work Experience) –Class- EDUC  1996 
Individual Topics in Education for internship hours (Fall Semester); ECED 2110 
Professionalism; 1 credit per hour of work-- Internship and job shadowing enables students 
to acquire classroom training and on-the-job experience for success in the Early Childhood 
and Education field.  Improvement of employability skills and discussion regarding the 
experiences and problems encountered on the job will be included in classroom activity.  
Students can take one hour in the classroom and/or up to four hours at a job site.  Job site 
may be in a daycare center or in a classroom as an aide.  To receive credit, the student must 
pass classroom requirements. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if 
student qualifies. 
 
Earth and Space Science – This phenomena based course addresses ideas and skills 
students build on from middle school science where students explain phenomena central to 
the earth and space sciences with connections to life and physical science. This course 
focuses on applicable grade-level multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science 
Standards addressing topics of: Earth's systems; space systems; history of Earth; weather 
and climate; human impacts; and engineering design. 
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Economics -- A study of the history and development of the free enterprise economic 
system, its applications and effects on the individual within that system and the relationship 
with comparative world economics. 
 
Engineering Design and Development -- ET 200 Special Topics (Fall Semester) & ET 
200-Special Topics (Spring Semester)- An engineering research course in which students 
work in teams to research, design and construct a solution to an open-ended engineering 
problem. Students apply principles developed in the preceding courses and are guided by a 
community mentor. They must present progress reports, submit a final written report and 
defend their solutions to a panel of outside reviewers at the end of the school year.  Course 
will include various forms of lab work that may require attendance after school and/or on 
Saturdays. 
 
English I for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English I. English I curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) for 
Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be 
followed. Teacher or Administration approval is required based on student proficiency level 
on the English Language WIDA Scale and/or other Carlsbad Municipal School District 
(CMS) assessments.  English I for English Learners will be used to meet English I 
requirements for graduation and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program. 

 
English II for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English II. English II curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) for 
Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be 
followed. Teacher or Administration approval is required based on student proficiency level 
on the English Language WIDA Scale and/or other Carlsbad Municipal School District 
(CMS) assessments.  English II for English Learners will be used to meet English II 
requirements for graduation and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program.  

 
English III for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English III. English III curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) 
for Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be 
followed. Teacher or Administration approval is required based on student proficiency level 
on the English Language WIDA Scale and/or other Carlsbad Municipal School District 
(CMS) assessments.  English III for English Learners will be used to meet English III 
requirements for graduation and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program. 

 
English IV Dual Credit - College English course designed to prepare students for college 
writing.  (Semester 1 and 2 are required for English IV Dual Credit) 

 
 

● ENGL1110 (Semester 1) In this section of the course, students will employ 
appropriate conventions of writing and rhetoric that are necessary for researched 
arguments. Eng.111G builds upon the critical thinking, reading, and writing 
capabilities that students developed in previous courses and/or high school. 
Students learn the processes necessary for conducting research and for 
incorporating research material in writing. They learn how to evaluate, cite, and 
document primary and secondary research sources, and how to develop 
arguments and support them with sound evidence.  Pre-Requisite: ACT score 
of 19 Reading and 16 Writing or Accuplacer score of 81% Reading and 76% 
writing. Students must also qualify with NMSU-C for Dual Credit Admission. 
Enrolled students must continue to English 203G second semester to earn their 
full English IV high school credit. 
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● ENGL 2210G (Semester 2) Essentials of Business Communication Students in 
this course study the principles, strategies, and techniques of effective written, 
oral, and digital business communication. Emphasis is placed on reviewing 
grammar and mechanics as students create successful written messages 
including e-mails, memos, letters, reports, and résumés. Students learn 
productive techniques for business meetings, presentations, interviews, as well 
as communicating professionally in an increasingly global digital workplace. 
Prerequisite: Successful completion of English 111G is required. 

 
English IV for English Learners (EL) – This course is designed for English Learners (EL) 
as a substitute for English IV. English IV curriculum with Common Core Standards (CCS) 
for Language Arts along with English Language Development (ELD) standards will be 
followed. Teacher or Administration approval is required based on student proficiency level 
on the English Language WIDA Scale and/or other Carlsbad Municipal School District (CMS) 
assessments.  English IV for English Learners will be used to meet English IV requirements 
for graduation and meets all requirements for state-funded bilingual program. 
 
English/Language Arts I - - Course builds upon the students' prior knowledge of grammar, 
vocabulary, word usage, and mechanics of writing, and usually includes the four aspects of 
language use: reading, writing, speaking, and listening.  Usually, the various genres of 
literature are introduced and defined, with writing exercises often linked to reading selections. 
 
English/Language Arts II - Course offers a balanced focus on composition and literature.  
Typically, students learn about the alternate aims and audiences of written compositions by 
writing persuasive, critical, and creative multi paragraph thematic essays and compositions.  
The study of literature encompasses various genres as students improve their reading rate and 
comprehension and develop the skills to determine authors' intent and theme and to recognize 
the techniques employed by the author to achieve the goal. 
 
English/Language Arts III - Course continues to develop students' writing skills, 
emphasizing clear, logical writing patterns, word choice, and usage, as students write essays 
and begin to learn the techniques of writing research papers. Students continue to read works 
of literature, which often form the backbone of the writing assignments. Literary conventions 
and stylistic devices may receive greater emphasis than in previous courses. Preparation for 
the PSAT may be included.  
 

 English/Language Arts IV - Course blends composition and literature into a cohesive whole, 
as students write critical and comparative analyses of selected literature.  Typically, multi 
paragraph essays predominate as the form of student composition, but one or more major 
research papers may also be written.  
 
Entrepreneurship -- Entrepreneurship will explore/study the world of small businesses.  
Study will include starting a small business in compliance with the legal requirements 
involved.  A hands-on business creation project is required. 
 
Environmental Design- This course provides students with knowledge, language, materials, 
art forms, and opportunity to explore career opportunities in the world of art. Students are 
encouraged to develop their own artistic styles through school projects, art shows and school 
events. The focus of this course is the creation of individual style and the study of art history. 
 
Essentials of Anatomy & Physiology (Dual Credit Class)-AHS 140-Essentials of anatomy 
and physiology for those considering a career in health as well as those interested in 
understanding their own body and the basics of health. 
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Family Living -- Phases of family life discussed, problems of dating, engagement, marriage, 
use of the family car and habits of young people. 
 
Financial Literacy Math - This course provides an understanding of the topics of finance 
while reinforcing concepts and skills in the high school mathematics standards.  This course 
aligns to at least the Algebra I standards.   The finance topics may include:  income and 
careers; money management; credit and debt; and savings and investing.  Topic sections 
cover:  personal income, business ownership; budget; taxes; insurance; credit cards; buying 
verses leasing, mortgages; rent; credit ratings; bankruptcy, bank and brokerage accounts; 
interest rates; stocks and bonds; retirement; pensions; inheritance; and government financing.  
The Standards for Mathematical Practice apply throughout this course and, together with the 
content standards, prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes 
sense of problem situations. Addresses Relevant Algebra 1 NM Common Core State 
Standards for Mathematics (Can be substituted for Algebra II to fulfil graduation 
requirements). 

 
Forensic Science -- Forensic Science - Student Grades 10 - 12 - (Prerequisite: Biology or 
Chemistry or Concurrently enrolled in Integrated Science III) This phenomena based course 
focuses on applicable grade-level multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science 
Standards addressing topics of: forensic science, discussing the foundation of forensic science 
in basic science and mathematics, and introducing the technique of integrating these areas in 
the determination of the cause of death. The philosophical, rational and practical framework 
that supports a forensic investigation will be presented via an integrated curriculum. Students 
will study forensic anthropology, biochemistry, chemistry, botany, entomology and physics 
as well as problem solving techniques utilized in analyzing a crime scene. Other topics include 
ballistics, autopsies, mass disasters, epidemiology of environmental disasters, biological 
weapons as well as toxicology, microbiology, and pathology, and engineering design. 
 
French I -- A beginning course in French. Introduces the fundamental vocabulary and 
grammar through listening, speaking, writing, and reading activities.  Develops an 
appreciation for the language and culture. 

  
French II – Fren.111 Elementary French (Fall Semester) French 112 Intermediate Fren.112 
(Spring Semester) 4 Dual credits per semester. This course is considered French language for 
beginners. A refinement of the language skills and a continuation of the cultural appreciation 
learned in high school French I. More grammatical structures and more advanced vocabulary 
will be studied and practiced. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if 
student qualifies. 
 
Geology—This phenomena based course focuses on applicable grade-level 
multidimensionality in the NM STEM Ready! Science Standards and addresses topics of: 
earth materials and systems; plate tectonics and large-scale system interactions; water's role 
in Earth's surface processes; weather and climate; biogeology, and engineering design. 
 
Geometry -- Grades 9 - 12 - This course formalizes and extends geometric concepts by 
exploring more complex geometric situations and deepening explanations of geometric 
relationships, moving towards formal mathematical arguments. The six critical areas include:  
(1) congruence, proof, and constructions; (2) similarity, proof, and trigonometry; (3) 
extending to three dimensions; (4) connecting algebra and geometry through coordinates; (5) 
circles with and without coordinates; and (6) applications of probability.    The Standards for 
Mathematical Practice apply throughout this course and, together with the content standards, 
prescribe mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes sense of problem 
situations. 
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Government -- A study of the history and structure of American constitutional government 
with emphasis placed upon its operation at national, state and local levels, its effect on 
individuals and organizations, and their role in the governing process. 
 
Greenhouse/Nursery Operations --Greenhouse/Nursery Operations - Recommended for 
Students Grades 10 - 12 - This course covers greenhouse/nursery operation and management.  
Plant propagation including grafting, budding, and layering.  Students are often involved in 
the planning, management, and marketing associated with the school greenhouse/nursery. 
 
Guitar (Beginning) -- Beginning Guitar presents fundamentals of music and guitar playing 
techniques, such as strumming and chords.  The course may include more advanced guitar 
playing techniques.  Students are provided an acoustic guitar for use during school hours.  
School guitars do not leave the CHS campus. 
 
Guitar II - For students who have completed Beginning Guitar or are experienced guitarists 
with intermediate playing and performing skills. Intermediate level techniques will be 
developed, such as advanced strumming and barr chord techniques.  The course will include 
opportunities for collaboration and recording with other class members.  Class enrollment 
limited to twenty students.  Students are provided an acoustic guitar for use during school 
hours.  School guitars do not leave the CHS campus.  
 
Health Education -- Recommended for Students Grades 9 - 12 - Course that provides 
knowledge and skills practice in a variety of health topics including the six CDC health risk 
behaviors, and must be aligned with the 9-12 PED Health Education content standards with 
benchmarks and performance standards. This course will meet the graduation requirement for 
Health Education. 
 
High School 101 - This semester course is designed to help students transition from junior 
high to high school.  Students will learn the challenges they may face and ways to adapt to 
high school rigor.  This course introduces students to appropriate social and practical skills, 
but may include reading improvement skills, such as scanning, note taking, and outlining; 
library and research skills; listening, note taking, and vocabulary skills; and test taking skills.  
The course may also include exercises to generate organized and logical thinking and writing. 
High School 101 is a required freshman course. 
 
Honors Algebra I -- Students will learn how to work with linear and quadratic expressions, 
equations, and inequalities. Students will work with factoring, systems, irrational numbers and 
rational expressions. This course will include topics in geometry, probability and statistics, 
and data analysis. There will be a strong emphasis on the interrelatedness between equations, 
graphs, and data.  Additionally, students apply Algebra to practical situations.   
 
Honors Algebra II -- Students will learn how to work with the following families of 
functions:  linear, quadratic, exponential, logarithmic and trigonometric.  Students will also 
learn to solve equations and inequalities, graphing calculator topics, and real world 
applications within each function family.  Sequence and series, probability and statistics, and 
data analysis are also heavily emphasized. 
 
Honors Biology -- Recommended for college-bound students.  Intended to acquaint the 
student with the significant scientific facts upon which rest the major concepts and themes of 
biology.  Participation in laboratory activities is required.  9th graders enrolled must have 
completed or be enrolled in Honors Geometry or have instructor approval.  
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Honors Chemistry -- An advanced level, first year chemistry course for those students who 
are planning on taking AP Chemistry and/or AP Biology.  Honors Chemistry will offer 
students all of the necessary academic and laboratory requirements for first year high school 
chemistry.  There will also be a more extensive approach to many areas of problem solving in 
order to better prepare the student for AP Chemistry.  Honors Chemistry will also study areas 
of biochemistry that will benefit the student who is planning on taking AP Biology. 
 

 Honors English/Language Arts I -- For this fast-paced, rigorous class, students will be 
required to master difficult grammar and sentence structure.  Literature will include the study, 
analysis, and understanding of literary concepts using several novels, plays and short stories.  
Additional vocabulary and spelling skills and the study of analogies will be included.  Students 
may write a detailed research paper. 

 
 Honors English/Language Arts II -- The credit for this class satisfies the requirement for 

English II.  This class is an Advanced Placement college preparatory class of two semesters 
for academically and creatively talented students, and students should understand that it is a 
fast-paced, rigorous class.  Studies will include the interpretation of literature, expository and 
creative writing, grammar, skills of writing a research paper, vocabulary development, critical 
thinking, study skills, and test-taking skills for college entrance examinations. 

 
Honors French III -- Conversation and grammar course with continued emphasis on 
comprehension, conversation, pronunciation, and intonation, along with continued exposure 
to Francophone literature and culture.  
 
Honors Geometry -- Emphasis is on geometric topics and the use of logic.  Special study of 
logic enables the student to recognize the elements of a valid proof and aids in the learning of 
inductive reasoning.  The facts about geometric topics and facts presented in the theorems are 
utilized in formal two-column, single column, and paragraph types of proofs.  Not open to 
students who have passed any other Geometry course. 
 
Honors Spanish Language Arts III - Grades 11 This course provides instruction in Spanish 
Language Arts (SLA) with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, 
reading, writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core 
State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. It continues to develop students' writing 
skills, emphasizing clear, logical writing patterns, word choice, and usage, as students write 
essays and learn techniques for writing research papers. Students continue to read works of 
literature, which form the backbone of writing assignments. Literary conventions and stylistic 
devices receive more emphasis than in previous courses. This course must be taught in 
Spanish (home/heritage language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural Education Act, extensive 
study of cultures and traditions related to the home/heritage language at the regional, national, 
and international levels must be included. This course WILL be considered as part of a state-
funded bilingual program. 

 
Honors Spanish Language Arts IV - Grades 12 This course provides instruction and 
development for students in Spanish language arts, with an emphasis on communication and 
literacy skills (Speaking, Reading, Writing, Listening and Comprehension). This course must 
address the Common Core State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for Spanish Language 
Arts. The course blends composition and literature into a cohesive whole, as students write 
critical and comparative analyses of selected literature. Typically, multi paragraph essays 
predominate as the form of student composition, but one or more major research papers may 
also be written. This course must be taught in Spanish. (i.e. home/heritage language). As per 
Bilingual Multicultural Education regulation and statute, extensive study of the cultures and 
traditions related to the home/heritage language at the regional, national and international 
levels must be included. This course/class WILL be considered as part of a funded bilingual 
program. 
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Honors Pre-Calculus -- Students will continue to learn how to work with higher degree 
polynomial functions along with exponential, logarithmic, and trigonometric functions.  
Transformations, graphing issues, real world applications and calculator topics will also be 
included.  Additionally, this course will include topics in geometry, probability and statistics, 
and data analysis.  Some Calculus topics, such as limits, continuousness, and differentiability, 
are included. 
 
Honors Probability and Statistics -- This course aligns to the Probability and Statistics 
standards. The focus is to apply and expand understanding of Probability and Statistics. Four 
critical areas addressed in the course include: 1. Interpret categorical and quantitative data by: 
summarizing, representing, and interpreting data on a single count, measurement, two 
categorical or quantitative variables or linear models; 2. Make inferences and justify 
conclusions by understanding and evaluating random processes underlying statistical 
experiments, make inferences and justify conclusions from sample surveys, experiments and 
observations studies;  3. Apply conditional probability and probability rules by understanding 
independence and conditional probability; and interpreting data using rules of probability to 
compute probabilities of compound events;  4. Apply probability to make decisions by 
calculating expected values and using them to solve problems; using probability to evaluate 
outcomes of decisions. 
 
Honors Spanish III -- Conversation and literature course with continued emphasis on 
comprehension, conversation, pronunciation, and intonation, along with continued exposure 
to Spanish literature and culture.   
 
Hospitality and Tourism Management I – This course provides students with a broad-based 
learning of the tasks, knowledge, and skills required for a career within the hospitality and 
tourism industry.  This course will focus on content specifically related to information 
required for operational level employee positions and responsibilities. 

 
Hospitality and Tourism Management II – This is a leadership course focusing on the 
leadership and managerial aspects, responsibilities, knowledge, and skills required by an 
entry-level leader in the hospitality and tourism industry. 
 
Independent Research Science I -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field of 
science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the NMJAS 
paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur costs 
associated with research. 

 

Independent Research Science II -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field of 
science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the NMJAS 
paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur costs 
associated with research.   

 

Independent Research Science III -- Intended for students with a desire to follow a field of 
science after high school.  Individualized research in a specific science field under the 
direction of the teacher. Students must compete at the regional science fair and in the NMJAS 
paper competition as part of their project.  No fees, but some students may incur costs 
associated with research. 
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Intermediate Auto Service Technology -AUTO 112 Basic Engines (Fall Semester);AUTO 137 
Fuel Systems and Emissions; AUTO 120 Electrical Systems (Spring Semester) -- To prepare 
students for entry into the automobile repair industry or other automotive technology related 
industries. This course is a continuation of Beginning Auto Service Technology, with a more 
in-depth study of the mechanical and electrical functions of the automobile. This class will 
place emphasis on the function of various engines and engine repair during the fall semester. 
AUTO 137 will be taught during the third quarter of the spring semester and will place 
emphasis on the fundamental functions of Fuel Systems and Emission controls. AUTO 120 
will be taught during the fourth quarter or the Spring Semester and will place emphasis on the 
fundamental functions of electricity and electronic components. Content for all classes will 
rely heavily on theory, classroom instruction and laboratory work with assignments on live 
vehicles and work stations, to prepare students for ASE industry certifications. Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Intermediate Collision Repair Technology  -- AUTO 164 Automotive Industry Collision 
Repair I and AUTO 165 Automotive Industry Collision Repair II (Fall Semester); AUTO 181 
Frame and Structural Repair and AUTO 182 Structural Panel Replacement (Spring Semester) 
-- This course will provide students with instruction in auto body construction, remove and 
install body panels, and prep for primer and paint.  Students will be taught to write job 
estimates using proper grammar and sentence structure. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-
C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Intermediate Construction Trades -- BCT 100 Building Trades I (Fall Semester); BCT 290 
Special Problems in Building Technology and BCT 255 Special Topics: Framing and Roofing 
(Spring Semester) -- This course is designed to offer a more specific hands-on form of 
instruction that will specialize on residential construction off-campus. A curriculum from 
NCCER (National Center for Construction Education and Research) will be used to enhance 
learning in the classroom.  Areas covered will be:  plans, site layout, concrete, carpentry, 
residential wiring, and plumbing.    Individual studies in areas directly related to building 
technologies. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Intermediate Digital Video Production and Editing -- CMT 190 Digital Video Production 
I (Fall Semester); CMT 195 Digital Video Editing I (Spring Semester) -- This is an 
intermediate course in techniques and technology of digital video production equipment, 
artistic techniques, production application, editing and distributing video. Students work on 
Carlsbad High School’s News program by scripting, videoing and editing news packages. 
Students will work with first year students as mentors to create segments for the high school 
news productions. Students will also participate in special productions.  Dual enrollment credit 
from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Internet and Media Communications -- Designing web pages and sites for both personal 
use and organizations. Basic and advanced page presentation techniques for delivering content 
to selected audiences.  Digital multimedia use (digital cameras, video cams, web cams, 
scanners, MP3 player and recorder use, live Internet broadcast of events, video conferences 
on the Internet) and finding and using new tools for future life skills use.  Class will maintain 
high school web site and assist other schools with many parts of the Internet use (pages, web 
cams and presentations).  This course requires higher-level problem-solving skills for 
communications and Internet applications.  Successful completion of first semester required 
for continuation into second semester. 
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Introduction to Art –  An introduction to creating functional and three dimensional artworks 
using a variety of tools and several mediums which may include ceramics, sculpture, glass, 
and leather. Students will develop basic drawing and painting skills and explore the elements 
and principles of design.  Students learn to critique their work and the work of others.  
 
Introduction to Business (BPA)- (Grade 9) Prerequisite is 2.0 GPA. This course is designed 
to develop the students’ computer technology skills as they prepare for a career in the world 
of business.  Student will produce business documents using word processing, spreadsheet, 
database and presentation skills to be an effective employee; operate business equipment, read 
and write technical documents, apply office management procedures, learn communication 
etiquette, manage time and projects, develop interpersonal skills, examine 
employer/employee interactions, and develop job preparation skills.  
 
Introduction to Business Internship Skills (BPA) (Grade 10) This course is designed to 
develop the students’ computer technology skills as they prepare for a career in the world of 
business.  Student will produce business documents using word processing, spreadsheet, 
database and presentation skills to be an effective employee; operate business equipment, read 
and write technical documents, apply office management procedures, learn communication 
etiquette, manage time and projects, develop interpersonal skills, examine 
employer/employee interactions, and develop job preparation skills. Students must maintain 
a 2.0 GPA to remain the BPA program.  
 
Introduction to Culinary Arts – (12th grade) Students will be introduced to the study of 
nutrition, safety and sanitation kitchen designs, work flow, commercial equipment, 
preparation techniques, cooking methods, table setting, etiquette, and menu planning. Family, 
Community, and Career Leaders of America (FCCLA) and ProStart competencies will be 
infused into written and delivered curriculum. 
 
Introduction to Digital Video -- Introductory course in the fundamentals of video 
production. Instruction in the use of video equipment with an emphasis on technique and 
creativity. Oral and written communication skills include script writing, interviewing, 
reporting, researching, and editing. Satisfies Communications requirement.  
 
Introduction to Engineering Design – ET 109 Computer Drafting Fundamentals (Spring 
Semester) This course teaches problem-solving skills using a design development process. 
Models of product solutions are created, analyzed and communicated using solid modeling 
computer design software. This is the first of four hands-on courses over four years at the high 
school level that will introduce the student to the field of engineering.  Additional courses 
include Principles of Engineering, Digital Electronics Design and a specialty engineering 
course such as Aerospace, Biotechnical, Civil/Architecture, Computer Integrated 
Manufacturing, or Engineering Design and Development.  Course will include various forms 
of lab work.  
 
Introduction to Hospitality and Tourism--Overview of hospitality industry; organization 
and operation of lodging, food and beverage, and travel and tourism segments; focus on career 
opportunities and future trends of hospitality industry.  The class will provide an in-depth look 
at the front-line operations of the rooms division and food and beverage division.  
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Introduction to Medical Terminology -- NURS/HIT 150 Medical Terminology (Fall 
Semester) --The study and understanding of medical terminology as it relates to diseases, their 
causes and effects, and the terminology used in various medical specialties.  Emphasis will be 
placed on learning the basic elements of medical words, appropriate spelling and use of 
medical terms, and use of medical abbreviations.  Same as OEHO 120 and BOT 150. Grades 
from NMSU-C concurrent enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 
 
Introduction to Music -- is a full year music appreciation elective course designed to mirror 
MUS101G offered at NMSU-C.  Students will develop music vocabulary and will listen to 
and complete activities related to music from a variety of styles and historical periods.  Online 
interactive activities, assignments, and listening guides will be provided.  Dual enrollment 
credit from NMSU-C may be available if the student qualifies. 
 
Introduction to Pipe Welding – WELD 125 Pipe Welding (Spring)-- This is a semester 
course designed to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in 
the welding industry. Projects will include demonstrations with shielded metal arc welding of 
pipe with 6010 and 7018 electrodes. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available 
if student qualifies. 
 
Introduction to Publications -- This course exposes students to the manner in which 
photography and layout are used to convey information and experiences, such as through the 
publication of a yearbook or a newspaper. It allows students the opportunity to improve their 
photo composition skills, and to apply those skills to journalistic endeavors. Students will 
learn basic skills in layout and design, digital photography, as well as, editing and managing 
digital images using software such as Photoshop, InDesign, and Publisher. This course serves 
as a prerequisite for acceptance on newspaper or yearbook staff. 
 
Introduction to Skilled and Career Trades—MAT 110 Machine Operation and Safety (Fall 
Semester) and OETS 102 Career Readiness Certification Preparation (Spring Semester) This course 
will be the prerequisite to the following first level classes: Auto Service Technology, Collision 
Repair Technology, Construction and Building Technology, and Welding Technology.  This 
class will utilize materials from SkillsUSA, OSHA, and National Center for Construction 
Education and Research (NCCER).   Students will explore careers in the above listed areas by 
completing the PDP 1 and 2 from Skills USA.  Safety will be stressed and the curriculum from 
NCCER and OSHA will be used.   Students will complete core curriculum for NCCER, in 
which they will gain certification. Projects from each content area will be completed throughout 
the course. $20.00 lab fee plus projects. Eye protection is to be provided by the student. 
Membership in the co-curricular organization SkillsUSA is required.  Students must pass this 
course with a C or better, and/or instructor approval to continue into one of the Technology 
Trade programs. 
 
Introduction to TIG (GTAW) – WELD 140: Intro to TIG (Fall) -- This is a semester course 
the development of basic skills with gas tungsten arc welding (GTAW) or (TIG) in accordance 
with AWS entry advanced welder objectives. Students will contrast the effects of DCEN, 
DCEP, and AC on surface cleaning efficiency, electrode life, and weld characteristics. Student 
will also select the proper welding power source, polarity, shielded gas, flow rate, tungsten 
electrode type and diameter, nozzle size, and filler metal required to produce an acceptable 
TIG weld. Students will display proper assembly and adjustment to all the variables to produce 
a satisfactory TIG weld. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student 
qualifies. 
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Introduction to Welding – WELD 105 Introduction to Welding --This is a semester course 
designed to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in the 
welding industry. Emphasis will be made on safety and familiarization with the equipment 
and will involve classroom instruction and laboratory experience.  Students will learn the basic 
skills of oxygen-acetylene and SMAW (SHIELDED METAL ARC WELDING) Dual 
enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if student qualifies. 
 
Jobs Lab I -- Enrollment is required of all students on a Career Readiness Graduation 
Pathway.  Job basics: employer/employee relationships, labor laws, and appropriate work 
behaviors.  

 
 Jobs Lab II -- Employee/employer relationships in detail, appropriate written and oral 
communication, job responsibilities, rates of pay, payroll deductions, and taxes will be 
covered. 
 
Legal & Ethical Aspects of Healthcare (AHS 202)- 
Consideration of legal and ethical issues in modern health care delivery. 
 
Living Skills I -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas:  
managing money, selecting and maintaining living environments, caring for personal health, 
developing and maintaining appropriate intimate relationships, eating at home and in the 
community, cleaning and purchasing clothing, participating in leisure/recreational activities, 
and getting around in the community.  

 

Living Skills II -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: 
making purchases, maintaining a living environment, dressing appropriately, demonstrating 
knowledge of appropriate dating behavior, purchasing food, selecting and planning 
leisure/recreational activities, and getting around in the community. 

 

Living Skills III -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: using 
vending machines, using basic appliances and tools, maintain physical fitness, prepare meals, 
cleaning and purchasing clothing, participate in individual and group leisure/recreational 
activities; access available transportation. 

 
Living Skills IV -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following areas: 
budget money, set up personal living space, recognize and seek help for illness, maintain 
appropriate intimate relationships, eating in the community, demonstrate appropriate eating 
habits, dress appropriately, select and participate in group travel, and get around in the 
community.   
 
Math Lab I --  Grades 9 - 10 - For Elective Credit Only (Concurrent enrollment with Algebra 
I) -  Cannot count as one of the four math credits required for High School Graduation. This 
class will be offered in conjunction with a regular Algebra I course and will offer the extra 
support some students may need in order to be successful in the regular course. The teacher 
of this course will be guided by the Standards-based core curriculum of the regular course and 
will emphasize the skills, concepts and processes needed by the students. An intervention 
program can be thought of as a cycle consisting of three phases: diagnostic assessment, 
instructional actions and follow-up assessment.  
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Meistersingers I -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to promote positive 
public relations to the community-at-large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of 
the curriculum.  Literature includes entertainment oriented music; madrigals, serious choral 
chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular music hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for the All-
State Choir are required.  Frequent concerts outside of school day. Attendance at rehearsals 
and performances is mandatory.   

 
Meistersingers II -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to the community-at-
large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of the curriculum.  Sight singing and ear 
training will be emphasized.  Literature includes entertainment music, madrigals, serious 
choral chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular music hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for 
the All-State Choir are required.  Frequent concerts outside of school day.  Attendance at 
rehearsals and performances is mandatory.  

  
Meistersingers III -- Meistersingers represents Carlsbad High School to promote positive 
public relations to the community-at-large.  Advanced music theory is an important part of 
the curriculum.  Sight singing and ear training will be emphasized.  Literature includes 
entertainment music, madrigals, serious choral chamber works, vocal jazz, and popular music 
hits.  Solo singing and auditioning for the All-State Choir are required.  Leadership and 
conducting opportunities will be stressed and required.  Frequent concerts outside of school 
day.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 

 
Music Theory Fundamentals for Real World Musicians --is a full-year music theory 
elective course designed for students with an interest and aptitude for music who wish to learn 
about the fundamentals of music theory that can be applied to making their own music.  Music 
Theory concepts will be reinforced in the CHS piano lab. Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-
C may be available if the student qualifies. 

 
New Mexico History– New Mexico History is a semester course that will focus on state, 
county, and local governments and will include statehood to present time.  

 
Nursing Assistant -- NA 101 Nursing Assistant Theory & Lab -- Work co-op program class 
for students interested in the medical field.  It enables students to gain experience and/or 
training in a variety of health career positions.  Current healthcare issues and health education 
will also be addressed.  Topics to be covered will also include history of medicine, safety and 
CPR, medical ethics, and understanding the basic elements of vocabulary and medical 
abbreviations.  A variety of teaching modalities will be utilized, including guest speakers, 
faculty experience, online work and role playing. Grades from NMSU-C concurrent 
enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 

 
On-Job Training I -- Designed for students to receive training while working part-time. If 
student loses their job, two weeks will be allotted to get another job.  Student must turn in 
documentation of job applications. If a job is not found within two weeks, student will be 
removed from the class. During the time of unemployment, credit will be lost from any of the 
job-related assignments (time sheets, etc).  Students will be required to turn in weekly time 
sheets signed by the employer.  Students must work an average of one hour/day for each hour 
assigned to OJT.  Hours worked must be documented on provided time sheets and submitted 
weekly.  A maximum of three credits may be assigned per year. Any exceptions must be 
approved by the principal.   
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Pathophysiology – HIT 140: Intro. To Pathophysiology (Spring).  The first nine weeks will 
cover the essentials of anatomy and physiology for those considering a career in health as well 
as those interested in understanding their own body and the basics of health.  The second nine 
weeks will be an introduction to the nature of disease and its effect on body systems.  Disease 
processes affecting the human body via an integrated approach to specific disease entities will 
be presented including a review of normal functions of the appropriate body systems.  
Diseases will be studied in relation to their etiology, pathology, physical signs and symptoms, 
diagnostic procedures, complications, treatment modalities and prognosis.  Grades from 
NMSU-C concurrent enrollment will be entered on the high school transcript. 

 
Physics -- Students study a variety of topics that include Newton’s laws of motion, changes 
within physical systems and conservation of energy and momentum, force, thermodynamics, 
characteristics and behavior of waves, electricity, magnetism, and quantum physics.  This 
course is recommended for those who plan to major in science or engineering in college. It is 
designed to provide students with an understanding of physics concepts that will enable them 
to better understand the physical world we live in.   Physics is computationally based and after 
mastering the concepts presented in this course, the student will be prepared to enter an AP 
Physics class or take a college level physics course. 

 
Piano (Beginning) -- Beginning Piano presents the fundamentals of music through the piano 
keyboard.  No previous musical experience is required.  Students will learn to play simple 
two-handed compositions and chords at the piano.  Music Theory as it relates to piano playing 
will be a focus of this course.  Students will use the latest in music technology developments 
in the CHS Piano Lab to learn to play the piano.  Instruction will include computerized 
instructional materials, playing with recorded accompaniments, and learning improvisation 
skills.   Students will work individually on basic piano skills and also perform with other 
members of the class in group situations.   

 
Piano II -- Piano II is a continuation from Piano I.  A student must pass Piano I before 
enrollment into Piano II.  Students will learn to play more complex two-handed compositions 
and chords on  the piano.  Music Theory as it relates to piano playing will be a 
continuing focus of this course.  Students will use the latest in music technology developments 
in the CHS Piano Lab to learn to play the piano.  Instruction will include computerized 
instructional materials, playing with recorded accompaniments, and learning improvisation 
skills.   Students will work individually on basic piano skills and also perform with other 
members of the class in group situations.  

 
Play Production I/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on acting 
(auditions, blocking, character development, rehearsal, and performance).  Students will 
produce a major production and/or take part in competition. Extra-curricular time is required. 
Fall and spring semesters.   

 
Play Production II/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 
technical aspects (set construction, costumes, makeup, lighting, sound, props).  Students will 
produce a major production and/or take part in competition.  Extra-curricular time is required.  
Fall and spring semesters.   

 
  Play Production III/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 

directing (conducting auditions, overseeing the production team, play development, dealing 
with cast and crew) and production (choosing a script, securing performance rights, 
publicity).  Students will produce a major production and/or take part in competition.  Extra-
curricular time is required.  Fall and spring semesters. 
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Play Production IV/Mummers -- All aspects of play production, with an emphasis on 
technical direction (set design, lighting design, play development, sound design, makeup and 
costume design, and crew oversight). Students will produce a major production and/or take 
part in competition.  Extra-curricular time is required.  Fall and spring semesters. 

 
 Pre-Calculus -- This course covers algebraic applications, trigonometry, graphing 

techniques, exponential and logarithmic functions and limits.  Additionally, this course will 
include topics in geometry, probability and statistics, and data analysis.  This course is 
recommended for the college-bound student. 

 
Pre-Vocational Skills I -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-identity, personal interests and abilities, exhibiting socially responsible 
behavior, appropriate behavior, developing and maintaining appropriate social relationships, 
develop friendships, exhibiting independent behavior, set and reach personal goals, making 
informed decisions, communicating with others, identify problems/conflicts, exploring and 
locating occupational training and job placement opportunities, listening and responding 
skills, making occupational and job placement choices, occupational interests, applying for 
and maintaining occupational training and job placements, applying for job placement, 
developing and maintaining appropriate work skills and behavior, perform work and direction 
requirements, matching physical/manual skills to occupational training and employment, fine 
motor dexterity in occupational training, and job placements.    

  
Pre-Vocational Skills II -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following  
areas:  appropriate responses to emotions, identify personal roles, maintain friendships, self-
organization, effective communication, occupational training and job placement 
opportunities, training and job placement, good attendance and punctuality, gross motor 
dexterity in occupational training, and job placements.  

 
Pre-Vocational Skills III -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-confidence and self-worth, respect for other’s rights and property, self-
determination, select best solution to problems/conflicts, make adjustments and changes in 
employment status, training and job placement, respond to supervision, sensory 
discrimination in occupational training, and job placements.   

  
Pre-Vocational Skills IV -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  demonstrate giving and accepting praise and criticism, exhibiting socially responsible 
behavior, respect for authority, exhibiting independent behavior, occupational training and job 
placement opportunities, job safety awareness, employment, stamina, and endurance.   

 
Pre-Vocational Skills V -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  acquiring self-identity, exhibiting socially responsible behavior, ability to follow 
directions, develop training plan for occupational choice, and work cooperatively with others.   

 
Pre-Vocational Skills VI -- Designed for students to receive an education in the following 
areas:  demonstrate appropriate citizen’s rights and responsibilities, identify how personal 
behavior affects others, exhibiting socially responsible behavior, ability to follow directions, 
develop training plan for occupational choice, work cooperatively with others, and meet 
quality and quantity work standards. 
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Principles of Engineering – ET 183 Applied DC Circuits/ET 183 Applied DC Circuits Lab 
(Fall) ; ET 190 applied Circuits/ET 191 Applied Circuits Lab. This course explores technology 
systems and manufacturing processes; addresses the social and political consequences of 
technological change. Course will include various forms of lab work that may require 
attendance after school and/or on Saturdays. 

  
Probability and Statistics--This course aligns to the Probability and Statistics standards. The 
focus is to apply and expand understanding of Probability and Statistics. Four critical areas 
addressed in the course include: 1. Interpret categorical and quantitative data by: summarizing, 
representing, and interpreting data on a single count, measurement, two categorical or 
quantitative variables or linear models; 2. Make inferences and justify conclusions by 
understanding and evaluating random processes underlying statistical experiments, make 
inferences and justify conclusions from sample surveys, experiments and observations 
studies;  3. Apply conditional probability and probability rules by understanding independence 
and conditional probability; and interpreting data using rules of probability to compute 
probabilities of compound events;  4. Apply probability to make decisions by calculating 
expected values and using them to solve problems; using probability to evaluate outcomes of 
decisions (Can be substituted for Algebra II to fulfil graduation requirements). 

 
 Publications I -- This course is designed as training for students who wish to be section 
editors, and eventually editors, of the Cavemen Chronicle and Echo Yearbook.  Students will 
edit writing and digital photography; assist with graphic design and desktop publishing.  
Student section editors will also be responsible for meeting deadlines and maintaining the 
integrity of the publication.  This course runs concurrently with Newspaper Publication and 
Yearbook Publication for students who have already earned credit for one of those classes.  
 
Publications II -- This course is designed for editors of the Cavemen Chronicle or Echo 
Yearbook.  Students selected for leadership positions will supervise a staff of their peers, 
manage advertising and finances, and oversee production of the publication.  These students 
will have decision-making responsibilities for final publications and will be responsible for 
ensuring that all deadlines are met and that the integrity of the publication is maintained. This 
course runs concurrently with Newspaper Publication or Yearbook Publication and 
Publications Leadership I.   

 
Publications III -- This course is designed for editors of the Cavemen Chronicle or Echo 
Yearbook.  Students selected for leadership positions will supervise a staff of their peers, 
manage advertising and finances, and oversee production of the publication.  These students 
will have decision-making responsibilities for final publications and will be responsible for 
ensuring that all deadlines are met and that the integrity of the publication is maintained. This 
course runs concurrently with Newspaper Publication or Yearbook Publication and 
Publications Leadership I.   

 
Sculpture-- A continuation of the study of the elements and principles of design which may 
include perspective drawing, sculpture using various media, leather craft, sandblasting, and 
pottery. This class is designed to prepare the students for independent studies in Applied Arts 
and Three Dimensional Design III.  

 
Spanish I -- A beginning course in Spanish.  Introduces the fundamental vocabulary and 
grammar through listening, speaking, writing, and reading activities.  Develops an 
appreciation for the language and culture. 
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Spanish II -- A refinement of the language skills and a continuation of the cultural 
appreciation learned in Spanish I. More grammatical structures and more advanced 
vocabulary will be studied and practiced.   
 
Spanish Language Arts I - Grades 9 This course provides instruction in Spanish Language 
Arts (SLA) with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, reading, 
writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core State 
Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. This course builds upon the students' prior 
knowledge of grammar, vocabulary, word usage, and mechanics of writing, and usually 
includes the four aspects of language use: reading, writing, speaking, and listening. Usually, 
the various genres of literature are introduced and defined, with writing exercises often 
linked to reading selections. This course must be taught in Spanish (home/heritage 
language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural Education Act, extensive study of the cultures and 
traditions related to the home/heritage language at the regional, national, and international 
levels must be included. This course WILL be considered as part of a state-funded bilingual 
program. 
 
Spanish Language Arts II - Grades 10 This course provides instruction in Spanish 
Language Arts (SLA), with an emphasis on communication and literacy skills (speaking, 
reading, writing, listening and comprehension). This course must address the Common Core 
State Standards (Common Core en Espanol) for SLA. The course offers a balanced focus on 
composition and literature. Students learn about alternate aims and audiences of written 
compositions by writing persuasive, critical, and creative multi paragraph thematic essays 
and compositions. Students study various genres and improve their reading rate and 
comprehension, and develop skills to determine authors' intent and theme. This course must 
be taught in Spanish (home/heritage language). Per the Bilingual Multicultural Education 
Act, extensive study of cultures and traditions related to the home/heritage language at the 
regional, national, and international levels must be included. This course WILL be 
considered as part of a state-funded bilingual program. 

 
Speech and Communications -- Students will learn and practice the fundamentals of public 
speaking, including introductions and informative, demonstrative, and argumentative 
speeches.  Students will be required to work independently and cooperatively to present 
speeches to the class. Does not replace English III or English IV. 
 

 Sport Seasons/Physical Education -- Student participation in 3 sport-seasons in high 
school will receive a waiver for the graduation requirement in Physical Education. 

 
Sports Medicine -- Sports Medicine will be offered to students interested in the medical 
field.  Many students will go on to pursue careers in medicine, physical therapy, athletic 
training, etc. The course will cover anatomy, physiology, exercise science, nutrition, first 
aid, CPR, injury evaluation, rehabilitation, and other sports medicine related topics.  There 
will also be guest speakers discussing various sports topics and opportunities within the field 
of sports medicine.  This class is a prerequisite for athletic training, a hands-on practicum 
(lab) approach to sports medicine.  
 

 SREB Math Ready –(12th Grade) This course is higher than the level of Algebra II.  This 
Southern Regional Educational Board (SREB) course emphasizes an understanding of math 
concepts. Math Ready students learn the context behind procedures and come to understand 
the “whys” of using certain formulas or methods to solve a problem. By engaging students 
in real-world applications, this course develops critical thinking skills that students will use 
in college and careers. 
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Strength & Conditioning/Athletics-Course will teach proper weight training and 
conditioning techniques that the student can use throughout the student/athlete’s lifetime.  It 
will include activities related to weight training, core training, footwork, and various 
activities that increase cardiovascular fitness and strength.  This course meets the physical 
education requirement.  
 
Structural Welding I – WELD 100 Structural (Spring) -- This is a semester course designed 
to provide the student with general shop safety and procedures to be used in the welding 
industry. Students will recognize the difference in welding electrodes tensile strength, flux, 
and recommended position that electrode is to be used. Students will also demonstrate and 
set the welding machine to the proper polarity setting and proper amperage setting for 
determined welding process.  In this class all SMAW will be practiced in flat, horizontal, 
vertical, and overhead position.  Dual enrollment credit from NMSU-C may be available if 
student qualifies. 
 
Student Athletic Training I -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
that are considering going into health or medical related fields.  The purpose of this course 
is to provide students with a hands-on aspect of the anatomical and physiological material 
covered in Sports Medicine.  Students will be responsible for dealing with the prevention, 
maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries in the coverage of various athletic 
practices and games in the training room, as well as on the field.  
 
Student Athletic Training II -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
who are serious about health or medical related careers.  This course is an extension of 
Student Athletic Training I and puts more responsibility on the student in dealing with the 
prevention, maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries while providing coverage of 
various athletic events and practices. 
 

 Student Athletic Training III -- This course is recommended for male and female students 
who are serious about a medical related career, especially in athletic training or physical 
therapy.  This course is an extension of Student Athletic Training II and places extensive 
responsibility on the student to provide care for various athletes in the prevention, 
maintenance, and rehabilitation of athletic injuries.  Students will be provided with advanced 
knowledge in taping/bandaging, first aid, exercise physiology, kinesiology, conditioning, 
and rehabilitation of the athletes and their injuries. 
 
Student Ecology Research Project -- Students will study the basic concepts of ecology and 
apply them to field research.  Students design, conduct, and present findings of an ecology 
research project over a six-week period during the summer.  Emphasis is on local aquatic 
and terrestrial ecology.  Extensive amounts of time are spent outdoors, with a possible 
camping trip.  This course is supported by NM-MESA and efforts are made to include 60% 
MESA members.   
 
Student Leadership I – This course prepares students to meet the challenges of leadership 
in today’s complex global environment. The coursework will expose students to the skills 
and practices necessary to communicate and work with diverse groups of people toward 
common goals to implement beneficial societal changes in the school and community. 

 
Student Leadership II – This course continues to prepare students to meet the challenges 
of leadership in today’s complex global environment. The coursework will teach students 
the skills and practices necessary to communicate and work with diverse groups of people 
toward common goals to implement beneficial societal changes in the school and 
community. In addition, students will explore a variety of other topics including developing 
personal leadership style, and organizational politics. 
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Student Leadership III – This course builds on the concepts of student leadership II. 
Students will develop and enhance intrapersonal and interpersonal skills as well as learn the 
philosophical foundations and fundamentals of effective leadership. Students will utilize 
skills by designing or embracing a community-based project as a culminating activity in an 
effort to make a difference in the lives of others. This course is a valuable resource for those 
who aspire to become leaders in business, government, military, and non-profit 
organizations. 

 
Success Skills -- This course emphasizes leadership skills, study skills, time management, 
prioritizing, stress management, and strategies for success in high school and employment.  
Personal, social, and communication skills are stressed as a means of developing success in 
life.  Upon completion of this course, the student will have assembled a portfolio. 

 
Theatre Arts I -- Introductory course in theatre.  Activities include basic movement and 
acting fundamentals, pantomime, improvisations, basic directing, Theatre technology 
including set construction, makeup, costumes lighting, and Theatre history.  

 
Theatre Arts II -- This course focuses on fundamentals of acting for the high school student.  
All aspects of Theatre production (advertising, graphics, ticket sales, etc.) are introduced.  

 
Troubadours I -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School. Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory.  
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   

 
Troubadours II -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School.  Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   
 
Troubadours III -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School.  Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval 
 
Troubadours IV -- Varsity Choir at Carlsbad High School. Designed for advanced singers 
with previous choral experience.  Must be able to sight-sing on solfeggio.  Must be able to 
perform solo material.  Attendance at rehearsals and performances is mandatory. 
Prerequisites: Audition and director approval.   

 
U. S. History -- The first semester is a study of the reconstruction of America after the Civil 
War and the emergence of the U. S. as a world power militarily, economically and culturally. 
A study of how the U. S. overcame external and internal threats to grow in influence as a 
democracy. The second semester is a study of the unique problems the United States has 
experienced having emerged as a world leader after WWII dealing with the culture, 
conflicts, domestic and foreign policies, and domestic problems from WWII to present. 

 
Weightlifting and Conditioning I/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement.  This class is designed to teach weightlifting and conditioning techniques that 
the student can use throughout his/her lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting and games and activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It 
will also address nutrition and healthy habits.   
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Weightlifting and Conditioning II/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement. This class is designed to teach intermediate weightlifting and conditioning 
techniques to those students who have taken weightlifting and conditioning.  These 
techniques will benefit students for a lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting and weightlifting games and activities that increase and improve 
cardiovascular and muscular fitness.  It will address nutrition and healthy habits.   

 

Weightlifting and Conditioning III/Co-Ed -- Does not meet Physical Education 
requirement. This course is designed to teach the advanced weightlifting and conditioning 
techniques to those students who have taken weightlifting and conditioning.  These 
techniques will benefit students for a lifetime.  It will include activities related to 
weightlifting games and activities that increase and improve cardiovascular fitness.  It will 
address nutrition and healthy habits.  Students will learn basics of building their own 
personal weight-training program.   

 
World History/Geography -- The first semester is a study of World History from the 
Renaissance to the Industrial Revolution.  Students will use analytical skills exploring 
political and economic changes from the past while comparing & contrasting events to the 
world today.  Students will   examine revolutions and the impacts they’ve made on the 
political and economic structure of the 21st Century.  The second semester is a study of 
World History from World War II to present. Throughout the course, students will study 
geography of the world. 

 
Yearbook Publications I-IV-- This year long production-oriented course is for students 
who have been selected to be on the staff of the Echo Yearbook.  Students work as computer 
designers, reporters, writers, photographers and advertising and circulation salespersons.  
Students research, gather information, take digital photographs and do graphic design and 
desktop publishing.   They work under deadline pressure.  Students in the yearbook class 
must be computer literate.   

 
Yoga I -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 
the basics of Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime.  This 
Yoga class will focus on many physical aspects of fitness such as:  flexibility, strength, and 
muscle tone.  This course will also focus on the connection between body and mind.  
Techniques will be offered for enhancing stress management, relaxation, anger 
management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-image.   
 
Yoga II -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 
intermediate level Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime. 
The class will focus on the physical aspects of fitness at a more advanced level, the 
connection between mind and body, and further enhancing techniques for stress 
management, relaxation, anger management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-
image.   

 
   Yoga III -- Does not meet Physical Education requirement. This course is designed to teach 

advanced Yoga.  It is intended to offer an innovative way to stay fit for a lifetime.  The class 
will focus on the physical aspects of fitness at a more advanced level, the connection 
between mind and body, and further enhancing techniques for stress management, 
relaxation, anger management, self-control and reinforcing positive self-image.  Students 
will learn the basics of creating their own practice. 
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PARENTAL NOTIFICATION 
 

ACCESS TO SCHOOL RECORDS/INFORMATION. Access to educational records is 
governed by the requirements of the Amended Family Educational Rights and Privacy Act 
(FERPA) of 1974 and district policy.  Under this act and policy, non-custodial parents have the 
right only to academic and attendance records.  Parents must inform the school principal in 
writing, on a form provided in the principal’s office, if they wish to limit media access to their 
student’s pictures, honors or other recognition as outlined in Policy 6.41. 
 
 

ANTI-BULLYING:  Bullying behavior by any student in the Carlsbad Municipal School 
District is strictly prohibited and such conduct may result in disciplinary action, including 
suspension and/or expulsion from school. 
 
“Bullying” means any repeated and pervasive written, verbal or electronic expression, physical 
act or gesture, or a pattern thereof, that is intended to cause distress upon one or more students 
in the school, on school grounds, in school vehicles, at a designated bus stop, or at school 
activities or sanctioned events. 
 
Bullying includes, but is not limited to, hazing, harassment, intimidation or menacing acts of a 
student which may or may not be based on the student’s race, color, sex, ethnicity, national 
origin, religion, disability, age, or sexual orientation that a reasonable person under the 
circumstances should know will have the effect of: 
 

 -  Placing a student in reasonable fear of physical harm or damage to the student’s property. 
 -  Physically harming a student or damaging a student’s property. 

 - Insulting or demeaning any student or group of students in such a way as to disrupt or 
interfere with the school’s educational mission or the education of any student. 

 
Students and parents may file verbal complaints concerning suspected bullying behavior with 
school personnel and administrators.  Any report of suspected bullying behavior will be 
promptly reviewed.  If acts of bullying are verified, prompt disciplinary action may be taken 
against the perpetrator, up to and including suspension and/or expulsion.  (NMAC-N, 6.12.7.7, 
11-30-06) 

 
CORPORAL PUNISHMENT/NOTIFICATION. School personnel are encouraged to 
practice a high standard of professional ethics in regard to discipline. Carlsbad Municipal 
Schools will not permit nor be a witness to the use of Corporal Punishment by parents/guardians 
on school premises. 

 
FAMILY EDUCATIONAL RIGHTS & PRIVACY ACT/PROTECTION OF PUPIL 
RIGHTS ACT (FERPA/PPRA).  In compliance with the NCLB Act, the parent has the right 
to: 

 
(a) Inspect surveys created by third parties before such surveys are administered or 

distributed to students. 
(b) Inspect and the right of students to refuse to participate in any surveys designed to 

collect private information about, among other things, students’ or their families’ 
political affiliations, sexual behaviors and attitudes, mental problems, illegal 
behavior, income, and religious practices or beliefs. 

(c) Inspect, upon request, any instructional material used in the educational curriculum 
for the student. 

(d) Be informed of the administration of physical examinations or screenings that the 
school may administer to students. 
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(e) Know of the collection, disclosure or use of personal information collected from 
students for the purpose of marketing or selling such information. 

(f) Inspect, upon request, any instrument used in the collection of personal student 
information to be used for marketing purposes. 

 
The PPRA now obligates schools to provide parents reasonable notice, at least once annually 
at the beginning of the school year, of the adoption and implementation of the policies 
required by the Act.  This notice must offer an opportunity to parents to opt the student out 
of participation of any instructional material used as part of the educational curriculum.  The 
PPRA now requires schools to provide notice to parents of: 

 
(a) Activities involving the collection or disclosure of personal student information for 

marketing purposes. 
(b) The administration of any survey designed to gather private student information in 

the various categories listed under the PPRA. 
(c) Any non-emergency, invasive physical examination or screening that is required as 

a condition of attendance, administered by the school and scheduled in advance, and 
not necessary to protect the immediate health and safety of the student or other 
students. 

 
MILITARY RECRUITER ACCESS TO INFORMATION/SCHOOL RECORDS.  
Both the NCLB Act of 2001 (P.L. No. 107-110), and the National Defense Authorization Act 
for Fiscal Year 2002 (P.L. No. 107-107), entitle military recruiters to receive the name, 
address, and telephone listing of juniors and seniors in high school.  Parents may make a 
written request to the building principal to opt out of having the school provide directory 
information to military recruiters.  The Carlsbad Municipal School District will allow military 
recruiters (i.e., Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, National Guard) to be 
available on the high school campus for job fairs, as well as to visit with interested students, 
at the student’s request during his/her lunch periods. 
 
PESTICIDE SPRAYING NOTIFICATION.  As per the New Mexico Public Education 
Department Regulation 9.13.4, a written request for advance notice of pesticide spraying prior 
to application may be made by a parent or guardian.  This written request for notification 
should be turned in to the building principal. 
 
STUDENT SUPERVISION – ON CAMPUS (In Loco-Parentis).  Parents must send their 
children to school under New Mexico’s compulsory attendance laws.  Schools stand in loco 
parentis as regards to discipline, supervision and custody issues.  This means that schools are 
responsible for students “in place of the parents” while students are in school.  School 
personnel should exercise due care in guarding the health, safety and welfare of students 
enrolled in their schools.  All school officials, employees and authorized agents of the public 
schools whose responsibilities include supervision of students shall stand in loco parentis 
with regard to students they are required to supervise at any time the responsibility of 
supervision exists. 

 
Whenever students are lawfully subjected to the school’s control, public authorities shall have 
the right to supervise and control the conduct of students, and students shall have the duty to 
submit to the school’s authority.  Principals must assume responsibility and leadership with 
regard to the discipline of students.  The right to attend public school is not absolute.  It is 
conditioned on each student’s acceptance of the obligation to abide by the lawful rules of the 
school and community until and unless the rules are changed through lawful processes. 
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STUDENT SUPERVISION – OFF CAMPUS (In Loco-Parentis).  The school reserves the 
right to discipline students for out-of-school conduct having a direct and immediate effect on 
school discipline or the general safety and welfare of the school.  This will apply to all 
students traveling to, attending, and returning from school, and while visiting another school, 
or a school-sanctioned activity. 
 
SUBSTITUTE TEACHERS.  If a substitute is in a classroom for four consecutive weeks 
with a sub-standard license, parents must be notified of the certification of the substitute.  The 
parent may contact the building principal for this information.   (NMSA 1978, 22-10-16) 
 
TEACHER LICENSURE.  In accordance with the No Child Left Behind Act (NCLB), Title 
I, Part A, Section 1111, “Parents Right to Know,” the parent has the right to request 
information about the licensure and other qualifications, teaching assignment, and training of 
their child’s teacher and any paraprofessionals (instructional assistants) who may work with 
their child.  The parent may contact the building principal for this information. 
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